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Abstract
Solvent ingress into polymeric materials is of widespread industrial impor­
tance in the context of polymer durability. Evidence suggests that the syn­
ergetic effects of two or more mixed solvents acting together and of residual 
solvent left over in the polymer from manufacture can be particularly im­
portant. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) imaging has been explored for 
many years as a method which can provide quantitative data on the diffusion 
dynamics of solvent ingress into polymer materials. Until recently, however, 
the possibility of imaging the polymer component has been either impossible 
with conventional techniques or limited when using specially adapted and 
technically demanding methodologies. The work presented here describes 
the first studies using the stray-field nuclear magnetic resonance imaging 
(STRAFI) method to investigate fundamental solvent transport processes in 
methacrylate polymer materials.
Firstly, the ingress of methanol and methanol-acetone vapour mixtures into 
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) was investigated. Using deuterated sol­
vents, spatially resolved NMR polymer signal was obtained from exposed 
and unexposed polymer. Analysis of the polymer signal revealed that in the 
case of pure methanol ingress, the polymer concentration and spin-spin 
relaxation time is constant across the swollen region. The relaxation time is, 
however, greater by a factor of 1.1 compared to the unexposed rigid polymer. 
For mixed solvents, the polymer chain spin-spin relaxation time is greater by 
a factor ranging from 1.1 to 1.4 across the swollen region in samples exposed 
to solvent for up to a week, providing evidence for a spatial gradient in poly­
mer chain dynamics. Small polymer concentration gradients are also seen in 
sample exposed to methanol-acetone vapour mixtures. This study produced 
the first spatially resolved quantitative data on both polymer and solvent 
concentrations in a glassy polymer system using NMR.
The ingress of pure methanol vapour and methanol-acetone vapour mixtures 
containing up to 50 weight% acetone into PMMA exhibits Case II diffusion 
dynamics. The stray field method was combined with gradient spin echo dif­
fusion techniques for the first time in order to perform high spatial resolution 
maps of the solvent self-diffusion coefficient. These experiments yield com­
plimentary spatial gradients in the diffusion coefficient which typically varies 
by a factor of 2 across the swollen region. The magnitude of the diffusion 
coefficients vary from 0.15 to 0.30 x 10~® cm^s“  ^ over 0.8mm of swollen poly­
mer for pure methanol vapour in PMMA to 1.8 to 3.2 x 10~® cm^s“  ^ over
1.5mm of swollen polymer for a 70 weight% methanol-30 weight% acetone 
vapour mixture.
A series of follow-up experiments were performed to study the effect of small 
residual amounts of acetone incorporated into PMMA samples during manu­
facture on the subsequent ingress of liquid methanol. A comprehensive study 
of the effects of both temperature and acetone pre-swelling on methanol 
transport in PMMA is presented. It is shown that the incorporation of small 
fractions of acetone enhances the rate of uptake of liquid methanol. A tran­
sition from Case II to Fickian diffusion dynamics with increasing acetone 
pre-swelling is observed. This transition can be reversed by lowering the 
temperature of the sample. In addition, the ingress of pure methanol liq­
uid was studied in the temperature range 25 - 65 °C. In contrast to previous 
studies, the diffusion dynamics remained Case II over this temperature range.
Finally, an analysis of the STRAFI data is presented using current models 
of solvent transport in glassy polymers. This represents the first substan­
tive tests of these models for macroscopic samples. The model predictions 
for polymer viscosity and solvent diffusivity are successfully correlated with 
independent analyses.
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Preface
The work presented in this thesis deals with the application of a novel solid 
state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technique, termed stray-field imag­
ing (STRAFI), to the investigation of solvent transport in polymer materials. 
The increasing use of polymer materials in a diverse range of industrial and 
biomedical applications has highlighted the importance of a better under­
standing of how polymer materials react in various chemical environments. 
The effects of solvent exposure and subsequent solvent ingress on the durabil­
ity and performance of many materials is still poorly understood. In particu­
lar, two key areas of current industrial interest were identified and addressed 
in the work presented here; the synergetic effects of bi-component mixtures 
on solvent transport in polymers and the effects of residual solvent retention 
in polymer materials during the manufacturing process. In general, poly­
mer materials display a wide range of solvent diffusion mechanisms ranging 
from Fickian (Case I) through anomalous to Case II diffusion. As a pre­
liminary to investigating a commercial polymer material, it was decided to 
study a simpler model polymer system which can be easily characterized. 
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) was identified as the appropriate model 
polymer. Acetone and methanol were chosen as two solvents with very differ­
ent interaction characteristics for PMMA. Acetone is known to cause rapid 
dissolution of PMMA, whereas methanol is a ’’poor” solvent for PMMA, 
causing little or no dissolution. By combining a ’’poor” solvent in mixtures 
with a ’’good” solvent, it is possible to alter the ingress characteristics by 
varying the relative solvent ratios in the mixture, over a time period suitable 
for short-term NMR studies.
Various techniques have been used to study solvent transport in polymers, 
including gravimetry, optical methods and ion-beam analysis. For some time, 
NMR has been identified as a powerful technique which in addition to pro- 
viding solvent concentration data in common with other techniques, it can 
uniquely reveal information on the mobility and dynamics of the solvent 
molecules in the polymer. To date, the use of NMR and magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) to study solvent transport in polymers has, however, been 
for the most part limited to the use of liquid state MRI methods. These 
studies have been successful in obtaining information on the liquid solvent 
component. Little or no information has been gained on the solid polymer 
component. In order to understand the current limitations in the use of 
NMR to study solvent transport, it is essential to understand the physical 
properties of NMR. The aim of the introductory Chapter 1 is to outline the
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physical factors which affect the generation and acquisition of the NMR sig­
nal. The specific differences between liquid and solid state NMR and the 
resulting limitations associated with solid state NMR are described. In order 
to provide a technical comparison for the STRAFI technique, this chapter 
finishes with the principle alternative methods currently used to overcome 
signal acquisition problems in solid state NMR.
Prior to the work presented here, stray field imaging was being investigated 
by only 2 or 3 groups worldwide, although the concept was first introduced 
in 1987. Due to the novelty of the technique and the significant differences 
between STRAFI and conventional NMR methods, a detailed description of 
both the technique and its development pre-1994 is presented in Chapter 2 . 
Farly application areas identified for STRAFI are described together with 
one previous study by the NMR group at the University of Surrey. This 
study was the first to highlight the potential of STRAFI for the study of 
solvent transport in polymer systems, and served as the inspiration for this 
work. Chapter 2 finishes by introducing variations on STRAFI including 
stray-field diffusion measurement techniques which have evolved separately 
from the imaging methods discussed here.
Chapter 1 and Chapter 3 provides an introduction to current concepts and 
methods relevant to NMR and the study of polymer and solvent interactions 
respectively as a means of providing the reader with sufficient information 
to understand the bulk of the thesis. The significance of the physical NMR 
relaxation parameters described in Chapter 1 in relation to current solvent 
and polymer dynamics theories has been recently explored using specialised 
NMR methods. Results from these studies indicate that NMR measurements 
may contribute to a greater understanding and revising of current polymer 
dynamics theories. This new field of NMR study may prove to have a comple­
mentary role in the interpretation of NMR data from the spatially resolved 
imaging methods explored in this thesis as well as data from stray-field dif­
fusion studies. An overview of this work is included in Chapter 3, due to 
its significance to polymer research in general. Results from the STRAFI 
studies are also compared with general thermal and dynamical measurement 
methods of polymer characterization also described in Chapter 3.
Solvent transport in polymers can be investigated using relatively simple 
STRAFI hardware to perform one dimensional profiling, as a preliminary to 
investigating the use of two and three dimensional STRAFI imaging. The 
latter requires significantly more complicated hardware and software devel­
opment. An important aspect of the work presented in this thesis is the
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assessment of whether one-dimensional STRAFI techniques are sufficient to 
provide novel and relevant information on solvent transport in polymers. 
In view of the fact that STRAFI requires a significant amount of in-house 
development of specialised NMR hardware, it was considered important to 
compare the additional advantages, if any, of using STRAFI over existing 
NMR solid and liquid state imaging methods. Chapter 4 follows the progres­
sion of hardware and software development by the author and members of 
the NMR group at the University of Surrey, from 1994 to date. The initial 
development of the one dimensional probe and sample coils was initiated with 
solvent transport studies in mind. Software and hardware developments out­
lined in the latter half of Chapter 4 occurred as a direct result of experimental 
requirements and problems encountered in the solvent transport studies pre­
sented in Chapters 5-8. Specific development of sample manufacture and 
mounting apparatus is described in the relevant experimental chapters.
The STRAFI experimental data on mixed solvent transport in PMMA are 
presented in Chapters 5 and 6 . An additional aim of this study was to inves­
tigate if the acquired STRAFI data could be used to validate current models 
for solvent transport in glassy polymers. The choice of the methanol-PMMA 
system is optimum for this work since the principle transport model to date 
is based on the methanol-PMMA system. A full description of current ana­
lytical models and the analysis of the STRAFI data is presented in Chapter 
7.
The final chapter of this thesis presents some preliminary STRAFI data on 
commercial methacrylate based dental restorative materials. The motivation 
for this work was to highlight the areas where STRAFI has the potential to 
improve on the information available using current techniques in dental ma­
terial science. It was considered important to test the STRAFI method with 
’’real” polymer systems, which in contrast to the model PMMA system, rarely 
contain a single readily characterizable polymer component. Indeed, these 
materials often contain a range of components with varying NMR properties. 
This section is presented as a guide to future applications and challenges for 
the stray-field NMR technique.
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Chapter 1 
Nuclear M agnetic Resonance
1.1 Introduction
The discovery of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) in condensed m atter 
was made in 1946, shortly after the second world war. Purcell, Torrey and 
Pound [1] discovered the phenomenon of nuclear magnetic absorption of pro­
tons in paraffin at Harvard. Simultaneously the group of Bloch, Hansen and 
Packard [2] were making a similar discovery which they called nuclear induc­
tion at Stanford. Shortly after its discovery, it was realised that NMR could 
be used as a probe of molecular mobility. In 1951, Holroyd, Codrington, 
Mrowca and Guth presented a paper entitled ’’Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Study of Transitions in Polymers” [3], in which the new technique of NMR 
was used to study mobility transitions in large macromolecules known as 
polymers (Chapter 3). These early experiments included a study of poly­
mer exposure to solvents which forms the subject of investigation in this 
thesis. In the following sections of this chapter, the fundamental aspects of 
the NMR technique [4],[5],[6] are outlined together with a description of how 
NMR techniques have developed to date in relation to polymer and solid 
state studies in general.
1.2 Fundamentals of NM R
Intrinsic properties associated with stable atomic nuclei include that of an­
gular momentum and charge {q). The combination of these two properties
1
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means that the nucleus can be described as a moving distribution of charge 
and this implys that it will have an associated magnetic moment {fj,). The 
strength of the magnetic moment is directly proportional to the total angular 
momentum ( J )  of the nucleus scaled by a constant (7 ) which is characteristic 
of a given nucleus and known as the ”gyromagnetic ratio” .
/X — 'yJ (IT)
When the nucleus is placed in an external magnetic field B ,  it will experience 
a torque due to the interaction of the nuclear magnetic moment and the 
external field. If the external field strength in the z direction equals B q then 
the energy of interaction due the torque can be rewritten as;
E  =  UzB q (1.2)
In the quantum mechanical description, J  is replaced by the spin angular 
momentum operator, UI. The component of I  along the z axis, Û is quantized 
into discrete values given by mh, where m may have any of 27 +  1 values,
-I+L  ...... L I  is termed the angular momentum quantum number and is
commonly referred to as the ’’spin” of the nucleus. Integral and half-integral 
spins are associated with nuclei containing even and odd numbers of nucleons 
respectively. The hydrogen (^H) nucleus or proton has a value of I  equal 
to 1/2  (termed spin 1/ 2). Replacing the classical parameters in equation
1.2 by their quantum mechanical counterparts gives the Hamiltonian for the 
interaction of a nuclear magnetic moment and an externally applied magnetic 
field (the Zeeman interaction);
n  = - j h B o î ,  (1.3)
which has eigenvalues;
E  =  —'ymhBo (1.4)
Equation 1.4 implies that the energy of the nucleus in an external field is
distributed among a set of quantized energy levels. The separation between
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adjacent energy levels A E =  h'jBo in the proton case is illustrated in figure 
1 . 1 .
m = 1/2
m = -1/2
Figure 1.1: Zeeman energy levels for a spin 1/2 nucleus in a external magnetic 
field.
1.2.1 E vo lu tion  o f nuclear sp in  m otion  in an ex tern a l 
field
In the absence of an external magnetic field, the direction of the magnetic 
moments in a sample containing a large number of nuclei (/V), commonly 
referred to as a ensemble of spins, is random. When the external field is ap­
plied, however, the spins align with the external field direction and move in a 
precessing orbit about the external field direction. The frequency of preces­
sion is characteristic for each nucleus and is known as the Larmor frequency 
(wo). For a given nucleus, this equals the product of the gyromagnetic ratio 
(7 ) and the magnitude of the applied field (Bo);
CÜQ = 7 B0 (1.5)
In the case of protons, the Larmor frequency corresponds to 42.57 MHz 
in a 1 Tesla (T) B q field. The direction in which the spins align can be 
determined by the corresponding Zeeman energy level. Spins with higher 
energy {E = {l/2)^hBo) will precess about the negative B q direction (anti­
parallel), while spins with lower energy {E =  —{l/2)yhBo) precess about the 
positive B q direction (parallel) as shown in 1.2 .
The angle the precessing magnetic moment vector makes with the z axis (^q) 
is given by;
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À Bo
z axis
Figure 1.2 : Precession of nuclear magnetic moments /j,i about the B q field 
direction.
cos{9o) = +  1)] (1.6)
which is equal to 54°44' in the case of proton precession. At thermal equilib­
rium a population difference {Auequu) exists given by equation 1.7 between 
spins aligned parallel and spins aligned anti-parallel to B q.
A n equil '^up '^down — N
1 — exp{—^ hBo/kT)  
1 + exp{—jhBo /kT)
(1.7)
This population difference as a fraction of the total number of spins is small. 
At the field strength used for the work presented in this thesis (5.54T) it 
is of the order of 3x10"*^ at a temperature of 24°C (297 K). A net sample 
magnetisation, Mq, representing the sum of individual magnetic moments 
YliP'i aligned with the B q direction exists at thermal equilibrium.
(1.8)
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1.3 M agnetic Resonance Excitation
The NMR experiment consists of manipulating the net magnetisation Mq  of 
a sample in an external B q field. Spins in lower energy levels (parallel to B q) 
can be excited to higher energy levels (anti-parallel to B q) by applying RF 
(MHz frequency range) radiation with energy equal to huo for protons. Spin 
excitation in NMR is performed by applying a second oscillatory magnetic 
field (JBi) with the same frequency (i.e. ljq) transverse to B q field direction. 
This transverse field is induced by passing a sinusoidally varying RF current 
through a coil (termed the RF coil) which surrounds the sample. The sinu­
soidal current actually induces two counter rotating fields each of magnitude 
Bi  so that the total field amplitude is given by 2Bicosujt and is perpendic­
ular to the B q field direction as shown in figure 1.3. The precessing nuclei 
in the sample will be predominantly affected by the component of the trans­
verse field which is rotating in the same direction. The component rotating 
in the opposite direction will appear to rotate at twice w and its effect can 
be neglected to first order. Spin excitation occurs when the RF frequency 
(JÜ is equal to the Larmor frequency uq and this is known as the resonance 
condition.
B0
cot
2B^cos cot
Figure 1.3: Representation of transverse B i  field as two counter-rotating 
circularly polarised fields
The combined Hamiltonian (in units of angular frequency) in the laboratory 
frame of reference due to the external static B q field and the oscillating B i  
field is given by;
CHAPTER L NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
Tiiah  =  -  jBqIz -  2 'y B i c o s u t f a :  (1.9)
It is conventional in NMR to describe spin excitation in a frame of reference 
(rotating frame) which is rotating at the resonance frequency uq, i.e. where 
the precessing spins are stationary. The equilibrium magnetisation is then 
represented by a vector aligned along the z axis of the rotating frame (termed 
z' ) as shown in figure 1.4 a). The transformed Hamiltonian in the rotating 
frame is given by;
Rrot — — ^ h ) I z  — i B i î x  (1.10)
It can be seen from equation 1.10 that on resonance in the rotating frame, 
the effective contribution from the B q field is zero and so Bx  is the only 
effective field seen by the spins. As a result, the spins only experience an 
effective field due to Bx  along the x  axis in the rotating frame as shown in 
figure 1.4.
The net magnetisation vector Mq  is tilted from the z' axis and starts to 
precess about the jBi direction at a frequency =  7 R 1 (typically in the 
kHz range) shown in figure 1.4 b). The tilt or so-called flip angle that Mq 
makes about Bx  is given by the angle 6 equal to uitp, where tp is the du­
ration of the RF pulse. The pulse is commonly denoted by the angle of 
rotation, so a 90° pulse is equivalent to a 90° rotation of the magnetisation 
vector in the rotating frame. The magnetisation processes in the x-y plane 
about B q and gives rise to the NMR signal. Following the RF pulse the net 
sample magnetisation will return to its equilibrium magnetisation value via 
’’relaxation” processes described in the next section. Figure 1.5 shows the 
practical implementation of the NMR excitation and detection system. A RF 
coil (typically a solenoid) generates an oscillating rf field {Bx) perpendicular 
to the static Bq  direction (z). The coil surrounds the sample and detects 
any change in the magnetic field along its principle axis {x-y plane) as an 
induced emf voltage of the order of fLV. The RF coil acts as a transm itter of 
RF pulses and a receiver for the NMR signal which is proportional to the net 
sample magnetisation in the transverse plane following the RF pulse. The 
amplitude of the signal induced in the coil decays with a characteristic time 
constant associated with the dephasing of spin precession in the transverse 
plane and is known as the Free Induction Decay (FID).
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(a) Lab Frame
x‘ (b) Rotating Frame
M
> -
 ^ (c) Lab Frame
Figure 1.4: a) The equilibrium nuclear magnetisation, Mq, aligned with the 
applied magnetic field, B q. b) The radiofrequency field pulse, B i ,  seen sta­
tionary in the rotating reference frame. The magnetisation processes about 
it. c) Following the B i  pulse, the magnetisation processes in the transverse 
plane of the laboratory frame at the Larmor frequency, ujq.
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FID # 2
TIME
Figure 1.5: Schematic of the basic RF coil detection system and the Free 
Induction Decay (FID) following the RF pulse. The rate of decay of the FID 
is a measure of T2 (spin-spin relaxation). In this case, sample 1 has a shorter 
T2 than sample 2
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1.4 N M R  Relaxation Mechanisms
Interactions between nuclear spins and the magnetic fields in their local en­
vironment results in two main mechanisms of relaxation shown in figure 1.6 .
(a)
y
(b)
Figure 1.6 : a) Spin-spin and b) spin-lattice relaxation in the rotating frame 
as described in the text.
When the pulse is turned off, the longitudinal component of magnetisation 
in the rotating frame (M^/) is zero. The precession frequencies (initially wo) 
of the transverse magnetisation components begin to dephase in
a process termed spin-spin relaxation at a rate characterized by the time 
constant In addition, the thermal equilibrium energy level population 
distribution (equation 1.8) is restored with a corresponding decay of M^' and 
Myf and a restoration of Mz>. This relaxation process, termed spin-lattice 
or longitudinal relaxation is characterized by a relaxation rate constant Ti. 
Transverse and longitudinal relaxation processes were first investigated by 
Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound [7], and their work is commonly referred 
to as BPP theory. The energy of the nuclear spin system depends on the 
orientation of its magnetic moment relative to the external magnetic field
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(equation 1.3) direction. Time varying magnetic field interactions supplied by 
neighbouring nuclei in the spin environment [6] can produce changes to spin 
energy levels by producing a reorientation of the nuclear magnetic moment. 
The local magnetic field experienced by an individual spin is dependent on the 
mobility and orientation of neighbouring nuclei. An effective time constant Tc 
(% 10” ^^ s for a methanol molecule in solution) is defined for molecular motion 
(mainly rotational) in the local spin environment as the average time it takes 
a single free molecule to rotate through 1 radian. A molecule surrounded 
by many other molecules in a macroscopic sample has a range of rotational 
tumbling times up to a maximum of Tc due to intermolecular collisions. The 
local magnetic field experienced by an individual spin, therefore contains a 
spread of frequency components J(w) (w < =  1/tc) where J{u) is termed the 
spectral density function. Local magnetic field components perpendicular to 
the B q field direction, with a component of J{u)  at the Larmor frequency 
(loq), i.e. J(wo), can induce transitions between spin energy levels in the same 
way as the transverse B i  field did in the NMR experiment. The transition 
rate depends on the magnitude of J{lüq) and determines the Ti relaxation 
time constant. In the case of isolated identical nuclei, the time dependent 
perturbation due to the x component of the local magnetic field is defined by 
the Hamiltonian in equation 1.11 [6].
n{ t)  = (1.11)
/ ( t )  varies randomly in time with an average root mean square value of 1 and 
represents the local molecular motion. The average magnetic field amplitude 
of the X component of f[t)  is given by
The rate of energy level transitions is given by perturbation theory as follows;
W ,,  =  (1.12)
Components of f ( t )  along the y direction with amplitude, Byi^^^i also con­
tribute to transitions giving a total transition rate which is equal to the sum 
of transition rates Wix +  Wiy. Each transition will change the population 
difference between spin up and spin down states by 2, so that the overall 
effect on the rate of return to equilibrium population levels, the spin lattice 
relaxation rate (1/Ti) is given by;
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(1.13)
The value of J{uq) in equation 1.13 can be derived by examining the re­
lationship between the spectral density function J{u)  and the variation in 
local magnetic field in time f{t) since they are both closely linked to local 
molecular motion. The evolution of f{t) in time is usually expressed in terms 
of a correlation function G{ r ) .  G{ t ) is the correlation of the function /  at a 
time t with its value at a later time t r, i.e. {f{t  +  r)) as follows;
G{r) =< + t ) >  (1.14)
At T equal to zero, the correlation function will be at a maximum. As tau 
increases, the orientation of neighbouring nuclei relative to their position at t  
will change and correlation will decay to zero. Since f[t )  is a random function 
in time, the decay time of G{r) is an exponentially decaying function, with 
a correlation time Tc expressed as follows;
G { t )  =  e x p [ - \ T \ / T c )  (1.15)
The spectral density function and the auto-correlation function are related 
by a Fourier transformation as follows;
J(u) = J  G{r)exp{—iwT)dT (1.16)
G{r) =  1/27T J  J { u ) e x p { i w T ) d u j  (1.17)
The integration of equation 1.16 following the substitution of equation 1.15
gives a Lorentzian frequency dependence of J(w) as shown in figure 1.7.
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The Ti relaxation rate as a function of molecular motion is given in equation 
1.13. In mobile systems (e.g. liquids), Ti relaxation rates lie typically in the 
range 0.01 to 100 seconds.
l/T i =
2r .
l+ w gT :
(1.19)
When Tc is short as in the case of molecules undergoing rapid motion, and uqTc 
<C 1, Ti is long. As uqTc approaches 1, Ti goes through a minimum value as 
shown in figure 1.7 and becomes longer again as the molecular motion slows 
still further and ljqTc '> 1.
motional narrowing 
regime /
log
Figure 1.7: A schematic of the molecular motional correlation Tc dependence 
of the relaxation times Ti and T2 according to BPP theory described in the 
text.
1.4.1 Sp in -sp in  relaixation T2
Local magnetic fields in the spin environment have a twofold effect on the 
transverse magnetisation Mx> and Myf. field components
with a frequency wo will contribute to decreasing Mx> and My> respectively
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by inducing energy level transitions as described above for Ti relaxation. In 
addition, magnetic field components increase or reduce the local B q
field strength experienced by spins and so introduce a spreading of local spin 
precession frequencies following the RF pulse. The rate of T2 relaxation in 
liquids is given as follows, where the latter term represents contributions to 
B q field inhomogeneity from the z components of local fiuctuating magnetic 
fields.
Fourier transformation of the FID signal gives the spread of frequencies cen­
tred about the resonance frequency ujq. This is termed the NMR resonance 
linewidth and is inversely proportional to T2, providing a simple method of 
measuring T2 directly from the FID in addition to other methods discussed 
in the next section. In the liquid state, rapid molecular tumbling means that 
many sources of local B q  field inhomogeneities are averaged to zero and the 
value of T2 is comparable to that of T\. In solids, however, the derivation 
of equations 1.19,1.20 fails due to quasi-static, rigid intermolecular orienta­
tions on the NMR timescale. The assumptions of perturbation theory in the 
BPP approach break down and a rigid lattice limit is reached in which the 
spin-spin relaxation is no longer exponential, but represents a distribution of 
static local fields. T2 attains a constant value proportional to the the inverse 
of the spread in local fields and is much reduced compared to T i, commonly 
in the microsecond range. A number of important contributions to T2 relax­
ation in the solid state are discussed in section 1.7. A graphical illustration 
of the FID’s (time domain) and lineshapes (frequency domain) relevant to 
the work in this thesis: observed in a sample containing a mobile liquid (e.g. 
solvent) and an immobile solid (e.g. polymer) component is shown in figure 
1.8 .
1.4 .2  Sp in  la ttice  re laxation  in th e  ro ta tin g  fram e Tip
An additional transverse magnetisation decay mechanism occurs in the case 
where an RF pulse is applied continuously, (termed ’’spin locking”) such that 
Bx  is parallel to M  in the rotating frame after the initial excitation. The 
amplitude of the sample magnetisation is proportional to the magnetic field 
strength (equation 1.8). Following the application of the pulse in the rotating
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w
Time
C/Î
Frequency
Figure 1.8: a) A schematic of the FID (solid line) expected from a sample 
containing both mobile (solvent) and immobile (e.g. polymer) componemsr 
The immobile nuclei decay (relax) rapidly (dotted line) whereas the mooue 
nuclei decay slowly (dot-dashed line), b) The same information as a) is 
represented in the frequency domain following Fourier transformation of the 
FID’s. The immobile nuclei give rise to a broad lineshape (dotted line), and 
the mobile nuclei a narrow lineshape (dot-dashed line). The resultant sample 
lineshape is represented by the solid line.
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frame the effective field amplitude is Bi,  which is typically 1000 times smaller 
than B q .  This results in a decay in the value of the net magnetisation in 
the rotating frame aligned along B i ,  to compensate for the reduced field 
amplitude experienced by the spins. The time constant associated with this 
decay is defined as Tip. This form of relaxation is described later in this thesis 
where its effects are also observed in systems where RF pulses are applied in 
rapid succession and therefore approach the spin-locking case (Chapter 2). 
The frequency dependence of Tip is given by;
1 /T i, =  l / 6 f  +  [B l^ z]')(J (w i) +  J(wo)) (1.21)
1.4 .3  B loch  equations
In the semi-classical description, resonant excitation can be described in 
terms of the additional torque experienced by the spins due to B i .  In the 
laboratory frame, the ensemble of spins (described by the net magnetisation 
vector) will process about an effective external B e f f  field produced by the 
combination of B q and B i .
Bef f  =  Bicosujoti H- Bisinujotj 4- Bok (1.22)
In the rotating frame, equation 1.23 is equivalent to equation 1.22, where B i  
is stationary along a given transverse axis defined by the phase of the RF 
pulse.
Brot =  Bi i  4- {Bo -  üJoh)k (1.23)
The rate of change in sample magnetisation, is derived by equating the torque 
on the magnetisation vector with the rate of change in the total angular 
momentum for all the spins in the sample (using equation 1.1) as follows;
=  ' y M  X B  (1.24)
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an equation which leads naturally to the concept of precession. Following 
the RF pulse, the rate of change in magnetisation is affected by relaxation 
defined in the following phenomenological equations.
dMz _  -(M z -  Mo)
"d T  ■ %
d M x , y  _  M x , y  .
By combining the above equations with Eq.1.24, the time dependence of 
the magnetisation at all times is described by the following so-called Bloch 
equations [4].
= 7 {MyBo +  MzBlsinut)  -  ^  (1.27)
=  7 (MzBiCosut -  MxB q) -  ^  (1.28)
=  7 { -M xBiS inu t  — MyBlcosut)  — ^ o ) (1.29)at 1 1
where B\ > 0 during a pulse along the i axis, and zero at other times. 
Numerical and analytical solutions to these equations are commonly used to 
simulate the effects of various pulse sequences in classical (i.e. liquid state) 
NMR.
1.5 NM R Pulse Sequences
Hahn in 1950 [8], discovered that the transverse dephasing of spins due to 
inhomogeneous broadening arising from inhomogeneities in the applied field
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in a time 7^ could be reversed. This is possible because this form of spin 
dephasing is coherent while sources of spin dephasing due to homogenous 
broadening mechanisms (e.g. inter-nuclear interactions) is incoherent. As 
shown in figure 1.9, the application of a 180° pulse at a time r  following a 
90° pulse will cause the spins to rephase after another time r  has elapsed. 
(Hahn’s original experiment in fact used two incoherent 90° pulses). This 
occurs because the 180° pulse inverts the phase of spins processing faster 
and slower than the resonance frequency. At a time r  equivalent to the time 
taken for the spins to dephase after the first pulse, the coherent dephasing 
is refocused. The rephasing is seen as a so-called echo signal shown in figure 
1.9 rising to a maximum as both fast and slow processing spins align and 
decaying as the spins separate and again dephase.
180
[b] [c;
X X
[b]
[d]
Figure 1.9: Hahn spin echo sequence as described in the text.
1.5.1 M easuring sp in -sp in  re laxation  T2
Although transverse dephasing due to magnetic field inhomogeneities can be 
restored in the form of a spin echo, there remains a loss of transverse magneti-
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sation with time due to local homogeneous broadening mechanisms
as described earlier. This means that signal available for rephasing in the 
spin echo will decrease with a time characteristic of the transverse relaxation 
rate T2. The acquisition of a train of Hahn echoes can be used to measure 
transverse or spin-spin relaxation. Carr and Purcell introduced a multiple 
echo sequence in 1954 [9] which was later modified by Meiboom and Gill [10]. 
This sequence is now known as the CPMG sequence and is shown in figure 
1.10. The signal decay of successive spin echoes with time is used to derive 
T2 using the functional relationship Mx,y(t) = Mc,^(0)exp(-t/T^), where t =  
2r.
90. 180, 180,
r 2x 3x 4x 2 nx
1st echo 2nd echo nth echo
Echo
Intensity
Time
Figure 1.10: Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequence to measure T2 
relaxation as described in the text.
1.5 .2  M easu rin g  sp in -la ttice  re laxation  Ti
The method entitled ’’inversion recovery” [11] shown in figure 1.11 is used to 
measure the longitudinal or spin-lattice relaxation rate Ti. A 180° pulse in­
verts the magnetisation along the negative z axis in the rotating frame. After 
a time (i), when the magnetisation has partially returned to its equilibrium 
position along the positive z axis a 90° pulse is used to flip this magnetisation
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into the x-y plane. The amplitude {M{t) ) of the FID following the 90° pulse 
for a range of t delays is related to the Ti by the following;
M{t) =  Mq[1 — 2exp{—t/Ti)] (1.30)
At a time t =  0.693Ti, the magnetisation is aligned with the y axis and 
possesses no net z magnetisation. This zero signal point can also be used to 
give a crude measure of T) in a single measurement.
1.5 .3  M easuring  sp in -la ttice  re laxation  T\p
A sequence to measure Tip is shown in figure 1.12. An initial 90° pulse is 
followed by a pulse which is 90° out of phase. The magnetization is aligned 
along the rf field (^ ly ), which is the only effective field seen by the spins in 
the rotating frame when on resonance. The magnetisation does not process 
in the rotating frame and is described as being spin-locked. By varying the 
length of the spin-lock pulse, the signal intensity of the FID decays as a 
function of Tip as shown in equation 1.31.
M (r) =  Mo[exp{-T/Tip)] (1.31)
1.5 .4  S tim u lated  echo sequences
In materials where is considerably shorter than Ti, stimulated echo se­
quences are used to ’’store” the transverse magnetisation at a particular 
time to prevent rapid dephasing due to 7^. This can be done for example 
by rotating the spins along the negative z axis where they will relax via Ti 
mechanisms only. This magnetisation is recalled by a subsequent pulse fol­
lowing later pulses in the sequence when it will contribute to the formation 
of an echo. The observed so-called stimulated echoes are commonly used 
to measure diffusion of nuclei during the storage period. In addition these 
pulse sequences can be used to store magnetization during gradient switch­
ing. A disadvantage of these techniques is that only half the initial transverse 
magnetisation can be stored. The remaining transverse magnetisation will
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180 90
t . FID1
\ f \ r
a b cd J\l^ time
a
Figure 1.11: Inversion recovery sequence to measure relaxation as de­
scribed in the text.
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90. B ly
FID
M/O) M^(x) g
ly
Figure 1.12: Spin-locking sequence to measure Tip relaxation as described in 
the text.
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contribute to normal (direct) spin echo formation and so the mixing of direct 
and stimulated echoes needs to be avoided in many applications. The use 
of stimulated echo sequences in NMR diffusion measurement is described in 
section 1.7. The formation of stimulated echoes is also an important feature 
of stray-held NMR described in Chapter 2.
1.6 Basic Principles of NM R Imaging
The use of NMR for imaging was hrst introduced by Lauterbur [12] and 
Mansheld and Grannell [13] when it was realised that the basic NMR resonant 
condition cjq =  7-Rq could be exploited to spatially encode frequencies in 
a sample by using an additional linear held gradient G combined with a 
static B q held. Nuclei at different spatial locations along the magnetic held 
gradient direction then precess at different Larmor frequencies, thus enabling 
the spatial localization of NMR parameters within a sample. The Larmor 
frequency at a particular location r  in the sample is given by its value in the 
static held,
uj{r,t) = j l B o l + j G i t )  ’ r  (1.32)
plus a frequency shift determined by the magnitude of the additional held 
gradient at the position r  and time t  In a 3 dimensional sample, a linear 
held gradient generated by special gradient coils placed around the sample 
can be used to frequency encode spins in any direction in the sample.
1.6.1 S lice se lection
The application of an RF pulse in the presence of a linear gradient (termed 
the slice-select gradient) excites spins in a specihc slice in the sample trans­
verse to the gradient direction. The slice width is determined by the spread 
of precession frequencies imposed by the gradient relative to the frequency 
bandwidth of the RF pulse. Selective slice excitation in the sample is achieved 
using a narrow bandwidth RF pulse. Since the pulse bandwidth is inversely 
proportional to the duration of the pulse (tp), a 90° narrowband pulse is 
characterised by a long tp. Since tpBi is constant, this implies the use of
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a low amplitude Bi  which is termed a ’’soft” RF pulse. To perform pre­
cise slice selection in NMR imaging, it is common to modulate the RF pulse 
with a sine function, which will ensure that the distribution of frequencies 
in the excitation pulse is uniform across the excited slice and zero outside, 
giving a rectangular slice excitation profile. The B i  field modulation can 
be incorporated into the Bloch equations and is observed to introduce an 
additional phase shift in the recorded FID signal. In order to measure the 
FID, this additional phase shift has to be eliminated. This can be done using 
appropriate RF pulses (spin echo techniques) or by using inverted gradients 
(gradient echo techniques).
1.6 .2  Im age d ata  acq u isition  and recon stru ction
The general form of the NMR signal detected at a time t in the presence of 
a gradient is given by;
S(t) = J  J  J  p{r)exp[iuj{r,t)t]dQ (1.33)
where dg represents volume integration in the sample for volume elements 
centred at r. The density of spins processing at a particular Larmor frequency 
u{r)  in each volume element is p{r). During normal signal acquisition, phase 
sensitive detection is used to detect the field gradient dependent component 
of the signal only, so that iuj(r)t in the equation 1.33 is replaced by i'yG-r t.
S(t) J  j  p[r)exp[i'yG{t) • rt]dg (1.34)
Both the gradient magnitude and time are variable parameters in the NMR 
imaging experiment. In order to simplify the Fourier mathematics used in 
NMR image reconstruction it is conventional to combine G  and t into one 
parameter k  as follows;
j G { t ) d t  (1.35)
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t defines the phase evolution time of spins under the infiuence of the gradi­
ent G. Manipulation of t allows the phase-encoding of spins in any sample 
direction by applying so-called phase-encode gradients. By combining fre­
quency and phase encode gradients in 3 orthogonal directions, an NMR im­
age dataset (so-called fc-space) is acquired which can expressed as a function 
of k  as follows;
S{k) = J  j  j  p{r)exp[i2'Kk • r]dr (1.36)
Reconstruction of the acquired A;-space dataset into an NMR image involves 
sampling fc-space and applying a Fourier transformation to get the spin den­
sity S{k) as follows;
p{r) = J  J  J  S{k)exp[—i27rk • r]dk (1.37)
Various imaging methods have evolved which differ primarily from each other 
in the way that k space is sampled. Common examples of these include two 
dimensional fourier imaging (spin-warp imaging), two dimensional projec­
tion reconstruction imaging and fast A;-space sampling methods such as echo 
planar imaging (EPI). In the case of the two dimensional imaging methods, 
the two dimensional sample plane is defined by the slice selection gradient, 
commonly labelled Gz- Phase and frequency encoding gradients are applied 
to sample fc-space in each x-y slice plane as shown in figure 1.13 a). A phase 
encode gradient Gy is followed by a frequency encode Gx gradient. The' 
signal is acquired during the latter gradient which is also termed the read- 
gradient. In the projection reconstruction method figure 1.13 b), both the 
phase and frequency encode gradients are applied simultaneously with signal 
acquisition, and fe-space is sampled as a polar coordinate raster. Imaging 
pulse sequences can be augmented with additional contrast selective pulses 
so as to yield a map of NMR parameters such as relaxation and diffusion in 
the sample. The principles behind the latter measurements are described in 
the following section.
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(a) k y (phase axis)
(read axis)
Figure 1.13: a) Two-dimensional Fourier and b) projection reconstruction 
imaging fc-space sampling methods.
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1.7 Diffusion M easurements Using NM R
The ability to measure self-diffusion coefficients non-invasively and without 
the introduction of labelled tracers is an important feature of the NMR tech­
nique. This is possible, because the resonance frequency of nuclei in the 
presence of an applied magnetic field gradient (g) is spatially encoded as 
shown in equation 1.38 and therefore diffusion of nuclei in the gradient can 
be derived from analysis of the NMR signal decay.
(JÜO = j {Bq + g ’ r) (1.38)
One of the most common methods for measuring diffusion coefficients is the
pulsed field gradient spin-echo (PFGSE) technique introduced by Stejskal 
and Tanner [14] shown in figure 1.14. A magnetic field gradient is applied for 
a fixed time (<5) between the application of the rf pulses and the acquisition 
of the echo.
The advantage of PFGSE techniques is that large gradients can be used 
without increasing rf transmitter and receiver bandwidths and hence allows 
the use of low rf power. In addition, the period in which diffusion affects are 
monitored can be precisely defined by the spacing (A) of the two magnetic 
gradient pulses. During the time interval A a nucleus moves from to 
rg .  The first magnetic field gradient pulse advances the rotating frame 
precessional phase of a nucleus by an amount 4>a defined in equation 1.39, 
dependent on the initial position of the nucleus in the gradient direction, rA'.
( f^A^lQ'TAà  (1.39)
The second pulse applied at a time A causes a further phase shift ^
g vB S. The net phase shift, (f> = <f>A — proportional to the displacement 
rA - vb  where the sign is determined by the refocusing effect of the 180° 
pulse. When all such phase shifts are averaged over all nuclei, the result is 
an attenuation of the NMR echo intensity which is dependent on the diffusion 
coefficient of the nuclei, the pulse gap r  and parameters associated with the 
gradient pulse. For simple isotropic Brownian diffusion and for normal spin- 
spin relaxation, the attenuation in echo intensity (F^ as a function of pulse 
gap and gradient strength is given by;
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a)
Pulsed Gradient180
b)
Constant Gradient
l2
Figure 1.14: a) Pulsed field gradient diffusion sequence b)constant gradient 
stimulated echo diffusion sequence.
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E{g, 2 t )  =  E q C x p (1.40)
In general, a diffusion.propagator, r g .  A) can be defined which pre­
dicts the probability of finding a nucleus at r g  at time A given its initial 
location is t a - This can be evaluated for different diffusion behaviour and 
diffusion in different structural matrices. In the case of diffusants confined 
in heterogenous geometries such as water inside a porous sandstone of inter­
connected micropores and capillary-like structures, the diffusion coefficient 
is heavily dependent on local structure. Manipulation of measurement times 
coupled with the analysis of time dependent variations in the measured dif­
fusion coefficients can be used as a probe of local microstructures and length 
scales in a wide variety of porous media [15],[16],[17], [18],[19]. The PFGSE 
technique can be used to measure diffusion coefficients as low as 10“ ^°cm^s~^
[4]. The lower limit of diffusion coefficient which can be measured by the 
POSE method is dependent on signal phase coherence losses due to spin-spin 
relaxation since the method relies on the rephasing of transverse magneti­
sation. This is compounded by the fact that low diffusion coefficients are 
generally associated with shorter T2 systems. In addition, gradient stability 
and amplitude are important factors. Tanner [20] introduced a stimulated 
echo method which preserves transverse magnetisation in short T2 systems. 
Part of the magnetisation is stored along the z axis in the time between gra­
dient pulses using a 90° pulse as shown in figure 1.14 b). This magnetisation 
has been spatially encoded with the first gradient pulse and during the dif­
fusion measurement is subject to Ti relaxation effects only which are slower 
in general than T2. Diffusion attenuation effects can then be measured by 
refocusing the stored magnetisation to form a stimulated echo.
1.8 N M R  Signal Decay in the Solid-State
The sensitivity of the NMR technique to local magnetic field changes is suf­
ficient to detect changes in local magnetic fields due to variations in local 
electronic fields in the environment of the nucleus. The combined ability to 
detect changes in local magnetic and electric fields makes NMR a power­
ful technique in probing local chemical structure and physical dynamics in 
matter. Local magnetic fields affect the precession frequency of the nuclei 
by changing the local magnetic field strength. Local electric fields and field
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gradients contribute to induced magnetic fields and affect the energy of the 
nucleus respectively. The main contributions to magnetic and electric fields 
in the local environment of the nucleus are presented in this section with an 
emphasis on the strength of these contributions in the solid state [4],[5], [21].
(1) External magnetic field inhomogeneity (of the order of Hz).
(2) Electronic charge distribution about the nucleus, so called chemical shift 
interactions (of the order of a few kHz).
(3) Local neighbouring nuclear magnetic dipoles, so called dipolar interac­
tions (of the order of lOOkHz).
(4) Nuclear charge distribution, so called quadrupolar interactions (of the 
order of a few kHz).
(5) Paramagnetism and susceptibility effects (of the order of a few kHz) .
1.8.1 E xtern a l m agn etic  field in h om ogen eity
An inhomogeneous B q field will result in local variation in B q in the sample. 
This will have the affect of spreading the range of local precession frequen­
cies LÜQ in the locality of the nucleus and will contribute to the transverse 
dephasing of spins. The corresponding FID will decay faster than that due 
to T2 effects alone. The decay time of the FID, including magnetic field 
inhomogeneity effects is termed T^. This inhomogeneous broadening can 
be refocused using standard spin echo methods mentioned previously and is 
typically of the order of a few Hz.
1.8 .2  C hem ical sh ift
The magnetic field seen by the nucleus in an NMR experiment is dominated 
by the static applied field ( B q) and by the RF field { B i )  during excitation. 
However, precession of local electrons surrounding the nucleus in an atom 
or molecule will cause a secondary induced field in the vicinity of the nu­
cleus, which will shield the effect of external fields.This results in a shift in 
frequencies from the Larmor condition (wo =  jBq  ). The degree of shield­
ing and resultant shifts are highly characteristic of the chemical environment 
of the nucleus. For this reason NMR has developed as an essential tool in 
the study of structural chemistry. Shielding varies for different nuclei in the 
same molecule due to differences in electronic distribution and is also de-
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pendent on the orientation of the molecule in relation to the external field 
B q . The latter contributes an anisotropic chemical shift component to the 
spin system Hamiltonian which has an angular dependence of 1-3 cos^O. 9 is 
the angle between the B q field direction and the principal axis about which 
the chemical shift for a particular nucleus is defined. In liquids as with the 
dipolar interaction, this anisotropic term is averaged out by rapid isotropic 
molecular re-orientation with respect to the B q field. However, in solids this 
is not the case and so-called chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) contributes to 
resonance line broadening typically in the order of a few kHz [22].
1.8 .3  D ip olar in teraction s
The magnetic field surrounding an individual nuclear magnetic moment is 
given by:
*iocai ~  yy (1-41)
where r  is the radial distance from the magnetic moment fi. Each local 
magnetic field will interact with the local magnetic fields of neighbouring 
moments. Described classically, the interaction energy in the simple case of 
a two moment system f ii  and f i 2  can be defined as:
By treating and /X2 as operators, where fii =  'yhli, the corresponding 
quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for A spins can be written as [23];
2
j = l  k = l
P' j  ' P'k  • ' f ' j k) {P'k ' "^jk) (1.43)
where each pair of magnetic moments are designated with the subscript j  
and k and is the radial distance vector between fij and /x^. The sum of
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contributions are divided by 2 since summing over j  and k  includes each pair 
of interacting nuclei twice. By writing /xi and /X2 in full component form, 
the Hamiltonian above can be expanded in terms of Iz and raising (/+ =
+ i l y )  and lowering operators (/_ = I^ - i  l y )  of I^ and 7y, by converting the 
rectangular coordinates (re, y, z) into spherical polar coordinates {r,9,(f)). The 
following form of equation 1.43 derived by VanVleck [24] is used to perform 
matrix calculations of dipolar interactions in spin systems at high magnetic 
strengths.
^ ^ ^ J O ^ ^ A  + B  + C + D + E  + F)  (1.44)
where the subscripts j  and k  have been dropped from r. The terms A to F  
are given by;
A = îizÎ2z{^ — ^cos^9) (1.45)
B =  - j i î t î ï  +  -  5cos^e) (1.46)
C =  —^ (/i'/22 +  Îizît)sin6œs6e~"^ (1.47)
D  =  h z  +  (1.48)
E  =  (1.49)
F  =  (1.50)
In the case of a pair of protons, with spin 1/2, consideration of the relative 
contributions of the terms A to F  to the dipolar Hamiltonian leads to a 
simplification of the above formula [24]. The Zeeman energy (equation 1.4) 
can be given in terms of the eigenvalues of Iiz and l 2z-> mi and m2 respectively. 
The four possible combinations of basis states (mi,m2) of the spin 1/2 pair 
are (-l/2 ,-l/2 ), ( l /2 ,- l /2 ) , ( - l/2 ,l /2 ) , and ( l/2 ,l/2 ) , where -1/2 and 1/2 
refer to spin up and spin down states respectively as shown earlier in figure 
1.1. The resonance frequency of the higher (-l/2 ,-l/2 ) and lower (1/2,1/2) 
energy levels is Tlujq and - Tiujq respectively. The states ( l/2 ,-l/2 ) , (-1/2,1/2) 
are degenerate with energy equal to zero. The effect of terms A to F  in the 
dipolar Hamiltonian (equation 1.44) is to introduce a mixing of these energy
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level states which allows a greater range of energy transitions. The energy 
absorption at the Larmor frequency (cjq) is broadened and weaker additional 
absorptions at 2coq and 0 are allowed. The degree of mixing of energy level 
states for each term is shown in figure 1.15 [5].
A
- 1/ 2 - 1/2
A A
" "  ^ ~
+ 1/2 - 1/2 ^   - - 1/2 + 1/2
+1/2 +1/2
 ^ -l/2 -l/2
/  \/ \
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+1/2 -1/2   ■■<■■'- C,D ---------1/2 +1/2
\  /
\  /\ /
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- 1/ 2- 1/2
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+ 1/2+1/2
Figure 1.15: Connections between energyrievei states in a two spin 1/2 system 
under the infiuence of the dipolar Hamiltonian terms A to F in equation 1.50.
The A term connects between all the possible basis state pairs. The term 
I 2 +  I f  F  connects between odd coupled spins by flipping one spin 
up and one spin down. The terms C and F  connect all spin pairings by 
allowing one spin to flip direction. Since F  and F  allow only like coupled 
spin pairs to both change direction, these terms connect between the upper 
and lower energy levels in figure 1.15 only. C ,F,F,F contributions are termed 
off-diagonal (i.e. only affecting off-diagonal elements in the spin density 
matrix) and cause only a second order perturbation to the energies. As 
such they do not greatly affect the NMR resonance lineshape or T2 and can
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be dropped from the Hamiltonian in equation 1.44 to give the simplified 
VanVleck formula incorporating terms A and B  as follows;
N  N
j=l k=l .
1 — 3cos‘^6jk
(SÎjzîkz Ij 4)
jk
(1.51)
The above equation combines the product of a spatial term and a spin term. 
In liquids, the thermal motion of the molecules means that 6jk and rjk are 
in constant random change. This means that the spatial term (1-3 cos^9jk 
) averages to zero on the timescale of the NMR experiment and dipolar 
broadening is suppressed in liquid state NMR. This is not so in solids, and 
the corresponding line broadening (A/^) is of the order of;
A /  = 4yr2y.3 (1.52)
which is equivalent to a line broadening of approximately lOOkHz for a typical 
solid state internuclear separation (r) of 1.5A.
1.8 .4  Q uadrupole in teraction
In the case of nuclear spins where the spin I  > 1/2, the nuclear charge 
distribution is asymmetric about the centre of gravity of the nucleus. This 
gives rise to what is known as an electric quadrupole moment (Ç), which 
interacts with local electric field gradients. These electronic interactions 
affect the orientational energy of the nucleus, which in turn will alter the 
NMR line width. In a coordinate system defined by the principal axis of the 
electric field gradient space (EFG tensor), the quadrupolar energy term is 
given by the following Hamiltonian;
He 4 /(2 / -  1)
[zil-p) + p l - îD (1.53)
where 77 is defined as the asymmetry parameter and equals (Vxx - VyylVzz) 
with Vxx, Vyyy Vzz representing the electric field gradient in the principle
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axis frame of reference of the EFG tensor. If the electric field gradients are 
symmetric (e.g. cubic symmetry), then V^x equals Vyy equals and 77 is 
zero. In common with dipolar and chemical shift broadening the frequency 
shift caused by quadrupolar effects is angularly dependent i.e. oc cos^^, where 
6 is the angle defining the orientation of the principal EFG axis relative to 
the direction of B q in the laboratory frame of reference.
1.8 .5  S u scep tib ility  effects
The magnetic field intensity (H)  in a sample in an external magnetic field 
B,  is affected by the degree of magnetisation of the sample material, defined 
by a parameter known as magnetic susceptibility (%).
B  = fio{l + x ) H  (1.54)
where /iq is the magnetic permeability of free space. Materials are classified 
into three classes based on the magnitude of their magnetic susceptibility. 
The orbital motion of atomic electrons in the presence of a changing exter­
nal B  field gives rise to induced magnetic moments which align themselves 
in the opposite direction to the applied field. This leads to a small nega­
tive susceptibility (% < 0 ,% }$> -1), termed diamagnetism which occurs in all 
materials. Paramagnetic materials have a small positive magnetic suscepti­
bility (x > 0 , X 1), due to the existence of permanent magnetic dipoles 
which can align themselves along the applied magnetic field direction. These 
arise primarily from unpaired electron spins in solids [25]. The magnitude 
of nuclear magnetic moments is of the order of 10“  ^ that of electronic mo­
ments. If the paramagnetic effect exists, it dominates the negative diamag­
netic susceptibility so that there is a net positive x- Materials (iron and iron 
compounds) with very large positive susceptibility in which permanent mag­
netisation can occur are termed ferromagnetic. Local sample heterogeneity 
in systems containing components with different magnetic susceptibilities re­
sults in a variation in the applied magnetic field strength ( B q) at and around 
the component interfaces. This variation results in a spatially dependent 
magnetic field strength (Bo(r)) which can be modelled for simple spherical 
and cylindrical heterogeneities. In figure 1.16, a cylinder of material A of ra­
dius a and susceptibility xa, is surrounded by material B with susceptibility 
Xb- Assuming the axis of the cylinder is orthogonal to the Bq field direction, 
the estimated deviation (A B) in Bq outside the cylinder is given by;
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ABo{r) = iXA -  X B ) a ^ c o s {2 9 ) B o  2r2 (1.55)
where r  is the distance from the cylinder axis and 9 is the angle between 
the vector r  and B q. The corresponding NMR line broadening is given by a 
change in frequency;
Aiy = ^ A B o { r )
Z7T
(1.56)
which is of the order of a few kHz for air-water interfaces where the suscep­
tibility difference is -9 x 10~®.
Figure 1.16: Orientation of two concentric cylinders A and B with suscep­
tibilities Xa and xb  respectively with respect to the B q field direction in 
equation 1.55
The diffusion of nuclei in magnetic susceptibility gradients (AFq(^)) causes 
the NMR signal to be attenuated with time f by a factor exp{-j'^g^DP /3), 
where g is the susceptibility gradient strength and D is the diffusion coeffi­
cient. As a result, signal loss is seen at radial distances outside the inhomo­
geneous region.
1.9 N M R  Imaging In the Solid State
The limit to spatial resolution in NMR imaging is the finite width of the 
resonance line. In the solid state, broad resonance linewidths and short T2
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relaxation times result from the line broadening mechanisms outlined in the 
previous section [26], [21]. In addition, attenuation of signal due to diffusion 
of nuclei in applied or susceptibility induced gradients can produce broad 
NMR lines in the case of confined liquids. The solids and confined liquids 
cases are especially relevant to many polymeric systems. Three fundamental 
approaches to achieve high spatial resolution in solids and other breadline 
systems are presented in this section.
1.9.1 H igh  field gradient m eth od s
Sufficiently large gradients are capable of resolving broad NMR linewidths. 
The gradient strength required for high resolution breadline NMR is typically 
orders of magnitude greater than those required in liquid-state imaging. The 
frequency separation (ôüü) between nuclei separated by a spatial distance {dr) 
is determined by the applied gradient G{r)  as follows;
ÔUJ =  jG {r )d r  (1.57)
In order to achieve a spatial pixel resolution in the acquired NMR image, of 
dx the following condition must hold;
 ^ , (1.58)7tT2 ')G{r)dx
where l/Trl^ is the natural frequency bandwidth (Aw) of the sample and 
1 /7  G{r)  dx is the frequency bandwidth of a pixel of size dx. Equation 1.57 
indicates that the broader the resonance linewidth (Aw) of the sample, the 
greater the gradient strength (C?(r)) required to achieve a spatial resolution 
of dx as illustrated in figure 1.17.
The problems associated with producing stable, controllable high magnetic 
field gradients and the general diflSculties associated with rapidly decaying 
solid state NMR signals has meant that investigation into solid state NMR 
imaging has lagged behind that of liquid state for many years. In 1985, a pa­
per by Emid and Creyghton [27], revived the high field gradient approach in 
solid state NMR. Various forms of high field gradient imaging have emerged in
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Figure 1.17: The gradient strength G  defines the spread in Larmor frequen­
cies ÔÜÜ as a function of distance r  in the sample. The ability to resolve 
signal from slices dr apart depends on the magnitude of ôu with respect to 
the natural linewidth of the sample A u  as shown.
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recent years including stray-field imaging and constant-time imaging (CTI). 
In recent work by Balcom et al [28],[29], a form of CTI, known as single­
point imaging has been used to overcome broadening due to magnetic field 
inhomogeneity, susceptibility and chemical shift broadening in hydrated ce­
ment samples. A large gradient is applied in the presence of a narrow RF 
pulse, and one data point from a single slice FID is collected at a fixed time 
t after the pulse. Multi-slice data in the form of a 1 dimensional profile is ac­
quired by incrementing the gradient amplitude in the profile direction. The 
disadvantage of this technique is that the gradients have to be switched for 
each acquisition point which is time consuming and applies significant me­
chanical force on the gradient sets. An alternative method which overcomes 
this problem is termed SPRITE [30] where the gradient is ramped in fixed 
increments and single data point is acquired at each step. SPRITE offers 
reduced imaging times and the possibility of Ti contrast, by varying the time 
of each gradient ramp step. Other CTI methods has been used in combi­
nation with a line narrowing technique (magic angle spinning) described in 
the next section to provide dynamic and structural information in solid poly­
mers [32],[33], [31]. Stray-field imaging forms the subject of this thesis and 
is discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
1.9.2 M agic angle sp inn ing
As described earlier the contribution to the spin system Hamiltonian in an 
external field B q from dipolar coupling interactions contains a angular de­
pendence equal to (1-3 cos‘^6) where 9 defines the angle between B q and 
the internuclear vector [rjk). In the case of liquids, rapid randomly oriented 
motion causes this term to average to zero, thus cancelling the effect of line 
broadening due to these mechanisms. A method was devised by Andrew [34] 
and Lowe [35] which simulates this process in solids where similar motion 
averaging does not occur. The solid sample is rotated at an angular velocity 
Ur about an axis tilted at an angle a  with respect to the B q field direction. 
This has the effect of giving the angular term cos9 a time dependence which 
is determined by;
cos9{t) =  cosacos/3 -F sinasinpcos(urt -f 6) (1.59)
where ^  is the angle between the axis of rotation and the internuclear vector 
in the dipolar case shown in figure 1.18.
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Figure 1.18: Orientation of the sample rotation axis relative to the B q field 
direction in magic angle spinning NMR
The first term in equation 1.59 is time independent and contributes a Scos'^a 
- 1 term to the resulting dipolar Hamiltonian [21]. However the angle a  can 
be chosen so that this term is nullified, by setting cos^a equal to 1/3. This 
implies a so-called magic angle for a  of 54.74°. The second contribution to 
the dipolar Hamiltonian from equation 1.59 is time dependent, varying as 
cos{uJrt +  6). This contribution is shifted from the resonance frequency by 
integral multiples of the rotation frequency Ur and does not interfere with line 
narrowing of the principle resonance line if the frequency of rotation is greater 
than the width of the broadened line. Similar time averaging subsequent 
line narrowing can be achieved in the case of chemical shift anisotropy by 
magic angle spinning (MAS). Though magic angle spinning has been used 
with much success in NMR spectroscopy of materials in recent years [36], 
the application of the magic angle technique to materials imaging is a more 
difficult proposition. The problems of rotating samples and imaging gradients 
at high speeds has been investigated by Cory and coworkers [37],[38], [39]. 
Imaging with rotating speeds of up to 5 kHz have been successful in the 
imaging of more mobile soft solids such as elastomers (Chapter 3). These 
speeds are not however sufficient to narrow dipolar broadened lines in rigid 
solids.
1.9 .3  M u lti-p u lse  sequences
The basic principle behind line narrowing pulse sequences in common with 
MAS techniques is to suppress the dipolar interaction. It was discovered in 
1966 that the dipolar interaction in solids could be reduced by introducing 
fluctuating spin motion using multiple RF pulses applied in rapid succession 
[40], [41]. Pulse sequences are designed to reduce the contributions of the
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part of the dipolar Hamiltonian (equation 1.51) to zero. Practical acquisition 
of NMR signal using multiple-pulse techniques is complicated to implement, 
since the beneficial line narrowing effects on the signal have to be deconvolved 
from the effects of applying multiple-pulses in rapid succession. The solution 
to this problem usually involves cycling the RF pulses at a given frequency 
and synchronising signal acquisition to this frequency so that the effect of 
pulse sequence cancels out over the cycle time (tc). As such multiple pulse 
techniques require high standards of pulse repeatability and RF homogeneity 
since RF pulse imperfections in these sequences will themselves lead to ad­
ditional line broadening. An example of a multiple pulse sequence proposed 
by Mansfield et al [42],[43] and Rhim et al [44] is the so-called MREV-8 se­
quence shown in figure 1.19. This sequence consists of 8 90° pulses as shown 
and can reduce the dipolar linewidth by typically a factor of 50 at optimum 
performance. Typically in multiple pulse sequences such as the MREV-8 
sequence the excitation bandwidth is small of the order of 1.5kHz. This in 
turn reduces the sampling interval across the slice to a value of l .bkH z /S f , 
where 6 f  is the width of the dipolar narrowed line. To obtain more than 
1 sampling interval across the Slice requires the line to be narrowed to less 
than .75kHz, which can be difficult to achieve with the MREV-8 sequence. 
To introduce some flexibility in the gradient strengths used, McDonald and 
Tokarchuk [45] have devised a multiple-pulse line narrowing sequence where 
the gradient is sinusoidally cycled and the pulses are applied during the zero- 
crossing points when the gradient strength is essentially zero. Multiple pulse 
sequences in general, are restricted to dipolar narrowing and do not remove 
line broadening due to the other factors, such as susceptibility and CSA. 
However multiple pulse sequences (MREV-8) have been used in conjunction 
with MAS to produce lOO/xm resolution images in rigid polymers by Cory 
et al [38]. This technique termed CRAMPS combines CSA line narrowing 
achievable by MAS and dipolar narrowing by the multiple pulse sequence.
1.10 Conclusion
The literature on pulse sequence variations to measure basic spin density, 
relaxation parameters, and diffusion constants has grown exponentially since 
1973, to the current position of NMR imaging (or the more commonly termed 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)) as one of the most powerful imaging 
techniques in medical applications. In recent years, the advancement of high 
resolution NMR micro-imaging or microscopy means that MRI is starting to 
make greater contributions to other areas of biological and materials imaging.
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Figure 1.19: MREV-8 multiple pulse dipolar line narrowing sequence, where 
tc is the pulse recycling time.
Many applications in these fields, however involve a wide range of mobilities 
from free liquids to confined liquids to rigid solids and so the resolution 
possible with conventional MRI techniques is insufficient to overcome line 
broadening mechanisms. The solid state NMR imaging techniques presented 
in this chapter are in general technically demanding. The use of complex spin 
manipulation pulse sequences means that simple relaxation weighted imaging 
is difficult. In addition, these methods are generally unsuitable for use with 
heterogenous systems where the ability to perform relaxation weighting is 
desirable to distinguish between different components.
Chapter 2 
Stray Field M agnetic 
Resonance - STRAFI
2.1 Background
The gradient strengths required to spatially resolve the broad NMR resonance 
lines associated with solids and heterogenous systems are typically orders of 
magnitude greater than that available with conventional gradient coil sets. In 
1987, Andrei Samoilenko et al [46],[47] proposed a readily accessible solution 
to this problem, by pointing out that large magnetic field gradients exist in 
the fringe fields surrounding high field superconducting magnets. Here typi­
cal gradient strengths for a 9.4T magnet are of the order of 58T/m. The use 
of fringe field gradients to do NMR imaging was originally dubbed stray field 
imaging or STRAFI and in this thesis, the term stray field is used through­
out. Analysis of magnetic field plots of a typical high field NMR magnet 
reveal that a planar surface (known as the STRAFI resonance position) can 
be found perpendicular to and concentric with the central bore, near the end 
of the magnet windings. A high constant linear field gradient with amplitude 
{Gz) exists through the surface in the main field (jBq) direction. For an 89mm 
bore magnet the transverse (x-y) field is sufficiently uniform for imaging over 
a radial distance of approximately 0.5 cm. The basic principle is illustrated 
in figure 2 .1. Using appropriate STRAFI pulse sequences and RF coils, NMR 
signal can be detected in a sample slice orthogonal to B q and centred at the 
STRAFI resonance position. In a vertical superconducting magnet this po­
sition typically occurs at a field position where the absolute magnetic field 
strength is 1/2  to 2/3 that of the central homogeneous field value. A one di­
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mensional STRAFI profile can be acquired by moving the sample through the 
resonance position and acquiring NMR signal from successive slices. The sig­
nal acquired in each slice represents an integrated value of spin magnetisation 
in the slice. The work presented in this thesis concentrates on the applica­
tion of 1 dimensional STRAFI. However the technique can be extended to
2 and 3 dimensional imaging by combining sample rotation about 1 and 2 
axial directions respectively with sample translation. Profiles can then be 
acquired in all directions and the acquired datasets reconstructed into 2 and
3 dimensional images using backprojection algorithms. The practical details 
involved in the development of a 1 dimensional STRAFI system using a 9.4T 
superconducting magnet are presented in Chapter 4. The following contains 
an overview of theoretical and experimental work to date using stray field 
gradients in NMR [48].
2 .2  Slice Excitation in STRAFI
In a gradient strength of the order of 58T/m, even the use of a broadband ra­
diofrequency pulse will lead to only a thin sample slice being excited typically 
of the order of 10-50/im. In contrast to the use of gradients in conventional 
MRI, the stray field gradients are unidirectional, static and can not be altered 
during the imaging process. This implys that slice selection in STRAFI must 
be done by physically moving the sample slice of interest into the resonant 
position orthogonal to the field gradient direction.
In order to detect rapidly decaying signals in broadline systems, rapid sig­
nal acquisition is required. In STRAFI, therefore, the pulse length used is 
short and has a corresponding broad bandwidth. Since the spin flip angle is 
proportional to the pulse length the use of short pulses also requires a large 
amplitude Bi,  a so called ’’hard” pulse. This means that a basic requirement 
for STRAFI is a high power RF transmitter (see Chapter 4). In conventional 
MRI, the shape of the excited slice can be selected exactly by modulating the 
shape of the applied pulses. As described in Chapter 1, the use of modulation 
techniques in practice, however, often leads to a dephasing of magnetisation 
across the excited slice and requires the use of refocusing gradients to recover 
the correct slice magnetisation profile. When using hard pulses in STRAFI, 
it is much harder to perform pulse shaping and the use of refocusing gra­
dients is not possible. Instead, rectangular rf pulses are applied resulting 
in a non-uniform excitation profile across the slice. The slice magnetisation 
profile has been determined by Benson and McDonald [49] using methods
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Figure 2.1: STRAFI resonance position in the stray field of a superconducting 
magnet. The magnet isocentre is marked with an asterisk. The dimensions 
shown are typical values for a 9.4T magnet.
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described in the next section. The spatial dependence of the magnetisation 
in the y' direction in the rotating frame, My>{r), following a 90° hard pulse 
of duration tp in the presence of an external gradient is shown in figure 2.2
a), where r is the distance from the centre of the excited slice.
*1 0.8
=  - 0.8
m m
Position (r,pm)
Figure 2.2: The Myi magnetisation profile as a function of position in the 
stray field a) immediately following the first pulse, b) at the first echo, and c) 
at the second echo as a function of position in the stray field, r =  0 represents 
the centre of the excited slice. This simulated data was calculated for a pulse 
length of lOfiS, a pulse gap of 50^s, and a stray field gradient of 50T/m. The 
plot is reproduced with permission from reference 49 .
An excited slice thickness denoted Ar  has been defined as the distance be­
tween the first zero crossings of My>{r) either side of the central position 
(r= 0) and was calculated to be;
Ar = \/3 7T (2 . 1)
where ^ is the field gradient and 7  the gyromagnetic ratio (= 27rx42.57MRadsT-^) 
In a 58T/m field, this is equivalent to a slice thickness of 17.5/nn for a 20/is
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pulse. The 90° condition 6 =  90° =  'yBitp with j B i  =  Uq will only apply 
at the centre of the resonant plane where ujq =  jBo.  Above and below the 
central slice, B q varies and a rf pulse of amplitude Bi  and duration tp will 
give flip angles greater than 90°. As a result, a distribution of flip angles 
occur across the slice in STRAFI.
2.3 Signal acquisition in STRAFI
The decay of the transverse magnetisation in a constant high fleld gradient 
is dominated by the gradient. The effective transverse relaxation rate 
is given by the linewidth of the excited slice as shown in equation 2.2. In a 
gradient of 58T/m, an typical excited slice thickness of 17.5/xm corresponds 
to a spread of processional frequencies for protons of approximately 44kHz 
across the slice.
ô f  = (2 .2)
The effective 2^ therefore is 7.2 fis which is less than the spectrometer dead­
time (figure 2.3) which is of the order of 10/zs.
90„
Spectrometer Deadtime
FID
time
Figure 2.3: The spectrometer deadtime is of the order of 10/xs which is longer 
than the duration of the FID signal in STRAFI, which ranges from 3 to 7 /is 
for typical pulse lengths of 10 and 20fis respectively
As a result, it is not normally possible to observe a free induction decay in 
STRAFI and the signal is acquired in the form of echoes, which are observed 
clear of the spectrometer deadtime. Multiple echoes (n) are recorded for each 
slice in the sample and can be used to determine relaxation information. By
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varying r , spin relaxation weighted profiles can be acquired, providing dy­
namics information and spin relaxation contrast within the sample. An ad­
ditional advantage exists in summing the multiple echoes in order to improve 
signal to noise. The quadrature echo sequence 90° — r  — (90° — r  — echo — r)„ 
has been traditionally used in STRAFI, where 90° and 90° correspond to 90° 
pulses of relative phase x and y respectively, and r  represents a short time 
duration (of the order of fis) as shown in figure 2.4.
time
T T
Figure 2.4: The quadrature echo sequence 90J 
used in STRAFI.
r  — (90° — T — echo — r),
Using pulses of equal duration ensures that the width of the excited slice 
remains constant during the acquisition. The quadrature echo sequence also 
introduces some degree of line narrowing by partial refocusing of the dipole- 
dipole interaction in solids and is commonly termed a ’’solid echo” sequence 
for this reason [48]. In STRAFI, except for rigid dipolar broadened solids, 
the frequency bandwidth of the excited slice is usually broader than the 
natural NMR linewidth of the sample. As a result, the echo is formed by 
the usual refocusing of spin precession seen with Hahn spin echoes and not 
from a refocusing of dipolar broadening. For this reason ” quadrature echo” 
is considered a more appropriate term.
2.3 .1  Echo am plitu de analysis
The distribution of flip angles across the excited slice in STRAFI leads to 
the formation of echoes which are a combination of direct spin echoes and 
indirect or stimulated echoes (described in Chapter 1). As in conventional 
NMR, direct spin echoes are formed in the transverse plane by refocusing 
magnetisation which has been in the transverse plane in the time follow­
ing the excitation pulse. The intensity of the direct spin echo is therefore a 
function of transverse relaxation (7^). However, in STRAFI, a significant Ion-
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gitudinal component of magnetisation is formed following the second pulse. 
After a suitable period of longitudinal relaxation decay governed by Ti, this 
magnetisation will contribute to echo formation after a third pulse is applied. 
The contributions from direct and indirect echoes has been investigated by 
various authors. Benson and McDonald [49] have integrated the Bloch equa­
tions described in Chapter 1 to calculate the transverse magnetisation as a 
function of space and time (Mx>{r,t), My>{r,t)) following the application of 
the quadrature sequence (figure 2.4). The application of an RF pulse in the 
presence of a constant field gradient is represented by a rotation matrix (P ). 
Since the magnetisation dephasing is dominated by inhomogeneities due to 
the gradient in STRAFI, it is assumed that the value of transverse magneti­
sation calculated using the Bloch equations is equivalent to that which can 
be refocused by the pulse sequence and therefore contributes to the echo. 
Two sources of echo amplitude modulation have been identified. Following 
the first pulse the sample magnetisation returns to processing about the z' 
direction in the rotating field. For any location in the sample, the value of 
the transverse magnetisation at a location r  in the sample is modulated by 
the precession frequency at that location. An additional rotation matrix {E)  
is defined to account for the spatially variant precession of M ,^/, Myt. The 
general form for the sample magnetisation M(r,t) as a function of slice loca­
tion (r) and time i at i =  2r  (i.e. at the first echo) for the quadrature echo 
sequence is as follows;
M (r, 2r) =  E ( r  -  tp/2)PgoyE{r -  tp)Pgo^M{r, 0) (2.3)
The spatial frequency modulation has a characteristic length Sr defined as 
follows;
where t' represents time after the first pulse. Equation 2.4 implies that the 
degree of high frequency modulation introduced by the gradient increases 
with echo time. The modulation generated during the pulse is included by 
the term 'ygtp. Although the first echo is a direct spin echo, the field gradient 
modulation and resulting spread in flip angles across the slice means that 
some of the magnetisation following the second pulse is aligned along the
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z' axis. This allows both direct and stimulated echoes to contribute to the 
second echo following the third pulse at  ^=  4r.
In addition to the high frequency modulation there is also a constant fre­
quency modulation introduced by the repetition of pulses in the sequence. 
This modulation is defined by a modulation length 6rp given as;
27T
= -----  (2.5)
Both modulations can be seen in figure 2.2 b) and c). The measured echo 
amplitudes for each echo in a train of n echoes can be estimated from the 
integrated values of M^', My> at a time 2nr  following the excitation pulse, 
as a function of position (r) in the field gradient. In practice, however, a full 
analytical derivation of echo amplitudes using this method is difiicult. For 
this reason, Benson and McDonald have used numerical integration using 
typical pulse bandwidths and pulse gap values (10/iS and 50//s) to estimate 
the relative echo amplitudes (in the absence of spin-spin relaxation effects) 
for the first four echoes using the quadrature echo sequence as shown in 
figure 2.5 a). An immediate observation is that the second echo amplitude 
is 1.5 times that of the first direct echo. This result has been validated in 
experimental STRAFI studies on a long 7^ system, where relaxation effects 
can be ignored [50].
An alternative technique to derive echo amplitudes following various pulse 
combinations has been developed by Bain for use with quadrature echo se­
quences [51] and heteronuclear coherence transfer [52] and in general NMR 
pulse experiments by Bodenhausen et al [53]. The relative values of x, y, 
and z magnetisation components can be described in matrix form as a den­
sity of energy states defined using spin momentum operators 7z, 4  and 4 . 
This is termed the density matrix formulation and is derived from statis­
tical quantum mechanics methods dealing with the averaging of large spin 
ensembles [4]. The pulse is again expressed as a rotation matrix P  about 
a general axis defined by the phase and amplitude of the pulse and the 
gradient field. Matrix multiplication of the pulse rotation matrix with the 
spin density matrix gives a new spin density matrix representing the sample 
magnetisation following the pulse. This is repeated for each pulse in the 
sequence, taking into consideration the time evolution of the spin density 
matrix between each pulse. Bain and Randall [51] have used this technique 
to estimate the relative echo amplitudes following the quadrature echo se-
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Figure 2.5: Relative echo amplitudes observed with a) a 90° — (90°)„ and b) 
a 90° — (90J)n quadrature echo sequence in STRAFI
quence 90° — (90°)n, as well as the sequence 90° — (90p„ previously studied 
by Benson and McDonald [49]. Here the notation 90° — (90°)^ represents the 
sequence 9 0 J - r  —(90°—r  —echo—r)„ as defined earlier. For the 90° —(90°)^ 
case, the results obtained by Bain and Randall are in close agreement with 
those obtained by Benson and McDonald. Figure 2.5 b) shows the relative 
echo amplitudes derived by Bain and Randall for the 90° — (90°)n case. In 
this case, the echo amplitude modulations due to the combination of direct 
and stimulated echoes for n > 1 give rise to both positive and negative 
echo amplitudes, which oscillate from positive to negative with a recurring 
pattern, two positive echoes followed by two negative echoes. Benson and 
McDonald have also investigated CPMG sequences in high field gradients 
[54]. In the case of the 90° — r  — (180° — r  — echo — r)„  pulse sequence, 
the echo amplitude modulation is much reduced. In comparison to corre­
sponding quadrature echo sequences, the echo intensity is also improved by 
typically a factor of 4/3, except in the case of rigid dipolar broadened solids. 
Here the additional dipolar line narrowing properties of the quadrature echo 
sequence compensate for other benefits of the CPMG sequence to make it the 
sequence of choice. An alternative CPMG sequence commonly used in other 
NMR applications, 90° — r  -  (180° -  r  -  echo -  r  -  (1801^ -  r  — echo — r)„ , 
cannot be used with STRAFI due to severe echo intensity reduction after the 
first echo.
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2.3.2 Spin relaxation analysis
The formation of stimulated echoes in STRAFI means that the decay of 
echoes in multiple echo trains is affected by Ti relaxation as well as T2 relax­
ation, since the magnetisation leading to the stimulated echo will experience 
Ti decay during storage periods along the z' axis. This inevitably com­
plicates relaxation measurements in STRAFI. Goelman and Prammer have 
studied the use of GPMG pulse sequences in high magnetic field gradients 
for relaxation analysis in NMR oil well logging applications [55]. These au­
thors investigated the effects of varying the receiver bandwidth on signal 
to noise and the relative contributions from direct and stimulated echoes in 
the measured signal. In general, as the receiver bandwidth is narrowed, the 
contribution from stimulated echoes decreases. However the signal to noise 
is greatly reduced. This effectively means that stimulated echo contribu­
tions and hence Ti can not be filtered out by varying receiver bandwidth. 
An alternative solution for relaxation analysis in oil well logging and other 
applications, is to determine an effective relaxation rate Tze// for the echo 
train decay and to correct this value for true T2. Simulations performed by 
Goelman and Prammer [55] show that in the absence of relaxation effects, 
the echo amplitude for n > 3 is a constant in the case of the CPMG pulse 
sequence. Further simulations have predicted that the error in T2 estimated 
from T2 eff converges to 12% where the ratio of Ti to T2 is high (i.e. Ti > 
3T2). In the STRAFI data presented in this thesis, the quadrature echo se­
quence, 90° — r  — (90° — r  — echo — r)„ is used throughout. The decay of the 
first echo intensity with increasing r  represents the true T2 relaxation of the 
sample. For the 2nd and subsequent echoes the rate of decay is determined 
by an effective relaxation rate T2e//. It is possible to perform relaxation 
analysis by multiplying the first echo by an appropriate correction factor of 
1.5 to normalise the amplitude of the direct echo to that of the stimulated 
echoes. T2 eff can then be estimated by fitting an exponential decay function 
exp(r/T2e//) to the acquired echo intensities in the train. The first echo 
correction factor of 1.5 has been derived from simulations in the absence of 
relaxation effects. In the practical use of multiple echo data to perform re­
laxation measurements, an exact correction factor for the first echo is not 
known. Fortunately, the inclusion of the first echo is not always necessary 
for the derivation of T2e// as discussed in Chapter 5. An important factor 
to note in STRAFI relaxation analysis occurs when small pulse gaps (r) are 
used. In this case, the multiecho version of the quadrature sequence approx­
imates to a spin locking sequence, thereby weighting the effective relaxation 
time towards Tip, the spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating reference
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frame (Chapter 1).
2 .3 .3  S e ttin g  a 90° pu lse in S T R A F I
The characteristic echo amplitude modulation patterns (Figure 2.5) observed 
in STRAFI provide a practical method of setting the correct pulse length and 
pulse amplitude corresponding to a 90° pulse. In the work presented in this 
thesis, the 90° — (90°)„ sequence has been used to set the 90° pulse length. 
Benson and McDonald have plotted echo amplitude as a function of pulse 
amplitude [49] and observed that for a given pulse length, pulse gap and 
gradient strength, the maximum signal amplitude for the first four echoes 
occurs at a value of pulse amplitude which is approximately 1.3 times greater 
than that required for a true 90° pulse ( e.g. =  0.59mT for a 10(is pulse). In 
practical applications of STRAFI, the pulse gap r  and pulse length are chosen 
to give the required relaxation contrast and slice excitation respectively. Fine 
adjustments of pulse length are then made in order to get maximum signal 
amplitude from the first four echoes in the train. Following this the pulse 
amplitude is then adjusted to set the true 90° pulse. The 90° — (90°)„ pulse 
sequence can also be used for setting the 90° pulse [56]. In this case the 
sinusoidally oscillating pattern of positive and negative echo amplitudes has 
a fixed period of 4 echoes for a 90° pulse. As the pulse changes from 90° to 
180° this period of oscillation changes from 4 to 2 echoes. This sequence is 
especially useful to coarsely set the 90° pulse when the pulse amplitude is not 
known and can be followed by the 90° — (90°)^ method for a finer setting.
2.4 Spatial Resolution in STRAFI
Equation 2.1 defines the excited slice width in STRAFI. The value of tp can­
not be longer than the pulse gap r. For optimal spatial resolution {Aroptimal), 
T is of the order of T2 and is therefore defined in STRAFI as follows;
A t  optimal — rjy (2 .6 )
This equation implies that the spatial resolution improves as the T2 gets 
longer. However, in mobile systems where T2 is long, difi'usion effects begin
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to broaden the NMR linewidth and so the spatial resolution is again reduced. 
The effective T2 (22e//) of a mobile system is related to the self-diffusion 
coefficient {D) of the system as follows [57];
ttTc2 e f f
(2.7)
Using equations 2.6 and 2.7, the optimal theoretical resolution in STRAFI 
can be plotted as a function of T2 and self-diffusion coefficient Dgeif, shown 
in figure 2.6 [58]. This figure implies that the best resolution can be achieved 
for semi-mobile, slowly diffusing systems with moderately long Tg's such as 
elastomers and swollen polymers.
10“  10 '  10'  
Achievable resolution (|xm)
Figure 2.6: The optimal resolution for a STRAFI system operating with a 
gradient strength of 58T/m as a function of T2 (left axis, solid line) and 
diffusion (right axis, dashed line).
2.5 Sample movement and signal acquisition
In order to acquire data in a 1 dimensional profile experiment, the sample 
is moved vertically along the central axis direction (z) through the resonant 
position. Movement is normally controlled by a stepper motor which can be
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interfaced to the NMR acquisition control software. Early STRAFI experi­
ments were conducted ”on the fly” , acquiring data as the sample was moved 
at a constant velocity {u) through the resonant position. The Ti relaxation 
time of the sample is vital in determining how quickly each sample slice can 
be re-excited and a repeat data sampling performed. To avoid residual Ti 
effects, it is common in ”on the fly” experiments to return the sample to its 
initial position and then to repeat the scan in the same direction rather than 
collecting data in the forward and back traverse of the sample. In this way, 
the time between re-sampling is constant for all slices. Data averaging is 
done by summing over the data obtained for each slice. The total acquisition 
time (Tacq) for Ua averages is;
T aoç =  —  (2.8)
where I is the sample length. Limits are imposed on the sample velocity 
used by mechanical and NMR criteria. The drive mechanism will produce a 
maximum velocity depending on the power of the motor. An important NMR 
criteria is that the excitation and detection occur within the same sample 
slice. Slice mismatch during the excitation and detection period leads to 
signal attenuation due to incomplete data sampling. In order for the sample 
to remain within the same excited slice during a full echo train acquisition of 
n echoes lasting a time 2nr,the maximum sample velocity must not exceed 
Arp/2uT.  This velocity [49] is deflned as;
=  2 ^ g
For 16 echoes acquired using a pulse gap (r) of 50/xs and a pulse length {tp) of 
10/iS in a 58T/m fleld gradient {g), the maximum sample velocity is 2.2cms“ h 
In reality, this value is approximately equal to the maximum velocity imposed 
by mechanical constraints. For the sample probe used in work described later 
in this thesis (Chapter 4), the maximum velocity is 2cms“ .^ A second more 
stringent velocity constraint is imposed by the high frequency modulation of 
magnetisation across the slice due to the presence of the high gradient. If the 
sample is moved by a distance greater than the modulation length (&), the 
phase coherence between excited and detected spins will be lost, since the 
Larmor precession frequency has a spatial dependence across the slice. This
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is most critical in the case where quantitative relaxation measurements are 
to be extracted from the multiple echo train data. The value of this velocity 
is given as [49];
Stt
=  {2nr)^jg
For a train of 16 echoes using a r  of 50/xs, a typical value for use in data 
acquisitions presented in this thesis, this maximum velocity equals 0 .02cms~^ 
which is prohibitively slow. An alternative to moving the sample at a con­
stant velocity is to step the sample by a fixed distance and acquire data only 
when the sample is stationary. This technique has been used in the first 
quantitative STRAFI relaxation measurements presented in Chapter 5. The 
step size moved between acquisitions is denoted 6rm and is usually chosen 
to be equal or slightly greater than the width of the excited slice ôrp. This 
choice of ôrm maximises the NMR signal to noise without having slice over­
lap. The sampling of overlapping slices within the time needed for sample 
Ti relaxation to occur leads to incomplete excitation in the overlap section. 
This in general leads to signal attenuation across the sample and can be seen 
as signal artifacts at sample ends and internal boundaries. As long as over­
lap is avoided, there is normally sufficient time for Ti recovery in the time 
taken to scan the sample once and return to the start position, so that no 
additional recycle delay is needed. With the stop-and-step method, the time 
taken to acquire Ua averages includes the time taken to acquire n echoes at 
each slice tsHce, the time taken to move over the full sample length (/), t/, and 
the acceleration and decelerating times {tacc) at each slice between stops. The 
acceleration and deceleration rates are assumed to be equal and constant and 
are denoted by a. The total acquisition time for the stop-and-step method 
is therefore;
'^ acq slice "F face ( 2 .1 1 )f 2 t i t I  21 l \
where it is assumed that the maximum velocity y is not reached when moving 
between slices.
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2.6 STRAFI and solids imaging applications
The stray field method is capable of giving spatially resolved information in 
a wide variety of materials ranging from solids to liquids. As such it has the 
potential to monitor processes which involve a combination of liquid and solid 
states, such as curing and drying processes as well as observing liquid ingress 
into solids. The general application areas exploited to date are outlined in 
the following;
2.6 .1  Liquid ingress in to  solid  m ateria ls
The primary application in this area has been the study of solvent ingress into 
polymer materials (Chapter 3). The development of this branch of stray field 
imaging is the subject of this thesis and as such is presented in the following 
chapters. This work was inspired by the early success of Perry et al [50] 
in observing the ingress of acetone into poly (vinyl chloride) PVC polymer. 
The solvent front was seen to progress linearly in time into the polymer 
matrix, characteristic of Case II diffusion (Chapter 3). An important feature 
of this study was the visualization of signal from both solvent and unexposed 
rigid polymer. In addition through analysis of multi-echo data, the swollen 
polymer signal and the solvent could be separately visualised. Evidence 
for a spatial gradient in polymer mobility in the swollen polymer region was 
observed indicating that STRAFI could produce information on both solvent 
and polymer dynamics not available using conventional MRI methods.
2.6 .2  S u scep tib ility  broadening
As described in Chapter 1, magnetic susceptibility differences in a material 
leads to a broadening of the NMR resonance line. Early STRAFI imaging by 
Kinchesh et al revealed the gradients available with STRAFI are sufficient 
to overcome local broadening due to susceptibility gradients [59], in even the 
most demanding cases. This was illustrated by imaging a capillary of water, 
surrounded in a bed of nickel sulphate (NiS0 4 ) crystals. Here large suscep­
tibility differences (of the order of 10 )^ occur at the interfaces of air pockets 
between crystals and the crystals themselves. The study of water distribu­
tion in soils having a high iron content is an example of where susceptibility 
effects severely hampers the use of NMR. Further work by Kinchesh et al
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has shown that in contrast to conventional NMR imaging, STRAFI imaging 
of plant roots and water in soil with a iron content of 2.54% shows no image 
distortion due to susceptibility effects [60]. In this case the soil is a loosely 
packed material containing water and air interfaces where the susceptibility 
difference is of the order of -9 x 10“®. In another powerful illustration of 
how high field gradients can be used to overcome susceptibility broadening, 
Samoilenko and Zick have successfully imaged materials, without image dis­
tortion, containing metal parts without image distortion in the case of mica 
capacitors, integrated circuit sockets and coaxial cable surrounding copper 
wire [46], [61]. In addition, Randall et a/have successfully acquired STRAFI 
echo train data from a range of paramagnetic and diamagnetic solids in phan­
tom studies [62]. The shortened relaxation times due to the diamagnetic and 
paramagnetic centres are resolved in the large STRAFI gradient (37T/m in 
this case) and relaxation contrast is observed. Other applications where dif­
ferences in susceptibility between interfaces exist include the study of liquids 
(commonly oil or water) in porous media such as rocks, cements, wood, clays 
and mineral beds. Current work in porous media applications using STRAFI 
are presented in Chapter 8 .
2.7 Heteronuclear stray field imaging
Although most STRAFI NMR to date has concentrated on proton imag­
ing, the feasibility of STRAFI imaging of other nuclei has been investigated. 
These nuclei are listed in table 2.1 in order of their relative resonance fre­
quency to that of the proton at the STRAFI field position (5.54T).
The fluorine (^ ®F) nucleus has the closest resonance frequency to that of pro­
tons. In a fleld gradient strength of 58T/m, the fluorine resonance position 
for a coil tuned at 235.9MHz is in fact % 6mm above the proton resonance 
position. This means that fluorine detection can be performed using the 
proton coil raised in the field gradient by % 6mm. Indeed, if the sample or 
coil dimensions are equal to, or greater than 6mm, fluorine signal can be de­
tected with the proton coil at the proton resonance position when the sample 
is moved through the resonance position for fluorine. This restricts the use of 
fluorine containing materials as sample holders or coil parts in STRAFI, but 
can also be used to obtain relative fluorine and proton densities in samples 
containing mixtures of the two. Randall et al [63] have successfully sep­
arated proton and fluorine signal in a poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) 
and poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) phantom. In addition, these authors
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Nucleus Spin Natural Abundance 
(%)
Relative Frequency 
(MHz)
STRAFI resonance 
frequency (MHz) J
1/2 99.98 100 235.9
1 9 p 1/2 100.0 94.08 221.9
3 1 p 1/2 100.0 40.48 95.5
^Li 3/2 92.58 38.86 90.5
3/2 80.42 32.08 75.7
3/2 100.0 26.45 62.4
Sly 7/2 99.76 26.29 62.0
5/2 100.0 26.06 61.5
13C 1/2 1.11 25.14 59.3
“ Co 7/2 100.0 23.61 55.7
% 1 0.016 15.35 36.2
14N 1 99.63 7.22 17.0
iisjn 9/2 95.72 22.02 51.9
“ Cu 3/2 30.91 28.42 67.0
Table 2.1: Nuclei investigated using STRAFI listed in order of their relative 
gyromagnetic value to that of protons. % Frequency values corresponding to 
a STRAFI resonance oositioTi at 5.54T
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have observed the ingress of fluorine containing solvents (e.g. hexofluoroben- 
zene) into hydrocarbon polymers (e.g. Nylon, PMMA) by visualising the 
polymer and solvent components separately. This may be a useful method of 
separating solvent from polymer signal where one component contains pro­
tons or fluorine only. Further work on the use of STRAFI to detect fluorine 
in dental materials is presented in Chapter 8 of this thesis. More recently, 
Randall has observed both fluorine and proton signals in a range of para­
magnetic solid compounds [64]. As shown in table 2.1, many quadrupolar 
nuclei (spin I > 1/2) have been investigated with STRAFI to determine if 
the high field gradients involved are sufficient to overcome quadrupolar line 
broadening which can vary from kilohertz to hundreds of MHz. To date, 
Bodart et al have studied STRAFI signal obtained from ^^Na in Na2S04 
[65], [66] and have observed variations in the normal patterns of echo am­
plitude modulation seen in STRAFI which are associated with quadrupolar 
effects. In addition, Randall and Gillies have observed STRAFI signal in 
in NaBH4,B(OH3) and NH4BF4, ^^Al in AI2O3, ®®Co in Co(acac)3, in 
V2O5, NH4VO3 and V0 (acac)2 [67]. In the case of boron, differences in local 
quadrupolar geometries can be observed by inspecting relaxation rates and 
echo modulation effects in echo train data.
2.8 Other stray-field imaging m ethods
The sample geometry and positioning illustrated in figure 2.1 has been used 
in most STRAFI experiments to date. However, in parallel with the de­
velopment of this technique, other methods sharing the same basic idea of 
imaging in stray field gradients have been developed by various groups. The 
application of solid state NMR methods such as STRAFI to materials re­
search is often hampered by sample size requirements where investigations 
would ideally involve large samples-on-site and in real-life field applications. 
To fulfil some of these requirements Blumich et al have developed a mobile 
surface stray field device known as the NMR MOUSE (MObile Universal 
Surface Explorer) [68]. The MOUSE consists of two anti-parallel permanent 
magnets with a solenoidal coil embedded between them. The entire device 
acts as an NMR probe that lies flat against the surface of a large sample dur­
ing the experiment and can do NMR profiling to a depth of 2mm. In recent 
applications of this technique, fleld gradients of 50T/m have been achieved 
using layered gradient coils incorporated into the device. A frequency en­
coding technique similar to those described in Chapter 4 is used for slice 
selection. To date, the MOUSE has been used to investigate polymer coat­
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ings on ferromagnetic sheets, polymer and elastomeric bulk materials and 
biological tissue (skin) [69]. A similar surface technique is the so-called ” pla­
nar imaging” method developed by Miller and Garroway [70], [71]. This too 
has been specifically designed for depth profiling of large planar samples such 
as the surface materials on air and sea transport vehicles. Initial testing of 
the technique has been done using the stray field gradients outside the bore 
of a high field superconducting magnet. In order to circumvent sample size 
restrictions inherent in using the bore of the magnet, a surface coil is used 
which is level with the base of the magnet. Samples of any size can then be 
placed under the magnet and different positions on the surface profiled by 
moving the sample. The sensitive volume and spatial resolution for NMR 
signal detection is determined by the geometry of the RF surface coil and by 
the use of frequency encoding methods (Chapter 4). In addition to methods 
deliberately using the stray-field, some applications such as oil-well logging 
are methods which by necessity must acquire NMR signal in the stray field 
of the magnet since it is impossible to place the sample (in this case, the 
earth) inside the magnet. The magnet and RF coil detection system used 
in oil-well logging is incorporated into the down-the-borehole vertical probes 
used for other borehole logging instruments (e.g. electric resistivity). This 
instrument is typically in close contact with the borehole sides, but NMR 
data must be acquired while the instrument is moving. A three sided mag­
net system surrounds the RF probe and signal is acquired from a uniform 
region in the stray field of the magnet at a depth of a few cm inside the 
wall of the borehole. Gradients are typically 0.25T/m and the excited slice 
thickness is of the order of 1mm [55]. Despite severe operating criteria and 
technical difficulties, considerable success has been achieved with the mea­
surement of oil and water concentrations and dynamics in porous rock beds. 
As a result, this particular variety of stray-field NMR is fast gaining recog­
nition as a valuable oil-well logging tool [55],[72], [18], [73]. Callaghan and 
co-workers [74] have used the stray field of a single conducting wire coil to 
measure molecular diffusion in polymer solutions contained in a vessel sur­
rounding the wire. These authors have reported that gradients of the order 
of lOOT/m can be achieved with this method. A primary advantage of this 
method compared to STRAFI is that the gradients can be controlled and 
switched rapidly by pulsing current through the wire. However the resulting 
gradients are highly non-uniform compared to those available with STRAFI.
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2.9 Stray field diffusion
In parallel with the development of applications in STRAFI, a growing field 
of research involving quantitative diffusion measurements in the stray field 
has emerged in recent years. To measure diffusion in the stray field, constant 
field methods based on the Carr and Purcell sequence described in Chapter 
1 are used by necessity since the field gradient can not be manipulated. The 
application of standard CPMG and stimulated echo sequences to diffusion 
measurements in the stray-field has been extensively studied by Kimmich 
and co-workers. Using a stimulated echo sequence diffusion coefficients as 
low as 6  X have been measured in a high molecular weight
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) polymer melt (see Chapter 3) [75]. Chang et 
al have observed comparably low diffusion coefficients in super cooled liquids 
[76]. This represents at least an order of magnitude less than that obtainable 
with current pulsed gradient spin echo techniques, while avoiding the gradient 
stability problems inherent with pulsed gradient methods [77]. However, the 
original problems discussed in relation to using the CPMG pulse sequence 
with a fixed gradient to measure diffusion discussed in Chapter 1 are still 
present. The gradient is on during the entire pulse sequence so the diffusion 
period is not easily defined. In addition, as a result of the variation in pulse 
flip angle across the excited slice, the echoes (except the first) are composed 
of a mixture of stimulated and direct echoes. A detailed analysis of some 
of these problems have been dealt with by Kimmich and Fischer [78]. A 
further difficulty in using stray field gradients for diffusion measurements is 
that the gradient parameters can not be altered since the stray field is on 
all the time. The alternative of varying the pulse gap parameters means the 
analysis of spin-spin relaxation required to derive the diflPusion coefficient is 
complicated. The solution to this problem lies in either measuring the spin- 
spin relaxation separately in a homogeneous field at the same frequency or 
using more sophisticated constant relaxation time pulse sequences such as 
that derived by Wu [79]. The use of the pulse sequences described here can 
be used to perform spatially resolved diffusion measurements in conjunction 
with stray field imaging, although the need to make repeated measurements 
for a series of pulse gap parameters makes this process time consuming. 
Current work in this area involves the development of single shot diffusion 
sequences, where both the diffusion coefficient and the spin-spin relaxation 
can be extracted from a single acquisition [218]. In certain cases, where the 
effective relaxation is dominated by diflPusion attenuation, it is possible to 
derive spatially resolved diffusion coefficient data from multiple echo train 
data with either the CPMG or quadrature echo sequence (Chapter 5).
Chapter 3 
Polym er M aterials
3.1 Introduction
The term polymer is applied to the diverse group of large molecules (macro­
molecules) which are composed of identical smaller molecules (monomers) 
linked together via chemical bonds in chain-like structures. The number of 
monomer units (N) can range from 100 to in excess of 10  ^ [81] and is termed 
the ’’degree of polymerisation”. The study of natural hydrocarbons whose 
properties change in relation to the number of base carbons and hydrogens 
present has led to discoveries dating from the 1930’s of a wide range of poly­
meric materials which can be chemically synthesised. Synthetic polymers 
can be classified in the following large and general groupings; thermoplastics 
(acrylic, nylon), thermosets (epoxy adhesives, polyurethane) and elastomers 
(synthetic rubber, silicone) [82]. Manmade polymer materials pervade all 
aspects of modern life in areas as diverse as building and transport construc­
tion, biomedical and dental materials, clothing manufacture and chemical 
and food engineering.
3 .2  Objectives of this study
The interaction of different polymer materials in various chemical environ­
ments is still poorly understood. Dissolution of polymer materials can be 
either useful or detrimental depending on the function the material must per­
form. Polymers used as drug delivery devices are designed to slowly dissolve
6 2
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in the body and enable the controlled release of the drug over time. However, 
polymers used in replacement heart valves must be able to withstand attack 
from the same chemical environment, namely the biochemical environment of 
the human body. A key issue in the study of polymer dissolution is an under­
standing of the mechanisms involved when a solvent penetrates the material. 
Few real-life environments result in the polymer material being exposed to 
a single solvent component, however, and currently there is increasing in­
terest in the synergetic effects of bi and multi-component transport of small 
molecules into polymer materials. Evidence is growing to suggest that mul­
tiple components acting together in a mixture can affect the polymer system 
in very different ways from any of the single components acting alone. This 
has been illustrated in the petrochemical industry where the storage of cer­
tain two component petrochemical mixtures in underground polymer tanks 
can cause rapid dissolution of the tank material even though the individual 
components acting alone or in alternative mixtures have little effect on the 
polymer system [83]. Another problem of industrial relevance is that residual 
solvents left over from manufacture can affect the uptake dynamics of other 
solvents. An example of this problem is seen in the commercial manufacture 
of polystyrene materials, where there is evidence to suggest that residual 
styrene can affect the uptake of water by these materials [84].
The influence of solvent mixtures and small amounts of residual solvent on 
polymer dissolution are the main topics of experimental study presented in 
this thesis. Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) was chosen as a model poly­
mer system for this work. PMMA is an acrylic ester polymer (known gener­
ally as acrylic) used in a wide variety of applications, from dental restorative 
materials (Chapter 8) to industrial coating resins. It is a extremely durable 
transparent glassy polymer but can be dissolved by a variety of organic sol-r 
vents. Acetone was used here as a so called ’’good solvent” since it is known 
to dissolve PMMA rapidly. Methanol was chosen, as a ” poor” solvent Tor 
PMMA, causing slow i l  any dissolution. In the latter part of the study ace­
tone was incorporated in the manufacture of PMMA samples to mimic the 
case of residual solvents.
3.3 Basic Structure
An illustration of the basic methylmethacrylate (MMA) monomer structure 
is shown in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The methylmethacrylate (MMA) monomer structure which is 
repeated N times to form the polymer macromolecule PMMA as described 
in the text.
The intermolecular bonds between monomer units in a large polymer macro­
molecule (e.g. the C-C bond) are usually pictured in terms of highly flexible 
links connecting segments in a chain-like structure. A single PMMA chain is 
composed of a carbon ’’backbone” to which hydrogen and oxygen side chains 
are chemically linked via C-C, C-H and C-0 bonds. Following polymeri­
sation a polymer material such as PMMA is a three-dimensional network 
of polymer chains which are joined together at a large number of connec­
tion sites. These connections can be chemical or physical in origin and are 
important to the stability and general mechanical properties of the overall 
polymer material. Physical interactions include Van der Waals forces which 
can range in strength from of the order of 200 to 10 times weaker than a 
typical C-H primary intramolecular bond [82]. Chemical bonding or ’’cross- 
linking” can occur between molecules in the native polymer material or by 
the introduction of external chemical ’’cross-linking” agents which promote 
the formation of a network. In addition to chemical and physical links, the 
overlapping, twisting and intertwining of polymer chains with each other 
introduces another important linking mechanism to the network which is 
termed ” entanglement” . Entanglement plays an important role in the phys­
ical properties of the network when the concentration of polymer chains is 
high and is discussed in section 3.6. Many scattering and spectroscopic tech­
niques exist to probe polymer chain structure and mobility including NMR, 
infrared (IR) spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction [85].
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3.3 .1  M olecu lar W eight and C hain  L ength
An average molecular weight can be measured experimentally for the poly­
mer and is related to an average polymer chain length which is determined 
in two ways. A number average chain length gives equal weighting to all 
molecules, whereas a weight average chain length weighs the contribution 
to the average chain length according to the size of the chain. In this way 
larger chains contribute more to the average chain length. Since chain length 
and chain mass are directly proportional, it is usual to also define two dif­
ferent average molecular masses, M^j and representing weight average 
and number average molecular mass respectively. The ratio of to 
characterises the spread of molecular masses in the polymer and is known 
as polymer dispersity. The values of Mu, for the PMMA used in this study 
are given in Chapter 5. In the following sections of this chapter, M  is used 
to specify the polymer molecular weight where My, is assumed equal to M„ 
(otherwise termed monodispersity).
3 .3 .2  P o lym er T acticity
The arrangement of polymer side-chains about the back-bone is termed tac­
ticity or stereoregularity. Figure 3.2 shows examples of the 3 possible ar­
rangements for PMMA, isotactic, atactic and syndiotactic which refers to a 
one-sided, random and a periodically alternatingly distribution of side groups 
(-COOC3 in the PMMA case) about the main polymer back-bone respectively 
[86]. Commercial PMMA in general has a high degree of syndiotacticity. Tac­
ticity is important in determining local chain dynamics in the polymer and 
as such plays an important role in the global physical and chemical proper­
ties of polymer materials. High resolution NMR spectroscopy can be used 
to determine tacticity [87] and to study its effects on a range of properties 
including the miscibility of different polymers in blends [88], [89].
3.4 Amorphous Polymers
Highest stabilisation of intermolecular Van der Waals forces is achieved in 
the solid state when molecules are arranged in orderly crystalline structures 
where the total intermolecular energy is minimised. When a crystalline solid 
is exposed to high temperatures the crystal structure breaks down to form
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Figure 3.2: Three arrangements for the PMMA molecule, a) isotactic, b) 
atactic and c) syndiotactic, where R =  -COOC3.
a liquid. On cooling the process of re-crystallisation is highly dependent on 
the viscosity of the liquid and the speed of cooling. If a liquid is cooled in 
such a way as to eliminate crystallisation, it acquires the properties of an 
amorphous solid without a long range ordered structure and is commonly 
termed glassy. At room temperature, PMMA is an amorphous glassy solid.
3 .4 .1  G lass T ransition  T em perature
Glassy materials can be differentiated from crystalline materials by various 
changes in thermal and mechanical characteristics during their transition 
from a solid to a liquid phase. This transition, unlike that in crystalline 
materials, is spread over a range of temperatures and passes from the solid 
phase to the liquid phase via a viscoelastic or rubbery phase. This viscoelas­
tic phase shares features common to both an elastic solid and a viscous liquid. 
The temperature marking the transition from the glassy to the intermediate 
viscoelastic phase is termed the glass transition temperature { T g ) .  The upper 
limit of the viscoelastic phase is marked by the so-called melting point tem­
perature Tm which marks the beginning of a liquid phase. The Tg of a glassy 
polymer is associated with distinct changes or transitions in various physical
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properties including mechanical response, heat capacity, electric permittiv­
ity and refractive index. These transitions provide a means of measuring 
Tg in polymer materials. Two such measuring techniques, differential scan­
ning calorimetry (DSC) and dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) 
are described in detail in section 3.5. An important mechanical indicator 
of the phase transition from glassy solid to viscoelastic solid is the elastic 
modulus (E). This is defined as the ratio of applied stress (shear, tensile) 
to the resultant strain (e.g. volume expansion, elongation). Elastic materi­
als store applied stress as potential energy. This energy has a high degree 
of recoverability (low damping) which allows the material to return to its 
original shape following the cessation of stress. Stress energy applied to a 
liquid, however, results in flow and the dissipation of energy as heat, which 
is non-recoverable (high damping). The strain produced in brittle solids is 
only recoverable over a small strain range before failure. An elastic rubber 
however can be reversibly strained to orders of magnitude greater than the 
failure strain for brittle solids. This results in a large drop in the elastic 
modulus observed as a function of temperature in glassy polymer systems 
at Tg. An example of the variation in dynamic elastic modulus measured 
by DMTA for PMMA samples used in this work is shown in figure 3.3 a). 
Similarly, the specific heat capacity of the material, defined as the amount 
of heat required to produce a particular rise in temperature, shows a dra­
matic transition at Tg. Figure 3.3 b) shows a plot of the change in specific 
heat capacity as a function of temperature measured by DSC for a similar 
PMMA sample. The heat required to raise the temperature of the polymer 
depends on the vibrational and rotational energy levels available to absorb 
the thermal energy. Different modes of polymer chain motion are activated 
at different thermal energies. As the polymer mobility increases, more heat 
is required to raise the temperature of the sample and increased thermal en­
ergy is delivered to the polymer. It should be noted that the exact value of 
T., observed is dependent on the physical property being observed and the 
measurement technique used.
Class transition behaviour is exhibited by a wide range of materials includ­
ing all commercially available organic polymers. As such the glass transi­
tion temperature is an important parameter in the characterization of most 
common polymers and a significant factor in the choice of application for a 
particular polymer material. Although at present, no theory exists to com­
pletely explain the thermal and mechanical changes observed at and above 
the glass transition temperature in glassy solids, various proposals have been 
suggested in the form of free volume, thermodynamic and kinetic theories. 
An introduction to this extensive body of work is given by Eisenberg [90].
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Figure 3.3. a) Dynamic elastic modulus jF as a function of temperature mea­
sured by DMTA and b) Specific heat capacity as a function of temperature 
measured by DSC for linear PMMA. A transition in both of these physical 
properties is observed at the glass transition temperature Tg.
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The semi-quantitative free volume theory will be described in the next section 
in relation to polymer viscosity and volumetric expansion at
3.4 .2  Free V olum e T heory
Free volume theories propose that changes observed in glassy polymers on 
heating can be related to the free volume available to the polymer chains 
in the network. Below Tg, the reorientation of polymer chains is slow and 
the relatively small observed thermal expansion coefficients are dependent 
on intermolecular potential energies, which bind the chains together in the 
network. The thermal expansion coefficient (a) of the viscoelastic phase 
above Tg, however, is characteristic of a liquid and dominated by the creation 
of extra free volume with rising temperature. The value of a  above Tg is of 
the order of 1.5 to 2 times the value below Tg [91]. Discontinuities in thermal 
expansion coefficient and polymer mobility (viscosity) at Tg can be described 
by the change in free volume occurring at the glass transition. Doolittle 
et al [92] defined the free volume in a liquid {vf) as the volume (%;) of 1 
gram of a liquid at any temperature minus the volume {vq) of 1 gram of 
liquid extrapolated to absolute zero without change of phase. A relative free 
volume fraction (/) or fraction of unoccupied to occupied space is then defined 
a.s v j / v q . By using experimentally derived data for free volume fraction and 
measured viscosity values, these authors discovered that viscosity (rj) as a 
function of free and occupied volumes could be described as follows;
T] =  A e x p { ^ ^ )  (3.1)
V f
where A and B  are constants. This equation is more commonly expressed in 
terms of the relative free volume fraction as;
— lîi{A) +  — (3.2)
An important expansion of equation 3.2 derived by Williams, Landel and 
Ferry [93],commonly known as the WLF equation, relates the viscosity de­
fined using free volume theory to the thermal volume expansion of a polymer
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at T g .  The expansion in free volume above T g  is defined in terms of a thermal 
volume expansion coefficient ap which is taken as the difference between the 
liquid state expansion coefficient and the glassy state expansion coefficient. 
A free volume fraction (/y) can then be defined for any temperature above 
Tg by the following;
fT = fç + a , { T - T , )  (3.3)
where f g  is the free volume fraction at T g .  Using equation 3.2 to define 
viscosities rjTg and t]t at T g  and any temperature T  above T g  respectively 
combined with equation 3.3, gives the WLF equation in the following form;
T - T g
Jg/oLp Y T  - T g
(3.4)
Measurement of viscosities as a function of temperature above the glass tran­
sition and subsequent fitting of the data to the WLF equation above has 
found that the values B j f g and fgjoLp are approximately constant and equal 
to 17.4 and 51°C for a large number of polymer systems [91]. As a result the 
more common representation of the WLF equation is given as;
log(— ) =  -17.4
'HTg
T - T g
(3.5)
The constant B / f g  equal to 17.4 predicts that a glass transition temperature 
occurs at a free volume fraction {fg) of approximately 2.5% for most glassy 
polymer materials. The WLF equation 3.5 [91], is used in the interpretation 
of data presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
3 .4 .3  Factors A ffecting  Tg
Agents which influence polymer mobility and consequently polymer free vol­
ume are in general reflected by changes in Tg. These include chemical changes 
to the size and composition of side chain molecules which in turn affect in­
termolecular forces and the rotational freedom of the polymer chain [90].
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The study of changes in glass transition temperatures with the addition of 
ionic cross-linking agents, for example, is used to design superior strength 
materials called ionomers and as a means of investigating current models of 
cross-linking mechanisms [94]. In addition to the incorporation of chemical 
agents during manufacture, however, polymer materials are subject to exter­
nal agents (pressure,sol vents) which will vary the mechanical properties and 
hence the observed Tg. A model of how Tg is affected by solvent content in 
the polymer has been derived by Kelley and Bueche [95] applying free volume 
theory and the equation for viscosity empirically derived by Williams,Landel 
and Ferry (equation 3.5). Kelley and Bueche made the assumption that the 
fractional free volume due to the presence of solvent in the polymer could be 
added to the polymer free volume fraction to derive a free volume fraction 
for the combined polymer/solvent system. The free volume fraction of the 
system is then given by;
/^  =  [1 — (^](/g -f ap(T — Tgp)) -b [(f>]{fg +  as{T — Tgs)) (3.6)
where (/» is the volume fraction of pol}'n±er, and Tgp and Tgs are the glass 
transition temperatures of the pure polymer and solvent respectively. The 
thermal volume expansion coefficient of the solvent is given by Using this 
equation, Kelley and Bueche derived an expression for the dependence of Tg 
on solvent concentration as follows;
T ' — i^'^gs Tgp)^eq /g
^  1 +  (A: - 1)<6,, )
where 4>eq is the equilibrium solvent fraction in the polymer. K  is a constant 
dependent on the thermal expansivities of the two materials and is given by;
K  = (3.8)
^Ip ^gp
where ais and aip are the volume expansion coefficients above Tg and ags and 
CKgp the volume expansion coefficients below Tg for the solvent and polymer 
respectively. This equation, too, is used in subsequent STRAFI data analysis 
presented in Chapters 6 and 7.
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3.5 Dynamic and Thermal M easurements.
Measurement of heat capacity and mechanical response has been used in this 
thesis to study changes in the Tg of PMMA following exposure to solvents. 
A brief description of both measurement techniques follows.
3.5 .1  D ifferentia l Scanning C alorim etry
Differential scanning calorimetry [96] (figure 3.4) is a thermal analysis method 
that measures specific heat capacity as a function of temperature and can 
be used to determine the T g .  Two sealed containers are placed in the same 
thermal environment such as a aluminium block, one containing the polymer 
sample and the other a reference sample. The reference sample is chosen to 
have a linear temperature dependence in the temperature range of the mea­
surement. The block is then heated at a constant heating rate of typically 
10°Cmin“  ^ and the temperatures of both samples are measured. Differences 
in the temperature rise of the polymer sample compared to that of the ref­
erence sample are recorded. As the heat capacity of the polymer sample 
changes at Tg, there is a marked temperature difference between the sam­
ple and the reference. The signal output is usually presented as the heat 
(mW) required to keep the polymer sample at the same temperature as the 
reference sample and the surrounding environment. The DSC measurements 
presented later in Chapters 5 and 6 were carried out in the Cavendish labora­
tory at the University of Cambridge using a Perkin-Elmer DSC7 automated 
DSC system.
3.5 .2  D yn am ica l M echanical T herm al A n a lysis
The DMTA technique measures the response of a polymer material to a 
sinusoidally varying (frequency u) applied stress as a function of tempera­
ture. Both elastic and damping (viscous) behaviour are observed during the 
viscoelastic phase of polymers. The elastic behaviour ensures the resulting 
strain is also sinusoidal, but some dissipation of energy or damping means 
the sinusoidal strain response lags temporally behind the applied stress. The 
relationship between the applied alternating stress (cr) and resulting strain 
(rj) is given as follows [86] in complex notation:
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Figure 3.4: A schematic of a DSC system for measuring heat capacity in 
polymer materials.
(3.9)
where u  equals 27rz/. E*{u) is the frequency dependent complex dynamic 
modulus and is given by;
E* (w) =  E' (w) +  zE" (w) (3.10)
E' (lü), termed the storage modulus is real, in phase with the applied stress 
and a measure of stored energy. E" (w), termed the loss modulus is defined 
as the ratio of the component 90° out of phase with the stress and the stress 
itself and measures the amount of energy dissipated. The energy loss per 
sinusoidal cycle can also be determined from the loss tangent or tan6, where 
6 defines the angle by which the resultant strain is out of phase with the 
applied stress. The polymer sample is usually held in a clamp and vibrates 
at a given frequency (typically 10 Hz) as shown in figure 3.5. The amplitude 
of the vibration induced in the sample is recorded and E' (u), E ” {u) and tanc  ^
calculated as the polymer is heated at a continuous rate (typically 2°C/min). 
Changes in molecular motion of the polymer as it passes from a solid into 
a viscoelastic phase are recorded as sharp variations in the rate of change 
of both the storage and loss moduli as a function of increasing temperature. 
In general, increased molecular motion results in a rise in the loss modulus
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and a corresponding depression in the storage modulus as the temperature 
is increased. The DMTA measurements presented later in Chapter 6 of this 
work were carried out at the Structural Materials Centre, Defence Research 
Agency (DERA), Farnborough, using an automated Polymer Laboratories 
DMTA system.
Central vibrating clamp
Clamp Frame/
Clamp Screw
Polymer sample
Sample clamps
Figure 3.5: A schematic of the sample clamping system in a DMTA system 
for measuring mechanical response in polymer materials. The sample is po­
sitioned securely between a set of three bar clamps (A,B,C) and the clamp 
frame using fine adjustment screws which hold the clamps and the frame to­
gether. The central clamp, B is attached to a drive mechanism which causes 
the sample centre to vibrate. The clamp system and sample shown here is 
housed in a sealed temperature reservoir which contains a heater and a cir­
culation system for liquid nitrogen. A wide range of working temperatures 
are available, typically -60 to 140°C.
3.6 Polymer Dynamics Theory
An understanding of the properties of polymers in both the glassy and vis­
coelastic phases requires a study of polymer chain dynamics. In general the 
study of molecular dynamics involves using statistical mechanical methods 
to study large numbers of molecules in order to determine general properties
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of a material. However, the large number of sub-molecular units in poly­
mer macromolecules requires that statistical mechanical methods must be 
employed to study the characteristics of even a single molecule. Polymer dy­
namics are studied in systems ranging from dilute polymer solutions where 
the polymer concentration in the solvent is low to studies of polymer melts 
which are essentially a liquid state containing a single polymer component 
and no solvent. The following is an overview of current models which at­
tempt to explain the dynamics of large polymer molecules in solvent media 
ranging from dilute to concentrated polymer solutions [81].
3.6 .1  Low P o lym er C oncen tration  S o lu tion s
A polymer macromolecule can be thought of as a linked structure of many 
identical smaller molecules. If each of these base molecules were unattached 
and pictured as spheres, their movement in a solvent would be governed by 
basic Brownian kinetics, similar to that of molecules in an ideal gas. How­
ever, the molecules are connected together by chemical bonds in the polymer 
chain and so the movement of each molecule is dependent on the movement 
of other molecules in the chain. In addition, the macromolecule as a whole 
must interact with the surrounding solvent environment. It is clear that the 
exact local environment and interactions between all polymer-polymer and 
polymer-solvent molecules is impossible. Fortunately, polymer chain statis­
tics can be used to introduce some degree of simplification to the description 
of the motion of large chains. General rules for the spatial relationship be­
tween points on the polymer chain separated by a characteristic chain seg­
ment length b of typically 50 or more chain atoms can be defined [91]. The 
motion of the chain as a whole can then be simulated in terms of the dis­
placement of polymer chain segments, instead of the individual motion of 
each molecule on the chain.
The ”bead-spring” model devised by Rouse [97], [81] presents the polymer 
chain as a set of interconnected polymer segments where the segment junc­
tions are represented by ’’spheres or beads” and the segments are represented 
by ’’springs” . An illustration of this model is shown in Figure 3.6. The posi­
tion of each segment end is denoted by the vector Hi, where i =  0,1,...A and 
A corresponds to the number of segment junctions or ’’beads” in the chain. 
N  is proportional to the polymer molecular weight M. The potential energy 
( U) of the chain is expressed as the summation of individual spring energies.
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Figure 3.6: A schematic of the Rouse bead model. The polymer segments 
are represented by interconnected springs which have an associated potential 
energy U as described in the text, b denotes the characteristic segment 
length.
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1 "
U = - k Y , { R i - R i - x f  (3.11)
n = l
where the spring constant, k is defined as
=  ^  (3.12)
where ks  is Boltzmann’s constant and T  the temperature.
The overall chain motion is modelled as the Brownian motion of a series of 
linear harmonic oscillators which interact with an external drag force field 
representing the surrounding solvent fluid. The velocity of the segments is 
proportional to the strength of this drag force as they move through the sol­
vent medium and so their motion can be described by the following Langevin 
equation.
^ 4 ^
where Ç is the friction coefficient of a bead. The function gn{t) varies ran­
domly in time and accounts for fluctuations about the average velocity due 
to Brownian motion. Two important results can be derived from the solution 
of equation 3.13 and characterise polymer chain motion as described by the 
Rouse model. Firstly the diffusion coefficient {D) of the centre of mass of the 
polymer chain is given by;
^  =  ^  (3.14)
Secondly, the rotational motion of the polymer can be described in terms of a 
time correlation function < P { t i )  • P( to)  > of the polymer end-to-end vector 
P .  This is a measure of how the polymer end-to-end vector varies from its 
value at an initial time to ( R(N,to) - R(0,to) ) to a value some later time
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ti, {R{N,ti)  - R{0,ti)).  To a close approximation, the correlation function 
< P ( t i )  • P (to )  > decays exponentially with a relaxation time, jy, termed 
the Rouse relaxation time. In the Rouse model, Tr is given by;
( 1 .5 )
Equations 3.14 and 3.15 predict that the centre of mass diffusion constant and 
rotational relaxation time depend on the molecular weight (M) of the poly­
mer as M~^ and respectively. However, experimental evidence suggests 
[81] a M~^ dependency for centre of mass diffusion and M^^ for rotational 
relaxation, where v has a value of 0.5 in a poor solvent and 0.6 in a good 
solvent. The reason for this discrepancy lies in the fact that the Rouse model 
does not take into consideration hydrodynamic interactions on bead motion. 
If a bead moves in a viscous solvent, a reactive flow is created in the surround­
ing fluid which in turn affects the motion of surrounding beads. A modified 
model incorporating these effects was introduced by Zimm [98]. The mod­
ified centre of mass diffusion coefficient {D) and rotational relaxation times 
(Tr) are given by;
D  =  0.196 y  (3.16)
y/Nhr]
where 77 is the solvent viscosity. These expressions agree well with exper­
imental results obtained for poor solvents [81]. The case of good solvents 
is further complicated by strong polymer-solvent interactions. The size of a 
polymer chain is defined in terms of a so-called radius of gyration {Rg) given 
by [81];
4  =  (3-18)
n = l  m = l
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The square of the radius of gyration can also be defined as the square of 
the average distance between any segment i and the centre of mass of the 
polymer. In a dilute polymer solution Rg is proportional to N^b, where u 
is % 0.588. Above a critical concentration, c, polymer molecules in solution 
begin to overlap. This concentration can be very low for polymers of high 
molecular weight, which essentially means that polymers of high molecular 
weight (i.e. > 10®) are nearly always found in an entangled state. At high 
polymer concentrations, when the solution is composed entirely of polymer 
chains, a so-called polymer melt is formed.
3 .6 .2  H igh  P o lym er C oncen tration  S o lu tion s
At high polymer concentrations, effects due to excluded volumes, hydro- 
dynamic interactions and polymer chain entanglement interactions play a 
major role in the dynamics of individual polymer chains and the polymer 
solution as a whole. As a result the simulation or computation of molecular 
motion becomes very complicated. To date, there is no one theory which 
encompasses all of these interactions. Two main theories exist which concen­
trate on different aspects of the motion of polymer chains in concentrated 
polymer solutions. The first describes variations in polymer concentration 
distributions and as such deals with bulk cooperative polymer chain motion 
and ignores the effects of individual polymer chain motion and entanglement 
[81]. The second theory, described here, the so-called ’’reptation model” , in­
vestigates the motion of individual polymer chains in terms of viscoelasticity 
and diffusion and incorporates entanglement effects. The combined or bulk 
motion of polymer chains is ignored.
The movement of an individual polymer chain in a concentrated polymer 
solution can be pictured as diffusion through a network of surrounding poly­
mer chains which impose large restrictions on chain motion. Experimental 
evidence for these so-called entanglement effects is evident from mechani­
cal stress-relaxation measurements and viscosity measurements. Mechanical 
stress measurements in chemically un-crosslinked systems, reveal two distinct 
stages of polymer relaxation following an applied strain. Under a constant 
force, the polymer first undergoes rapid stretching, followed by a much slower 
additional deformation when the stress is removed. This indicates some form 
of long range interaction between polymer molecules which takes a finite time 
to come into effect. This is usually thought of in terms of a network where 
the network points occur at locations where chains loop and twist around
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each other. Viscosity measurements show that the macroscopic viscosity of 
a polymer network increases from a M^ dependence below a critical char­
acteristic molecular mass Me to a dependence of M^'^ above Me [91]. This 
is believed to be as a direct result of the mobility restrictions imposed by 
polymer entanglements. Early theories by Bueche [91] on entanglements de­
fined the concentration Me as % 2Mg where Mg was defined as an average 
molecular weight spacing between entanglement points. However, the idea 
of ^ tg ^ le m e n ts  occurring at static points in the network has been largely 
oveS tâ ed in modern entanglement theories. It is now believed that entan­
glements can move along the contours of the coupled chains and represent a 
continually varying temporary network of links. In 1971, deGennes using a 
concept introduced by Edwards [99],[100], proposed a model which allows a 
quantitative description of entanglement restriction on polymer chain mobil­
ity and is illustrated in figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: An illustration of the tube model in polymer dynamics where 
entanglement effects are represented by the spatial tube boundary (a) and 
the polymer chain motion through the surrounding polymer network occurs 
by reptation along the contour of the polymer chain (b) as described in the 
text.
As in the Rouse model, the polymer chain is assumed to follow Brownian 
motion. In this case, however,the polymer chain lies inside a fixed network 
comprising of neighbouring polymer chains. deGennes proposed that the 
shape of this spatial boundary could be described by a tube, inside which 
the polymer chain is free to move. Subsequently, Doi and Edwards [81] have 
developed a model to describe polymer chain motion in the confines of the 
tube. Chain motion is defined in terms of short range and long range config­
urational changes which determines local chain motion inside the tube and 
the diffusion of the entire polymer chain through the surrounding network 
respectively. The latter has been proposed by deGennes as a sliding motion
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along the contour of the chain, which he termed reptation. The length of the 
tube at any particular time is determined by the length of the polymer chain. 
When either end of the chain moves forward out of a particular tube end, 
it defines a new tube segment (figure 3.7) and segments which formerly con­
tained the opposite chain-end are no longer relevant. Polymer chain motion 
in the tube model is defined by the same characteristic parameters as in the 
Rouse model where b is the segment length with a coefficient of friction (, 
N  is the number of segments per chain and the radius of gyration Rg equals 
6(A/6)^/^. The dimensions of the tube are expressed in terms of an average 
length, a , which is a measure of the space available for polymer segment mo­
tion inside the tube. Local rotational reorientation of the polymer segments 
occurs on a Rouse relaxation timescale defined as Tg =  Cb‘^ \{kbT), where ks  
is Boltzmann’s constant and T  is the absolute temperature. These motions 
are assumed to be unaffected by the constraints of the tube or entanglements 
effects. A critical molecular mass Me is defined such that polymer melts with 
molecular masses > Me are subject to entanglement effects. The number of 
polymer chain segments equal to M e/2, is defined as an entanglement length 
Ne. Local Rouse motion continues without entanglement interference for 
polymer chain fragments of length Ne for a time Te = N^ x Tg. For N  > Ne, 
the Rouse relaxation time of a whole chain consisting of A segments is defined 
by Tr = N"^  X Tg. Finally a disengagement time is defined by the model 
which corresponds to the time taken for a polymer chain to completely leave 
a particular tube and move into another uncorrelated tube. The predictions 
for mean-square segment displacements in each of these time limits corre­
sponding to motion occuring on different length scales in the tube model are 
represented in table 3.1 [101].
Limit Timescale Spatial Lengths Mean Square Displacement 
(r^)
1 Tg <K t C  Te 2^ ^  y^.2^  ^  g2 (r^) =  3^/^7r6^(t/Tg)^/^)
2 Te t 4 : T^ 0? <C (t^) <C 6^/^A^o (r^) =  3^/^7T^/^6^Ai^^(t/Ts)^/^)
3 TB t <K Tj <  (r^) < (r^) =  7r6^(Aet/ATg)U2
4 t »  Tj QRi «  ( f ) (r^) =  6Dt
Table 3.1: Mean square displacements predicted by the Doi-Edwards model. 
The centre of mass diffusion coefficient for motion of the polymer chain in 
the reptation model is given by D = 7r‘^ a^kBT/6b^r]N^.
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3.7 N M R  measurements of polymer dynam­
ics
Extensive theoretical and experimental work correlating NMR relaxation 
data with current theories of polymer dynamics has been carried out by 
Kimmich and coworkers in recent years [102], [101]. The aim of these studies 
has been to investigate if the time dependence of mean square displacements 
(table 3.1) in polymer chain motion predicted by the Doi/Edwards model 
have correlated dependencies in the frequency domain of polymer molecular 
motion which can be probed by (Ti) and {Tip) measurements. The func­
tional dependence of (Ti) and (Tip) on frequency (dispersion) is defined by 
Bloembergen-Purcell-Pound (BPP) theory, outlined in Chapter 1. An early 
theoretically derived prediction of Ti dispersion was performed by Khaz- 
anovich [103] for Rouse relaxation and has been experimentally validated for 
dilute polymer solutions where M  <C Me. The Ti dependence was given by;
Ti =  - j — r (3.19)
Tsln{(jJTs)
Since Rouse relaxation has been assumed in limit 1 of the Doi-Edwards model 
in table 3.1, the Ti dispersion defined in equation 3.19 should also apply in 
this case. deGennes has predicted that the Ti dispersion in limit 2 of the 
Doi/Edwards to be [104];
Ti oc 1/ /^  ^ (3.20)
Dipole-dipole and quadrupolar relaxation interactions are intrinsically de­
pendent on nuclear spin orientation. The orientation of the spin system, 
however, is correlated with the orientation of the polymer chain segment 
that the nuclei are attached to. Relaxation mechanisms, are therefore af­
fected by the polymer segment orientation and as such can be used to probe 
segment mobility and reorientation in the various time regimes predicted by 
the Doi-Edwards model. Investigation of the spectral density function J(w), 
described in Chapter 1, relates the rate of NMR relaxation to the range of 
frequency components in the local fiuctuating magnetic field, in this case 
produced by spins attached to the same or neighbouring polymer chains.
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The inverse Fourier transform of J{uj) in the time domain, G{t ), can be 
identified with time dependent molecular orientation in the polymer system. 
A detailed presentation of orientation correlation functions for dipolar in­
teractions is given by Kimmich [102]. On the basis of these and a theory 
of anomalous segment diffusion introduced by Rommel and coworkers [105], 
it has been possible to predict the frequency dependence of the spin-lattice 
relaxation time Ti. Applying the timescale limits given by the Doi-Edwards 
theory, outlined in table 3.1, a series of Ti power law dependencies on fre­
quency and molecular weight have been derived as shown in table 3.2;
Limit Timescale Frequency Scale T T p
1 T g ^ 4 :  T e T - ^  <  W i <  r - 1 T i  a T ip  oc
2 T g C  t  4 :  T j; T '  <  Wj <  t T T i  oc T i p  oc
3 T A  <K (  4C T d T j '  <  W i < T i  oc T i p  oc
Table 3.2: Relaxation rate Ti and Tip frequency dependencies predicted by 
Kimmich et al using the time limits defined in the Doi-Edwards model shown 
in table 3.1.
The frequency dependencies predicted by Kimmich et al [102], [101] match 
those of the Doi-Edwards time dependencies for polymer segment mean 
square displacements. To check the validity of the predicted Ti power laws, 
Kimmich et al have used NMR field cycling spectroscopy [106] [107]. Spin- 
lattice relaxation times in the laboratory (Ti) and the rotating (Tip) frames 
have been measured as a function of frequency (0.001 to 300MHz), temper­
ature, molecular weight (10  ^ to 10®) and cross-link density for a series of 
polymer chains in melts, solutions and.polymer networks [102] [101]. The 
experimental results reveal a T,_ freouencv dependence of at high fre­
quencies (limit 1) and a dependences^ lower frequencies (limit 2) for 
polymer melts where M  Z$> M.. The high frequency experimental results do 
not agree with those derived by Khazanovich and deGennes, which implies 
that Rouse relaxation does not accurately describe the relaxation mechanisms 
of polymer chains in high molecular weight polymers at short timescales. An 
alternative theory is therefore needed to explain the observed Ti dispersion 
in high molecular weight polymers.
Further work in this area has been carried out by Fatkullin [108] [109] who 
has extended the work of Kimmich et al to produce general formalisms which 
relate spin-lattice relaxation, chain orientation and mean square segment dis­
placements to polymer dynamics theories based on renormalised Rouse dy­
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namics [110], [111]. This work has used theories of mean segment displace­
ments and memory functions introduced by Schweizer [110], [111]. Other 
work relating NMR relaxation times to polymer dynamics theories has been 
performed by Mareci et al [112] but has largely been superseded by the work 
of Kimmich et al outlined here. Although this latter work is the most suc­
cessful to date, the experimental field cycling techniques used are non-trivial 
to implement in practice and it is difficult to get a full frequency dependence 
of relaxation parameters over very large frequency ranges in most systems. 
In addition it is impossible to use these techniques to produce spatially re­
solved maps of polymer relaxation, which is an important requirement in 
the work presented in this thesis. The results of such measurements are 
presented in Chapters 5 to 7. The following section outlines the basics of 
polymer/solvent interactions and illustrates why local variations in polymer 
and solvent mobilities are important.
3.8 Polymer and Solvent Interactions
There is considerable diversity in observed ingress mechanisms of solvents 
into polymer materials. These result from complex interactions between the 
solvent and the polymer. The rate of mechanical relaxation of polymer chains 
determines the rate at which the solvent can move through the polymer ma­
terial. This in turn, is determined by the chemical and thermodynamic inter­
actions between polymer and solvent molecules. A simplified lattice model of 
solvent and polymer interactions was devised by Flory and Huggins [113] ^ 2 ^ 4 ]  
to calculate the Gibbs free energy of mixing in polymer/ solvent solutions. If 
the free energy of the solution is less than the combined free energies of the 
polymer and solvent components, then a homogeneous solution is formed.
This is dependent on a solvent/ polymer interaction parameter % defined as 
[86];
X =  z A e j R T  (3.21)
where Ae is the energy of formation of a polymer solvent bond, z is a dimen­
sional constant (lattice coordination number) in the solvent/polymer lattice 
model and relates to the density of near neighbour packing in the lattice, R  
the universal gas constant (8314 J/kmolK) and T the temperature. % de­
scribes the compatibility of a particular polymer solvent mixture. In general.
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if X < 0.5, the solvent is described as a ’’good” solvent for the polymer and 
the energy of formation Ae of a polymer solvent bond is small. If % > 0.5 the 
solvent is described as ’’poor” since it will fail to mix with the polymer result­
ing in the co-existence of separate polymer and solvent phases. In this case 
the energy of formation Ae is large. When exposed to a solvent the polymer 
chains are perturbed from their equilibrium entangled positions depending 
on the strength of the solvent-polymer interactions. In a good solvent, the 
polymer chain configuration is spread out, whereas in a poor solvent, the 
polymer will be remain compact.
3.8 .1  F ick ian  D iffusion
The basic laws of most diffusive processes, such as heat flow, were determined 
by Pick in 1855 [114]. The rate of transfer (E) of diffusant per unit cross- 
sectional area of material is proportional to the spatial concentration gradient 
of diffusant normal to the cross-section and is defined as [115];
where C is the concentration of the diffusant in the material, D is the diffusion 
coefficient in units of (length)^/time and x is the spaéial coordinate along 
the flow direction. Diffusant flow will take place in the direction opposite 
to the positive concentration gradient direction i.e. from an area of high 
concentration to an area of lower concentration (hence the negative sign in 
equation 3.ZI). This equation is termed Picks first law of diffusion and can 
be applied to solvents ingressing polymer systems. However, the solvent self­
diffusion coefficient in many polymer systems is not a constant as suggested 
in equation 3.XL, but varies with concentration. In terms of solvent diffusion 
in polymers systems, the expression for the rate of change of concentration 
in time {t) for a particular volume element in a polymer sample is more 
commonly used. This is termed Pick’s second law and is defined as;
¥  - £
where there is assumed to be a concentration gradient in one direction (t) 
only. This fact is discussed in detail in Chapter 7. Fickian dynamics result in
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a broad and smoothly varying solvent front advance into the polymer. The 
displacement of the front (r) varies with time as In general solvents 
ingress into polymers by Fickian diffusion when the rate controlling factor is 
the solvent concentration.
3.8 .2  C ase II D iffusion
In early optical measurements performed by Alfrey et al [116] in the 1960’s 
the diffusion mechanism of organic solvents into glassy polymers was observed 
to deviate from the dependence of Fickian (Case I) diffusion dynamics. 
These authors called the observed diffusion dynamics Case II. Case II diffu­
sion is characterised by an induction period, after which a solvent front with 
a steep gradient propagates into the glassy polymer linearly in time (oc t^). 
The front separates a swollen outer region which is essentially at a uniform 
equilibrium concentration from a glassy inner region where the penetrant 
concentration is essentially zero. The rate of the penetrant front advance 
into the glassy polymer is believed to be controlled by the viscoelastic relax­
ation rate of the polymer chains. At the solvent front, the front itself is made 
up of a Fickian precursor first described by Peterlin [117] [118] [119] which 
is not normally resolved in NMR imaging experiments but has been stud­
ied extensively with ion beam techniques, notably Rutherford backscattering 
spectroscopy (RBS) [120],[121],[122],[123]. Case II transport phenomenon 
has been observed in a variety of systems and is not restricted to synthetic 
glassy polymers but can also be observed in biopolymer and geopolymer sys­
tems such as starch [124], [125] and bituminous coals [126]. Thomas and 
Windle have worked extensively on the experimental and theoretical aspects 
of Case II diffusion^ [127],[128],[129],[130],[131].
Their theory and developments of it are the most widely accepted theory of 
Case II processes. A lull description of the Thomas and Windle theory of 
Case II diffusion and work by other authors is given in Chapter 7 as part of 
the analysis of experimental results presented in this thesis.
3 .8 .3  A nom alou s D iffusion
Between the two limits of Case II and Fickian where the solvent front advance 
varies as and respectively, exists the anomalous diffusion regime. In this 
regime neither characteristics of Case II or Fickian diffusion are dominant and
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the solvent front advances as where l>n>0.5. The rate of solvent diffusion 
is comparable to the relaxation rate of the polymer chains. This region is 
an important transition region from Case II to Fickian behaviour. At the 
lower end of the region the sharp front advance of Case II diffusion is seen 
but the Case II induction time is shorter than that in the pure Case II case. 
At the upper end the sharp solvent front characteristics disappear and the 
rate of solvent front advance approaches a square root of time dependence. 
The anomalous diffusion regime is a key area of investigation in Chapters 6 
and 7 of this thesis.
3.9 NM R Studies Of Solvent Diffusion
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is increasingly used to study the ingress 
of solvents in polymer systems. To date, MRI has proved to be an im­
portant technique in this field because it provides both non-destructive and 
non-invasive spatially resolved information on the solvent concentration as a 
function of time. The measured concentration profiles can then be used to 
test models of solvent ingress dynamics in polymers. In addition to solvent 
concentration data, measurements of spin-spin and spin-lattice relaxation 
times (T2 and Ti respectively) and self-diffusion coefficients (D) measure­
ments using PFGSE methods described in Chapter 1, give important infor­
mation on the microscopic solvent dynamics. The spin-spin relaxation rate 
TY^ is proportional to the NMR resonance linewidth. In general, it increases 
with decreased molecular mobilities. Glassy polymers such as PMMA with 
low molecular mobilities have characteristic broad NMR resonance lines anrF 
short To relaxation times of the order of microseconds. Free solvents how­
ever show narrow resonance- lines and much longer T2 relaxation times of the 
order 01 seconds. In between these two extremes, restricted and/or bound 
solvents rmd swollen polymers exhibit a range of intermediate values; To 
study diffusion orocesses quantitatively using spin-echo methods, an accu­
rate measurement of solvent concentration per unit volume in the sample is 
required. However, the Ti and Tg relaxation rates of the solvent in the poly­
mer will be affected by the local environment in the polymer matrix, which 
can change considerably in the swelling polymer system. The echo ( TE) and 
pulse sequence repetition ( TR) times must be carefully chosen so that signal 
loss due to T2 relaxation is minimised and the magnetization fully returns to 
equilibrium between consecutive reruns of the pulse sequence. Weisenberger 
and Koenig have specified that to maintain 99% of the magnetization from 
loss due to spin-spin interactions the echo time must be less than 1% of the
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shortest T2 of the system, and to recover 99% of the original magnetization 
the repetition time must be equal to five times Ti . Computer simulations of 
Case II diffusion by these authors have suggested an optimal imaging time 
must be less than the time taken the front to move approximately one tenth 
of an image pixel. Using the TR and TE limitations described previously, 
this implies that the maximum front velocity for Case II diffusion dynamics 
where current spin echo NMR imaging will be effective is 2A/s (0.72/zm/hr) 
[132]. This is prohibitively slow, and in order to increase the speed of the 
NMR acquisition process, Weisenberger and Koenig have suggested the use 
of Fast Low Angle SHot imaging methods (FLASH) and a gradient echo 
[132],[133] which can reduce the imaging time by a factor of ten. There are 
disadvantages to using FLASH however in that these techniques are subject 
to magnetic susceptibility effects, magnetic inhomogeneity broadening and 
are unsuitable for small samples with low spin densities. An approach to 
quantitative NMR imaging of solvent distribution in polymers is suggested 
by Hyde et al [134] and involves image correction for Ti and T2 inhomogeneity 
contrast caused by solvent relaxation gradients in the swelling polymer.
Blackband and Mansfield [135] established the basic principles by which MRI 
is used to study solvents in polymers with an early study of water ingress 
into solid blocks of Nylon 6.6. In this and subsequent studies [136],[137], 
the fiuid ingress was monitored over a period of time using conventional 
MRI microscopy methods. In common with most subsequent MRI studies of 
solvent ingress, these methods are only sensitive to the more mobile (long T2 ) 
components in the sample. Consequently, the polymer remains unseen. The 
ingress of water into Nylon 6.6 exhibits Fickian diffusion characteristics, and 
the authors were able to apply the Boltzmann transformation [115] in order 
to obtain the water diffusion coefficient (D) as a function of concentration 
(C).
D(C)  =  -1 /2
ÔC J  CdC (3.24)
Solvent diffusion processes have been studied in a variety of polymer and 
solvent systems including elastomers ([138],[139],[140]), polyethylene ([134]), 
polycarbonate [133], poly(vinylchloride) [141], [142], geopolymer systems 
[126],[143] and biomedical polymer systems [144]. In the elastomeric sys­
tems, signal can be seen using conventional MRI techniques, although the 
information content is often low. A comprehensive review of NMR imaging 
of elastomers is given by Blümler and Blumich [145].
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3.9 .1  Solven t d iffusion in  P M M A
A number of previous studies have investigated solvent ingress in PMMA us­
ing MRI. Methanol ingress in PMMA has been shown by MRI and other 
techniques to exhibit Case II diffusion dynamics ([130]) at room temperature. 
Weisenberger and Koenig have studied the ingress of pure methanol and pure 
acetone into lightly cross-linked cylindrical PMMA rods at 30°C [146]. The 
ingress of both acetone and methanol was observed to follow Case II dif­
fusion dynamics at this temperature. These authors have measured NMR 
relaxation rates, Ti and 7^, using a variety of inversion recovery and CPMC 
spin-echo imaging pulse sequences (Chapter 1), and self-diffusion coefficients 
as a function of position achieved with the PFCSE pulse sequences. Spatial 
gradients in all three measured parameters were observed, decreasing from 
the outer exposed rod surface to the inner glassy rod core. Weisenberger and 
Koenig have also investigated the ingress of methanol into PMMA at temper­
atures up to 60° C and observed a transition from Case II to Fickian diffusion 
dynamics above 60°C [132]. More recently, Ercken et al [147] have performed 
a more extensive follow-up study of methanol ingress into PMMA rods as a 
function of temperature. A Case II to Fickian transition was observed by in­
creasing the temperature from 25 to 60°C. The specific results of these studies 
are discussed in detail in Chapter 6 in relation to data acquired in this work. 
Weisenberger and Koenig note that the 7^ relaxation times of the swollen 
polymer are too short to be observed with the typical echo times of 5 to 24ms 
used in the spin echo sequences in their study at 30°C. A study by Tabak 
and Corti specifically did see the swollen polymer in the case of deuterated 
chloroform ingressing PMMA as well as in the case of carbon tetrachloride in 
polystyrene [148]. In the PMMA study, they applied the Boltzmann trans­
formation to infer the polymer concentration dependent transport diffusion 
coefficient of the solvent. However, in the light of possible gradients in re­
laxation times across the swollen region which affect signal intensity, and 
sample swelling which affects the transformation boundary conditions, the 
validity of this procedure is uncertain. Mareci et al [112] have also studied 
the swelling of PMMA in the presence of chloroform, using liquid-state MRI 
methods. They used spin relaxation time contrast and deuterated chloroform 
to separately visualise both the solvent and the swollen polymer chains. A 
theoretical analysis included with the results attempts to relate the observed 
spin-lattice relaxation rate of the swollen polymer chains to the chain seg­
mental motion on the basis of the semi-phenomenological ’’blob” model of 
deGennes [99]. However, quantitative agreement between experimental and 
theoretical was not achieved.
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Methacrylate based polymers are becoming increasingly popular in biomed­
ical applications due to their biocompatible characteristics. Work by Ghi 
et al [149] has demonstrated the use of NMR imaging to characterise water 
diffusion processes in polymer systems designed for controlled drug release. 
In this case NMR imaging of a copolymer of tetrahydrofurfuryl methacrylate 
(THFMA) and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) revealed the Fickian 
diffusion of water in the polymer matrix. An additional water transport 
mechanism was observed with NMR which was believed to be as a result 
of stress induced cracks in the material. These cracks were subsequently 
confirmed by environmental scanning electron micrograph (ESEM).
3.10 N M R  of Bi-component Solvent System s
Mixed solvent ingress has been studied in the past using MRI in PMMA by 
Grinsted et al [150], in polycarbonate by Grinsted and Koenig [133] and Er­
cken et al [142] and in elastomeric systems by Webb and Hall [139],[151],[152]. 
Grinsted et al studied the diffusion of methanol in PMMA following the cyclic 
absorption and desorbtion of water and methanol in PMMA. Studies of the 
diffusion of methanol and acetone mixtures into polycarbonate by Grinsted 
and Koenig and separately by Ercken et al have revealed similar results and 
have particular relevance for the work presented here using mixtures of these 
solvents in the PMMA system. Acetone is a good solvent for polycarbonate 
having a solvent-polymer interaction parameter % equal to 0.36 compared to 
that of methanol (% =  2.06). Grinsted and Koenig found that the ingress of 
mixtures of acetone and methanol with a volume acetone percent of > 73% 
caused the polycarbonate rod to crack due to stresses induced in the rapidly 
swelling polymer. Ercken et al have noted that the addition of methanol in 
the mixture increases the time to the onset of cracking from 21 hours for 
100% acetone to later than 1 week for a 70:30 acetoneimethanol mixture. 
The ingress of acetone and methanol mixtures with acetoneimethanol vol­
ume ratios of 100:0, 90:10, 75:25, 65:35 and 50:50 were studied. The solvent 
diffusion in all cases was seen to follow Fickian dynamics with the diffusion 
rate increasing with increasing acetone content in the mixture. Both authors 
measured the spin-spin relaxation rate, T2, in the swollen polymer region. 
The T2 values were observed to be uniform across the swollen region and 
constant in time throughout the diffusion process. As the authors note, this 
indicates that the mobility of the solvent is unaffected by relaxation of the 
polymer chains as diffusion takes place. The relative rates of solvent front 
advance for each component in the mixture was verified by deuterating each
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component individually in the case of Grinsted’s study and by chemical shift 
selective imaging by Ercken et al. The methanol and acetone fronts were 
observed to advance together for the 65:35 and 50:50 mixtures within ex­
perimental error. However, Grinsted and Koenig note that as the volume 
acetone percent in the mixture exceeds 65%, the acetone and methanol no 
longer diffuse at the same rate. A slight deviation in the relative acetone 
and methanol front positions is seen at later diffusion times in the 75:25 
acetone:methanol mixture. Webb and Hall have investigated mixtures of 
acetone/benzene and acetone/water into vulcanized rubber (VR) samples 
[139]. In this case benzene alone diffuses into VR faster than acetone alone. 
Both exhibit Fickian diffusion dynamics. The diffusion of a benzene:acetone 
1:1 volume ratio mixture into VR is approximately 2.5 times that of pure 
acetone and 0.8 times that of pure benzene, and is also Fickian. Although, 
in the case of the acetone and water mixtures, the rate of diffusion of water 
in VR is orders of magnitude smaller than that of acetone, the addition of 
acetone in a 1:1 volume ratio mixture of the two does not enhance the uptake 
of the water component. Conversely, the water acts as a barrier to the diffu­
sion of the acetone component. This is explained in terms of the presence of 
hydrophilic sites in the VR matrix, which act to trap the water molecules and 
prevents further diffusion through the matrix. In addition Webb and Hall 
have also investigated the diffusion of one solvent component into a polymer 
that has already been exposed to a second solvent. A VR sample that has 
been saturated in benzene is exposed to acetone. The resultant diffusion of 
acetone was observed to be faster than the diffusion of either benzene alone 
or acetone alone into unexposed VR. The authors suggest that this is due 
to the stretching of the rubber lattice during the pre-swelling with benzene 
which results in a more open and porous molecular structure.
A.1 I IvTethods To Study Solvent Ingress
A great many techniques exist to probe solvent diffusion processes occurring 
at polymer surfaces and interfaces over a distance scale of the order of microns 
[153]. Ion beam analysis techniques in particular are increasingly used to 
probe surface ingress of solvents and subsequent polymer surface swelling in 
the range % lOOA to Ifim [154],[155],[121],[122],[123].
Surface plasmon (SP) resonance [156] and ellipsometry [157] are also being 
used to investigate swelling dynamics in thin polymer films ranging from 
100A and 500A in thickness. Techniques to study solvent ingress in bulk
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polymer materials are divided into methods which monitor the mass uptake 
of solvent (e.g. gravimetric analysis) and those that monitor the progression 
of the solvent front with time (e.g. optical measurements, X-ray microradio­
graphy, /? particle emission).
Nuclear reaction techniques have been used to study the ingress of 1,1,1- 
trichloroethane [120] in PMMA. Lee [158] used optical methods to monitor 
the temperature dependence of methanol transport in PMMA beads while 
Lee and Fu [159] used gravimetric analysis to study methanol transport in 
crosslinked PMMA. Various results of these studies are mentioned in Chapter 
6 in relation to data acquired in this work. More recently nanometer-scale 
swelling dynamics of PMMA exposed to methanol have been explored by 
Drake and Bohn [156], [160], using surface plasmon resonance techniques in 
thin PMMA films (% lOOA). Laser interferometry has also been proposed 
as a suitable thin film technique to study Case II transport of methanol in 
PMMA [161].
3.12 Conclusions
It should be noted that the scope of applications for high resolution imaging 
of polymers spans far wider than the study of solvent/polymer interactions. 
High resolution solid state MRI looks promising to make a significant im­
pact in other key areas of polymer materials research. These include the 
detection of internal inhomogeneities in structure, molecular mobility and 
concentration either due to the application of external forces (stress load- 
ing, heating etc), or as a result of the manufacturing process (defects, voids, 
incomplete mixing of components etc.) Conventional liquid state MRI, and. 
existing broad line imaging techniques have already been applied with some^ 
success to these problems, in particular to the study of void detection 1162i. 
[163], the response of polymer materials to mechanical stress [164] and the 
study of cross-link density in elastomers [165], [166]. In addition there are 
many applications such as the study of curing and drying processes in poly­
mer resins where the combination of liquid state and solid state NMR could 
monitor the complete process. The inherent limitations of low sensitivity and 
spatial resolution using NMR imaging with multiple line narrowing methods 
in 3 dimensional imaging of materials are discussed by Botto et al [167].
The stray-field technique is explored in this study in order to obtain quan­
titative information on the short relaxation times in rigid polymers, which
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is not currently available using conventional solid state MRI. In addition, 
the work presented in Chapter 2 [75] using stray-field gradients to measure 
slow diffusion coefficients in polymer melt systems suggests that the STRAFI 
technique may also be used to provide additional information on solvent dif­
fusion in polymer materials. The following chapter describes in detail the 
development of a STRAFI imaging system, with the investigation of solvent 
ingress in polymer materials as a key objective.
Chapter 4 
Developm ent of a STRAFI 
system
4.1 Background to the Surrey STRAFI Sys­
tem
The STRAFI system housed in the Physics department at the University of 
Surrey was installed in January 1995. It was developed as a multi-user facility 
funded by the U.K. Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council 
(EPSRC) (Grant No. GR/K12397) and a consortium of U.K. universities 
and industrial partners. It is one of four systems worldwide dedicated to the 
development of the stray-field imaging method.
The basic commercial components of the system are as follows;
(i) A Magnex Scientific (MRCA 400/89) wide bore superconducting magnet, 
with a maximum field strength of 9.4T in the homogenous field region at the 
centre of the magnet. (See Appendix A for the system specification sheet)
(ii) A Chemagnetics CMX Infinity™ NMR Spectrometer system interfaced 
to a Sun Microsystems SPARC 20 workstation running Chemagnetics ”Spin- 
sight” data acquisition software (currently v3.01), pulse sequence program­
ming and interface control software.
(hi) A Chemagnetics variable temperature unit, consisting of a gas inlet/outlet 
stack which can be mounted in the bore of the magnet and a temperature 
control unit controlled by Chemagnetics software.
(iv) A magneto-optical disk drive for data storage and a laser printer.
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The CMX Infinity spectrometer contains a multi-channel radio-frequency 
(RF) receiver, a broadband radio-frequency transmitter with a high power 
(1.5kW) RF amplifier, frequency synthesizers, computer interface control 
boards and a DC power supply. Signal transfer between the computer and the 
spectrometer is controlled by a VME digital interface system which contains 
the controller circuit boards for the following; signal transmission (CPC-P 
boards); data acquisition (CPC-D boards), temporary data storage (buffer­
ing), digital frequency synthesis (PTS control boards); power supply control 
and timing control (clock signals).
The STRAFI technique as described in Chapter 2 requires miniature RF 
coils and sample movement facilities which are not commonly available from 
commercial NMR instrument manufacturers. In 1993, a dedicated STRAFI 
probe was developed by Bruker Analytische Messtechnik [224], which in­
cluded a full 3 dimensional STRAFI imaging facility. This probe, however is 
no longer commercially available. For this reason, in order to do STRAFI, a 
large proportion of in-house development is required. The following sections 
in this chapter describe the developments to date of the Surrey STRAFI 
facility. Many of these developments were prompted by experimental re­
quirements and difficulties which evolved during the solvent transport study 
presented in this thesis.
4.2 M agnetic Field Gradient Uniformity
Figure 4.1 shows the variation in the central axis (z) component of the mag­
netic field (Bz)  of the magnet plotted from field data provided by Magnex 
Scientific [169].
A region with optimum field uniformity in the plane orthogonal to was 
chosen by examining the off-axis field data at a radial distance 0.5cm from the 
central axis. Figure 4.2 a) shows where the off-axis deviation from the central 
axis field magnitude is a minimum for B^.  Assuming the field is symmetric 
about the axis, this defines an appropriate 1cm plane for STRAFI imaging 
and is located 24.3cm below the isocentre and 13.1cm above the bottom bore 
opening of the magnet. The field strength at this position is 5.54T and the 
corresponding NMR frequency for protons is therefore 235.9MHz. The stray- 
field gradient in this region is 58T/m. The 0.5cm off-axis field deviation at
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Figure 4.1: A plot of magnetic field strength along the central {z) axis of 
the 9.4T (400 MHz for protons) 89mm bore superconducting magnet. (Data 
courtesy of Magnex Scientific (U.K.))
this point is 0.02mT, which corresponds to a spatial offset of 0.3//m for 
NMR.
Figure 4.2 b) shows the corresponding off-axis deviation from the central 
axis field magnitude for absolute field magnitude |R|. This plot shows an 
alternative optimum STRAFI resonance position with respect to the absolute 
field magnitude. In the STRAFI studies presented here, however, the position 
estimated using the minimum deviation in B z  has been used.
4.3 Probe Design
A probe assembly was designed to hold the RF coil in position in the stray 
field and to facilitate the positioning and movement of the sample to perform 
1 dimensional STRAFI profiling as described in Chapter 2. A schematic of 
the final design is presented in figure 4.3. The top ring plate of the assembly 
(R) is attached with screws firmly to the base of the magnet surrounding 
the entrance to the bore. The bottom solid base plate (B on figure 4.4) of 
the assembly is then fixed firmly on a metal floor plate by large levelling 
screws. The top and bottom plates are connected via three (two shown, 
figures 4.3 and 4.4 ) outer legs. A central sliding support platform (marked 
P on figure 4.3) is attached to each of these outer legs and can be moved
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Figure 4.2: A plot of the field deviation 0.5cm off the central axis for a) the 
central axis field, and b) the absolute field magnitude, \B\.
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up and down or clamped in position via a clamp screw on one of the legs. 
A stationery coil platform (marked C on figure 4.3) is attached to this plate 
by three small support rods (two shown, figure 4.3). The height of the 
sliding platform (P) relative to the magnet base plate is used to position 
the centre of the coil at the STRAFI resonance position inside the bore of 
the magnet. Various interchangeable coils described later in this chapter 
have been designed which can be mounted on the coil platform. The sample 
platform (marked S on figure 4.3) consists of two parallel plates. The upper 
plate is supported on the lower one by three small metal screws, tensioned 
by springs. These are used for fine alignment of the sample platform and 
can be manipulated by long screws which protrude through the bottom of 
the sliding platform. The sample platform is supported on a central rod and 
rests between the central sliding support plate and the coil platform. The 
movement of this central rod is driven by stepper motor control (figure 4.4). 
By moving the central rod, the sample platform can be raised or lowered 
relative to the coil platform above it. A mounted sample can then be moved 
through the resonance position at the centre of the coil. The hemispherical 
base of the central rod rests in a base support which is directly attached to 
the rotating shaft of the stepper motor. Rotation of the stepper shaft causes 
the support, rod and sample platform to move up or down depending on 
the direction of rotation. The base support has a lateral arm which moves 
between two electronic limit switches mounted on one of the outer legs of the 
probe assembly. If triggered by the arm, the switches turn the stepper motor 
off. This limits the movement of the sample platform to an allowed range 
in order to avoid collision with the coil platform. The central rod can be 
removed when loading samples and its height adjusted to suit the length of 
sample being profiled. The mechanical positioning accuracy of the movable 
central rod is ± l/im  determined by a finely machined screw thread with a 
high tolerance and minimum backlash.
4.3 .1  S ignal acq u isition  w ith  sam ple m ovem ent
The stepper motor control board can be programmed to allow either constant 
velocity or stepped motion. The acceleration and deceleration between stop 
intervals is controlled to give uniform and controlled sample movement. The 
motor is programmed to receive ’’stop” and ”go” signals and to return move­
ment status signals from and to the computer respectively. A software macro 
program allows the pulse programming software to talk directly to the step­
per control and coordinates sample movement. After each pulse sequence is
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Attached to Lower Probe and Stepper Motor
Figure 4.3: The upper part of the STRAFI 1 dimensional probe as described 
in the text.
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Motor
Floor Level
Figure 4.4: The lower part of the STRAFI 1 dimensional probe as described 
in the text.
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complete, the computer passes a "go" message to the stepper control board, 
which then moves to the next required sample position. The stepper in turn 
passes a "static" message to the computer, which serves as a cue to acquire 
data at that location. This "handshake” routine is repeated until the pulse 
sequence acquisition program finishes.
4 .3 .2  V ariable tem p eratu re  op eration
The STRAFI sample probe can be connected directly to a variable temper­
ature assembly which fits into the vertical bore of the magnet from the top 
end. Air filtered through a silica air dryer at a fiow rate of approximately 
2.8m^/hour is passed over the sample as shown in figure 4.5. The sample 
temperature is controlled using a thermometer positioned at the air outlet 
of the stack. Above ambient temperature, the air passing to the sample is 
heated in the stack to the required temperature. For lower temperature op­
eration, the dry air is passed through a cold reservoir (typically a mixture 
of acetone and dry ice), prior to heating in the stack. Variable temperature 
STRAFI experiments ranging from -20°C to 75°C are presented in chapters 
6 and 7.
4.4 RF Coil Circuits
A detailed account of the practical considerations involved in the NMR ex­
periment is given by Fukushima and Roeder [170]. In the following section, 
the basics of NMR RF coil design and signal detection are outlined in rela­
tion to the Surrey STRAFI system. The basic parallel circuit design for the 
STRAFI saddle coil, described in the next section, is shown in figure 4.6.
The frequency (/o Hz) at which the circuit resonates is defined as;
/o =  1/27tV l C (4.1)
where L is the inductance of the coil and C (marked Ctune in figure 4.6) is the 
capacitance of the circuit. Since the inductance of the coil is fixed, the NMR 
RF circuit can be tuned to a required resonance frequency by changing the 
capacitance of the circuit. Equation 4.1 applies to a resonance circuit with
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STRAFI Probe
Figure 4.5; The variable temperature (VT) probe is positioned in the central 
bore of the magnet, by lowering it through the upper bore hole of the magnet 
and can be connected directly to the STRAFI probe forming a controlled 
temperature sealed chamber around the sample.
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Figure 4.6: The circuit diagram for the parallel rf circuit used in the STRAFI 
saddle coil as described in the text.
fixed component values of L and C. In reality however, many other parts 
of the NMR resonance circuit affect the resonance frequency by introduc­
ing additional inductances and capacitances. These include the surrounding 
probe parts, connecting cables and the sample in the coil. Typical cables can 
contribute a capacitance of IpF per cm. This means their capacitance effect 
on the resonance frequency can be minimised by keeping the length of cables 
short. An additional aspect of optimum RF power transmission to the coil 
involves matching the impedance of the basic LC resonance circuit to other 
components in the RF transmit/receive circuit (e.g. transmit/receive cable). 
Impedance represents the ratio of voltage to current (complex electric resis­
tance) for sinusoidal signal waveforms. The standard impedance of coaxial 
cable and preamplifier inputs is 50fi. The impedance of the parallel circuit 
at resonance is given by (woT)^/r, where r represents the real resistance as­
sociated with the coil. This is typically very large [170] so that matching in 
this case involves lowering the impedance of the circuit to 50fl. This is done 
by introducing a capacitance (marked Cmatch in figure 4.6) in series with the 
LC circuit. The matching capacitor has the effect of reducing the resonance 
impedance by a factor equal to [1 +  {Cmatch/ Ctune)Ÿ • A common measure 
of the frequency response of a resonance circuit is the Q or quality factor. 
This is the ratio of the resonance frequency ujq to the circuit bandwidth Aw. 
The bandwidth is defined as the frequency range at 70% of the maximum 
frequency response of the circuit at resonance (w q ) and is a measure of the 
frequency selectivity of the resonance circuit.
4.4 .1  S ignal-to -n o ise  in th e  R F  circu it
Signal-to-noise ratio in the NMR experiment is influenced by the sample 
magnetisation as well as physical properties of the RF coil transmission and 
detection system, and is given as follows [171];
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K  is a factor dependent on the receiving coil geometry and is of the order 
of unity; rj is the so-called "filling factor" and is proportional to the ratio of 
sample volume Vs to coil volume Mq is the sample magnetisation and is 
proportional to the static field strength Bq and the Boltzmann factor(l/Zc^r); 
fiQ is the permeability of free space; Q is the quality factor of the coil; ujq 
is the Larmor precession frequency; F  is the noise value specified for the 
pre-amplifier; ks  is Boltzmann’s constant; Tc is the probe temperature; and 
A /  is the bandwidth (Hz) of the receiver (coil). The contributions to the 
signal-to-noise ratio given in equation 4.2 are intrinsic to the NMR experi­
ment. In addition, the RF probe assembly is designed to minimise sources 
of mechanical, electric and magnetic noise in the surrounding environment. 
In the case of the STRAFI probe, rigid assembly parts and sample mounting 
prevent mechanical oscillations which can affect the signal. The stepper mo­
tor is electrically isolated from the RF circuit to avoid electric interference. 
Possible sources of radiofrequency noise in the background environment are 
shielded from the coil using a brass RF shield (see figure 4.3). In conven­
tional NMR where susceptibility effects can lead to serious image distortions, 
care is taken to avoid having paramagnetic or ferromagnetic components in 
the probe material or in circuit elements such as capacitors. In STRAFI, al­
though susceptibility is less of a problem, magnetic components and samples 
will experience large forces due to the high magnetic fields used. To avoid 
unnecessary stress on solder joints, non-magnetic ceramic high frequency ca­
pacitors have been used as tuning capacitors close to the coil. Since the 
sensitive imaging volume in STRAFI is of the order of Icm^ by 1/zm, the 
coil dimensions must also be small in order to achieve a good filling factor. 
The necessary proximity of circuit elements in miniature coils can also con­
tribute to additional noise (termed "proximity effects") by adding to stray 
capacitances and inductances which can significantly affect signal to noise as 
defined in equation 4.2 [171].
4 .4 .2  C oil tu n in g
Each coil can be mounted on the coil platform and electrically connected via 
a screw-in connector and coaxial cable to a plug-in connector for the main RF
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transmit/receive cable which is located on the lower sliding platform (P on 
figure 4.3). The initial tuning of the coil is performed with the probe assembly 
removed from the magnet with the coil mounted on the coil platform and the 
RF shield cap in place. Values for the tuning capacitors are chosen to give the 
required resonant frequency (235.9MHz for protons) which is measured using 
a Hewlett Packard (8711 A) RF network analyser with a frequency range of 
300kHz to 1300MHz. With the coil and probe in place in the stray field, 
the resonant frequency is checked before each experiment using a so-called 
"tuning sequence". This sequence checks the frequency response of the coil 
by sweeping the frequency of the RF signal sent to the coil and monitoring 
directly the amplitude of the refiected signal. Optimum signal transmission 
of the RF signal at the resonance frequency corresponds to a minimum in 
refiected signal. This method is used to set the resonant frequency under 
variable experimental conditions such as changes in temperature.
4.5 Choice of RF Coil Design in STRAFI
A basic requirement for doing NMR is that the B i  field must be orthogonal 
to the main Bq field direction. The usual choice of RF coil to provide B i  is 
the solenoidal coil shown in figure 4.7 a). The solenoid provides high sensitiv­
ity and a high B i  RF field uniformity along its principle axis. In general, the 
choice of coil configuration is determined by the geometry of the stationery 
magnetic field direction and sample access. In STRAFI there is the addi­
tional requirement that the sample has to be moved through the coil for slice 
selection. Unlike conventional electromagnets, the axis of the open bore in a 
superconducting magnet lies along the main B q field direction. This means 
that using a solenoidal coil configuration to provide a B i  field orthogonal to 
B q is not possible due to sample access restrictions. Three configurations 
which can be used with the access geometry of superconducting magnets; the 
saddle coil, the Helmholtz coil and the birdcage coil are shown in figure 4.7 
b), c) and d) respectively. The birdcage design offers a high degree of RF 
field uniformity. However in the case of the small coils needed in STRAFI 
(typically < 1cm long), it is difficult to construct a birdcage of this size using 
conventional circuit elements and avoid the "proximity effects" mentioned in 
section 4.4.1. The Helmholtz design is also difficult to achieve on a small scale 
and requires a high degree of coupling between the two separated halves.
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Figure 4.7: RF coil designs a) solenoid b) saddle c) Helmholtz d) birdcage.
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4.5 .1  S T R A F I coil
The coil design chosen for the first STRAFI experiments was the saddle coil 
configuration shown in figure 4.7 b). This design shape allows for sample 
movement vertically through the Bq field along the z axis and produces a 
homogenous B i  field transverse to the B q field direction. The coil was wound 
on a 5cm long 10mm internal diameter thin walled glass tube, using copper 
tape. This coil was later updated to the solid brass coil shown in figure 4.8 
which gives increased efficiency (i.e. lower power consumption) and is more 
mechanically robust. This coil is essentially a solid single turn solenoidal coil 
which has a cylindrical slot cut in the centre to allow sample access. This 
design gives optimum sensitivity and provides good field uniformity over the 
STRAFI sample volume.
Tuning Capacitors
Screw-on
Platform
Coil
Support
Legs
Figure 4.8: The STRAFI saddle coil designed for 1 dimensional profiling 
of samples. The coil has an internal diameter of 10mm with an external 
diameter of 12mm, and stands 3cm in height from its base platform. The 
length of the coil is 15mm.
Sample alignment
Figure 4.9 shows a typical sample mounting for use with the saddle coil. 
When the probe assembly is secured in position to the base of the magnet, 
the coil platform and sample platform are aligned perpendicular to the z 
direction of the B q magnetic field. The sample holder in this case is a 
ground fiat-topped glass rod attached to a machined fiat brass bottom which
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fits securely into the sample platform. The glass rods and metal base units 
are reusable for different samples.
Bz A Coil positionj
-Sample
Glass Rod 
Sample platform
1
t
Figure 4.9; The sample cross-section is aligned perpendicular to the field 
gradient direction and a 1 dimensional profile is acquired by moving the 
sample through the STRAFI resonance position at the centre of the coil.
A solid sample or sample container is lightly glued to the top of the glass 
rod. The sample cross-section is then parallel to the sample platform and 
perpendicular to the B ^  field direction. Samples in the case of solids are 
usually machined flat for 1 dimensional STRAFI profiling. Finer sample 
alignment can be done using the levelling screws on the sample platform 
table. This is usually done by determining the position giving the sharpest 
sample edge resolution on the acquired STRAFI profile. Electronic or optical 
alignment systems have been considered for use with the STRAFI probe but 
have proved difficult to design due to lack of space in the probe assembly and 
the need to avoid electric and magnetic interference. In addition, there is the 
difficulty in determining precisely the B q field direction, since this is not a 
true vertical along the central axis of the magnet in the stray field. However, 
the existing basic alignment methods have been successful in achieving high 
spatial resolution (6.5/xm) in thin film applications presented in the next 
section. The STRAFI coil has been used in a wide variety of applications 
to date including the profiling of solvent ingress in polymer systems. It is 
particularly suitable for profiling relatively long (up to Icm) solid samples. 
Solvent vapour ingress experiments using this coil are described in Chapter 
5. As a result of these and other solvent ingress studies [125], it was found
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that the sample mounting procedure described above is not ideal for solvent 
transport experiments. In particular it is not always easy to seal the sample 
sufficiently to ensure that the movement of solvent vapour or liquid solvent is 
into one exposed sample surface only. The problems associated with sealing 
the sides of polymer samples are discussed in Chapter 5 where moderate 
success was achieved by designing a special sample cell, for ingress studies.
4 .5 .2  S T R A F I surface coil
For the reasons outlined in the last section and the need to investigate the use 
of STRAFI in the study of films and polymer coatings, a miniature surface 
coil was developed for STRAFI imaging of thin planar samples. The coil is 
shown in figure 4.10 and can be mounted onto the ID probe coil platform 
as described earlier. The coil consists of a 4 turn solenoidal coil, 2mm long 
with an outside diameter of 2mm and an internal diameter of 1mm. This 
miniature coil is embedded in a tufnol support block and set in position using 
araldite glue. The top surface of the coil has been planed level with the top 
of the tufnol block. As well as supporting the coil, the tufnol block (diameter 
22mm) provides a platform for tuning capacitors and sample mounting. The 
central long axis of the coil is positioned orthogonal to the B q direction for 
the correct alignment of B i .  This means that the sample accesses the B i  
field off-axis along the side of the coil, which is a non-ideal configuration for 
the use of solenoids as surface coils. Conventionally the sample is placed at 
the end of the coil to ensure optimum B i  field uniformity. The resonant 
frequency of the coil at the chosen STRAFI imaging position (i.e at 5.54T) 
is 227MHz. A Q factor of 54 has been measured for the coil, corresponding 
to a bandwidth of approximately 4.3MHz. This bandwidth is sufficient to 
excite protons over a sample depth of 1.7mm away from the coil in the 58T/m 
field gradient. Two methods of sample profiling can be used with the surface 
coil arrangement, namely frequency sweep STRAFI and fourier transform 
STRAFI [58].
Frequency sweep STRAFI
The frequency sweep method uses a standard quadrature pulse sequence de­
scribed in Chapter 2 to acquire multiple echo data from consecutive slices. 
As in conventional STRAFI the slice thickness is determined by the pulse 
length. Instead of moving the sample, successive slices are excited by incre-
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Figure 4.10: The STRAFI surface coil designed for thin film profiling as 
described in the text. The height and diameter of the tufnol support block 
is 22mm.
menting the frequency between slices. For experiments presented in Chapter 
6, the frequency is swept in typically 60kHz steps corresponding to a spatial 
step of 24/im in the 58T/m gradient which corresponds to 2.5MHz/mm for 
protons. To date, a maximum spatial resolution of 6.5/zm has been achieved 
in profiling 50//m glycerol films, using a frequency step size of 16kHz [58]. 
The B i  field generated by the surface coil falls off with distance (r) away 
from the coil by a factor of 1/r^. This corresponds to an effective sensi­
tivity loss of 1/r® as a result of the coils dual transmission and detection 
function. As a result the flip angle of the RF pulse also varies across the 
sample with increasing distance from the coil. The radial loss in sensitivity 
is however partially compensated by the fact that the area with similar sen­
sitivity increases with distance from the coil surface due to the divergence of 
the B i  field lines [58]. In order to further improve the uniformity of excita­
tion across the sample, the resonance frequency is swept from values lower 
to values higher than the resonance frequency with 227MHz corresponding 
to the central excited slice in the field of view. In this way, the increase in 
frequency response of the coil as it approaches resonance is used to partially 
compensate for the decreasing efficiency of the coil. The degree of remaining 
non-uniformity across the slice can be estimated by profiling a sample with 
uniform proton density. In this case we have used a flat rubber sample. The 
rubber signal profile can then be used as a calibration with which to correct 
signal intensity attenuation across later sample profiles. In order to do this.
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the positioning and acquisition parameters used to profile the rubber and 
subsequent sample must be identical. The frequency sweep method is fast 
(approximately 2.3s per profile for 1 average) since there is no sample move­
ment involved. To maximise on the speed advantage, slice data is usually 
acquired in an interleave mode which acquires signal from every second slice 
in a first pass and returns to acquire the remaining slices in a second pass. 
This avoids any residual Ti decay effects due to slice excitation mismatch and 
reduces the delay time between slice acquisitions. Frequency swept STRAFI 
with the surface coil method was developed and used for the first time to 
study liquid solvent ingress in PMMA (Chapter 6) and in methacrylate based 
dental restorative materials (Chapter 8).
Fourier transform STRAFI
In the Fourier transform technique, a very short pulse of the order of l//s 
is used which has a sufficiently broad bandwidth (IMHz) to excite a whole 
sample thickness of approximately 400/im. A single spin echo is acquired and 
Fourier transformed to give a 1 dimensional profile of the sample. This is 
equivalent to conventional NMR microimaging but uses a static field gradient 
in one direction only. Due to the variation of flip angle with depth in the 
sample, a pulse sequence using low flip angles is used in which the formation 
of the echo is relatively insensitive to variations in the flip angle. Such a 
sequence is — t  — 2/5_a; — r  — echo — TR)„, where P is a, small fiip angle of 
relative phase x, and TR a short time inserted before the sequence is repeated 
to acquire n averages. The sensitivity of the sequence varies as but echoes 
are produced over the range of fiip angles across the excited slice. Using a 
pulse length of 0.5/zs, a r  equal to 125/zs and a TR of 1ms, 225,000 averages 
can be acquired in less than 4 minutes. In both the fourier transform and 
the frequency sweep methods, spatial relaxation and diffusion information 
can be obtained from analysis of the multiple echo train data as described in 
Chapter 2. The fourier technique using a quadrature echo sequence has been 
used in STRAFI by Samoilenko to obtain resolution of the order of 5/xm in 
carefully aligned layered solid polymer phantoms [172].
Sample mounting and alignment
Thin glass microscope slides (area 22mm by 22mm, 160//m thick) are used to 
mount samples onto the tufnol block. In the case of viscous liquids such as
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resins and emulsions, these samples can be spin-coated onto the glass slides 
in order to get an even distribution. In solvent ingress studies, a special 
sample cell has been designed and is described in Chapter 6. In general the 
surface coil provides two main advantages over the saddle coil for thin film 
applications. Firstly the cross-sectional area of the sample needing accurate 
alignment perpendicular to the gradient is much reduced, typically down from 
28.3mm^ to 4mm^. It is generally easier to prepare samples with uniform 
thickness and flatness on this size scale. Unlike the saddle coil arrangement, 
the edges of the sample are outside the sensitive profiling region and are 
therefore not seen in the experiment. This facilitates sample mounting since 
materials used to mount the samples (e.g. glue) need not be in the field 
of view. In addition, edge effects in drying experiments and side ingress in 
solvent ingress studies can be largely ignored. The positioning of the coil in 
the field gradient to within a 2mm field of view of the resonance position 
can sometimes be difficult especially when there is low signal-to-noise in 
the sample. Fortunately, this is facilitated by the fact that STRAFI signal 
from the araldite surrounding the coil is easily visualised and can be used 
to position the coil with respect to the field of view on the STRAFI profile. 
In practice this requires setting the top surface of the coil just outside the 
field of view for signal acquisition. In the case of samples with high signal- 
to-noise ratio, the separation between the araldite surface (coil surface) and 
the sample is also clearly visible since there is no proton signal from the glass 
surface separating the two. Assuming a fiat sample surface on the glass, 
this lower edge can be used to judge alignment of the sample. In addition 
to limitations imposed on spatial resolution in thin film STRAFI by sample 
alignment and uniformity, the achievable resolution is strongly dependent on 
T2 and diffusion as discussed in Chapter 2. For very high resolution imaging 
of the order of a few microns, the applicability of both techniques is limited 
to systems with a > 100/iS.
Chapter 5 
M ixed Solvent Vapour Ingress 
In PM M A
5.1 Introduction
As a preliminary to the work presented in the following chapters, a study of 
polymer coatings in cements was undertaken on the Surrey STRAFI system 
(Chapter 4) and the results are presented in published form in Appendix B. 
The first solvent ingress experiments presented here investigated the ingress 
of pure methanol and mixtures of acetone and methanol vapour in PMMA. 
Three main objectives were set for this section of the study. First, stray 
field imaging was used to follow the ingress of deuterated mixed solvent 
vapour in PMMA in order to unambiguously visualise the polymer. A small 
pulse gap was used to maximise sensitivity to short X, components in order 
to measure the polymer spin-spin relaxation time m both rigid and swollen 
polymer and to look for evidence of spatial gradients in polvmer chain mo­
bility across the swollen region. Second, similar short pulse-gap experiments 
were performed using non-deuterated solvent mixtures of methanol and ace­
tone, to measure the relative polymer and solvent concentrations across the 
swollen polymer. These ratios can not be measured by conventional liquid 
state MRI methods which are only sensitive to the solvent component. Fi­
nally the use of spatially resolved stray field diffusometry was investigated 
to measure the solvent self diffusion coefficient in the swollen polymer matrix.
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5.2 Sample Preparation
PMMA samples were moulded by pressing as received uncrosslinked PMMA 
powder (Aldrich Chemicals) with a molecular weight, =  996,000. The 
powder was sandwiched between sheets of Melinex in a metal mold of internal 
area 5600mm^ by 4mm deep. The press, shown in schematic form in figure
5.1, is housed in the Polymer and Colloids Group laboratory, Cavendish 
Laboratory, Cambridge. The mAd was held under 10000 Ncm“  ^ pressure at 
a temperature of 165°C for 1.5 hours. Immediately afterwards, cold water 
was flushed through the mold over a period of 2 hours while maintaining 
the pressure until the temperature of the mold fell to approximately 35°C. 
The pressed solid PMMA was then easily removed from the mqld. This set of 
mending conditions (arrived at by trial and error) produced a pressed block of 
solid glassy PMMA with uniform transparency and a density of 1220kgm~^. 
Under adverse trial conditions incomplete mending of the PMMA powder 
into a glassy solid is easily observed since the unmolded, compressed powder 
particles scatter light and appear as opaque blotches in the material.
Hydraulic Press
Top Press Plate
Melanex film r ~o o o o n  n i Hot Plate with heating rods
_____________   I--------PMMA mould
j  Ü O Q O O O
Bottom Press Plate
Figure 5.1: PMMA powder press used to produce a block of transparent 
glassy PMMA polymer.
The glass transition temperature (T^), of the pressed PMMA was measured 
by DSC (Chapter 3), as 109°C. Both the density and Tg are comparable with 
measured values in the literature [173]. Small cylindrical PMMA samples 
6.5mm in diameter and 4mm long were cut from the same pressed block 
and used in all solvent vapour ingress experiments presented in this chap­
ter. During the cutting process, only the sides of the samples were ma­
chined, leaving the top and bottom sample surfaces as m ^ded. This was 
done in order to avoid damage to the sample surfaces prior to exposure to 
solvent. Solvent liquid was placed in a ground, flat-bottomed glass tube
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of 9mm internal diameter as shown in figure 5.2. The PMMA sample was 
lightly glued to a poly(tetrafiuoroethylene) (PTFE) stopper which fitted into 
and sealed the glass tube. A small vapour volume (<lcc) was created be­
tween the lower sample surface and the liquid solvent, in which equilibrium 
vapour pressure was rapidly established. The PMMA samples were exposed 
in this way to pure methanol (CH3 OH, Fisons Chemicals) and mixtures of 
acetone (CH3 COCH3 , Fisons Chemicals) and methanol containing 0% to 
50weight% acetone. All solvent mixture ratios referred to in this chapter rep­
resent weight% ratios. In the experiments to observe polymer signal alone, 
deuterated acetone (Aldrich Chemicals) and deuterated methanol (Aldrich 
Chemicals) were used to make up solvent mixtures in the well. To minimise 
side ingress of solvent vapour, the sides of each sample were covered with 
teflon (PTFE) tape.
 PTFE Stopper
« PMMA sample
Solvent Well
Figure 5.2: Sample cell designed to expose one face of the cylindrical PMMA 
sample, 6.5 mm diameter by 4mm long, to mixed acetone and methanol 
solvent vapours. The full height of the sample cell is 6.1cm.
5.3 STRAFI Acquisition Parameters
The sample was moved through the resonance position collecting an NMR 
echo train with the multiple quadrature echo sequence 90^ ; -r-(9 0 y  -r-ech o - 
r)n at each slice. Each sample was profiled in the vertical direction perpen­
dicular to the exposed surface over a distance of typically 2 to 3mm. The 
pulse length used was typically 10/iS corresponding to an excited slice thick­
ness of approximately 50/zm in the 58T/m gradient. The number of echoes 
acquired was typically 16, using a pulse gap, r , varying from 20 to 400 fis. 
The time to acquire a single sample profile accumulated from 64 acquisitions
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(averages) was 37 minutes (i.e. % 0.58 min. per single average profile). The 
sample cell (figure 5.2) was positioned parallel to the sample table in order 
to achieve accurate alignment of the sample in the field. An alignment of 
better than ±  12/im across the surface was achieved, corresponding to ap­
proximately half the profile spatial resolution. As a result the sample edge 
was well delineated in profiles acquired at the beginning of the solvent ex­
posure experiment. At later exposure times the deformation of the exposed 
surface due to polymer swelling was considerable and showed up as a rounded 
edge on the profiles. The first serial solvent vapour ingress experiments pre­
sented in the next section were performed "on the fly” using the Helmholtz 
coil design wound on a glass tube. For later experiments using deuterated 
solvents (section 5.4) and for quantitative diffusion measurements (sections 
5.5 and 5.6) the "step and stop" method of signal acquisition was used with 
the solid STRAFI coil. The methods of signal acquisition and RF coils are 
discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 respectively. Both coils were tuned to 
a NMR frequency of 235.9 MHz. The receiver bandwidth was 125kHz. 
Signal was acquired typically at spatial intervals of 50/im. All experiments 
and sample storage was carried out at room temperature 21±2°C.
5.4 Solvent Dynamics
5.4 .1  Solven t front d isp lacem ent
Figure 5.3 shows the first serial STRAFI profiles of solvent front advance 
into PMMA for a) 100% methanol and mixtures of b) 90:10, c) 80:20 and 
70:30 methanohacetone vapour mixtures. The data points in each profile are 
joined with a dashed line for easy visualisation of the solvent front advance. 
Each data point represents the sum of 16 echoes acquired at each slice across 
the exposed sample.
In each case the profiles record the solvent ingress into PMMA in 37 minute 
intervals. The initial exposed surface, marked S is illustrated on figure 5.3 
a) on the far right of the plot. The signal from unexposed rigid polymer is 
marked P. A steep solvent front, marked SF on figure 5.3 a) progresses from 
right to left from the exposed surface into the PMMA sample with time. The 
solvent front position was defined as the position of half maximum solvent 
signal intensity and used to estimate the solvent front displacement as a 
function of time. Within the measurement error of these experiments, the
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Figure 5.3: Solvent front advancement profiles for a) 100% methanol and 
mixtures of b) 90:10, c) 80:20 and d) 70:30 methanohacetone vapour mixtures 
in PMMA. The initial exposed polymer surface and the signal from rigid 
polymer are marked on a) as S and P respectively. The high signal intensity 
corresponding to mobile solvent in the polymer is seen to the left of S as it 
progresses into the polymer sample with time recorded in 37 minute intervals.
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progression of this front is observed to be linear with time for all the solvent 
ratios studied. Both the front shape and the linear time dependence of front 
progression are characteristic of Case II diffusion as described in Chapter 2. 
The profiles shown in figure 5.3 show evidence of Case II induction period 
behaviour where the solvent signal intensity in the exposed surface slices 
is seen to increase with time. The additional ingress evident during this 
period is not characteristic of Case II induction behaviour, and may be due 
to a combination of partial volume effects and resolution broadening in the 
profile if the buildup in solvent concentration is occurring in a sample layer 
which is larger than the spatial sampling interval (50/zm). The profiles also 
show that the rigid polymer signal increases uniformly across the sample 
with time. This is due to ingress of vapour into the sides of the sample. The 
use of PTFE tape as a sealant failed to fully alleviate this problem. Similar 
STRAFI experiments have been subsequently performed by Hopkinson et 
al using the same sample mounting method to observe water ingress into 
starch samples [125]. In this case, silicone grease was used to seal the sides 
of the mounted sample. Although this proved an effective sealant for water, 
it is necessary to correct the acquired profiles for the grease proton signal 
in post-acquisition processing of the data. Since the side ingress observed in 
these experiments is uniform across the sample, no correction for this ingress 
has been attempted. This problem however prompted the development of 
an alternative mounting and STRAFI profiling technique using the thin film 
surface coil presented in Chapter 4.
It has been assumed here that both the methanol and acetone components 
ingress at the same rate into the polymer and that the observed solvent signal 
is due to  acetone/methanol mixtures in swollen polymer in the same ratios 
as in the solvent well. This has been demonstrated by Grinsted et al in 
the case of methanol and acetone ingress into polycarbonate [150] and has 
been further validated using deuterated studies presented in Chapter 6. The 
ingress velocity as a function of acetone fraction (0% to 50weight%) in the 
solvent mixture is shown in figure 5.4. For these acetone fractions, the front 
velocity depends linearly with acetone fraction according to î; =  6.2(± 0.02) 
-h 0.37(± 0.55)/a, where v is the solvent front velocity in //m /hr and fa is 
the acetone fraction.
Higher fractions of acetone (> 50weight%), caused significant and increas­
ingly non-linear swelling of the exposed surface during the experiment. Due 
to the confines of the solvent well and gravity effects, the sample surface 
becomes deformed and it is no longer possible to monitor solvent ingress in 
a reproducible and controlled way.
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Figure 5.4: The solvent front velocity measured from stray-held profiles as 
shown in figure 5.3 as a function of the acetone fraction in the solvent. The 
solid line is a least squares fit to the data.
5.5 Polymer Dynamics
5.5 .1  R ig id  and sw ollen  po lym er signal con trast
Figure 5.5 shows an example of a signal profile acquired from a PMMA 
sample exposed to deuterated methanol for 1 6 3  hours. The profile is shown 
as recorded except for the first echo correction (x 1 .5 )  discussed in Chapter 
2. High resolution NMR spectroscopy confirmed that exchange of deuterated 
and protonated components did not occur [1 7 4 ] so that the signal recorded is 
from polymer alone. The profile contains both time and distance information. 
The X axis represents distance across the sample. Each profile peak represents 
the signal decay of sixteen echoes recorded in 50//m intervals using a pulse 
gap r  of 2 0 /iS . In this way, both the signal intensity and signal decay in time 
can be visualised as a function of distance across the sample. An enlargement 
of one echo train with its associated time axis is shown in figure 5.6. A single 
echo train corresponds to a time of ( 2 x 2 0 x 1 6 )  6 4 0 //S .
The exposed surface of the sample is observed at 2mm in figure 5.5 with the 
vapour ingressing from the right. The 0mm position corresponds to the depth
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Figure 5.5: A profile of a PMMA sample exposed to deuterated methanol 
vapour for 163 hours from the right.
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Figure 5.6: A typical echo train decay corresponding to each signal peak in 
figure 5.5. A single exponential decay curve plus a constant offset (dotted 
line) is fitted to each echo train to determine T2 at each spatial location in 
the sample.
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of the STRAFI profile from the exposed surface into the PMMA sample. The 
initial position of the polymer surface pre-exposure to solvent was at 1.75 
mm, indicating that swelling of the exposed sample end has occurred. The 
position of the solvent front is at 0.6mm. The signal intensity in the ingressed 
region is % 10% less than in rigid unexposed polymer. This indicates a 
reduction in polymer density in the region where solvent has ingressed due to 
polymer swelling. In order to quantitatively compare the degree of polymer 
swelling and the decrease in signal intensity in the swollen region, the % 
swelling relative to the initial sample length needs to be measured. This was 
possible in the case of a sample exposed to a 70:30 methanohacetone mixture 
for 42 hours. When the decrease in polymer signal intensity is compared 
to the additional signal due to swelling at the exposed surface, the total 
magnetisation integrated over the entire polymer sample remains constant 
with time within experimental error. The percentage drop in signal in the 
imbibed region is 41% compared with 38% swelling. It should be noted that 
in the case of samples exposed to solvent for long time periods or exposed 
to high acetone fractions, non-uniform swelling, and side ingress tends to 
cause profile ’’rounding” at the exposed face. An improved sample mounting 
method would be preferable for a quantitative study of polymer swelling 
using STRAFI.
An exponential decay function plus a constant offset is fitted to echo trains 
acquired across the sample as shown in figure 5.6. The initial polymer mag­
netisation is obtained by back-extrapolating this decay curve to zero time 
(dotted line). This signal can be taken as a measure of proton density in 
the polymer. The decay constant of the exponential function represents the 
transverse relaxation time in the polymer and has been estimated at each 
spatial location in the sample. For unswollen rigid polymer the relaxation 
time was estimated as 106(± l)/is and is approximately constant over the 
rigid (unexposed) polymer region. The polymer relaxation in the swollen 
region is 114(± l)//s, 7.5% greater than the rigid polymer value and is again, 
approximately constant across the swollen region. The longer relaxation time 
of 114/is compared to 106//S implies greater mobility of polymer chains in the 
swollen region. These relaxation times are longer than the usual spin-spin 
relaxation times measured for rigid polymers. The spin-spin relaxation for 
the pressed PMMA samples used in these experiments have been measured 
in the homogeneous field of a 0.47T (20MHz for ^H) benchtop NMR system 
(MARAN, Resonance Instruments, U.K.) to be % ll//s . This discrepancy is 
due to the fact that the STRAFI quadrature echo sequence introduces some 
degree of line narrowing, thus increasing the observed relaxation time. In 
addition, the multiecho version of the sequence used in this study with small
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T approximates to a spin locking sequence thereby weighting the relaxation 
time towards Tip, the spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating reference 
frame (Chapter 1). However, bearing both of these factors in mind, the term 
T2 will be used in the remainder of this chapter to refer to the measured 
STRAFI relaxation times in polymer and solvent.
Figure 5.7 shows a profile acquired using a solvent mixture of 80:20 deuter­
ated methanol/deuterated acetone, equivalent to 0.876 mole fraction of methanol. 
The profile shown was acquired 166 hours after initial exposure and again 
shows the echo train decay at each spatial location across approximately 3mm 
of exposed sample. The original unexposed polymer surface is at 2.4mm on 
the plot and the solvent front position is at 0.30mm. Again a single expo­
nential fit (plus a constant offset) of each echo train decay was performed to 
estimate the spin-spin relaxation times across the profile.
150.0
ro"^
100.0 ?
1.0 2.0
Position (mm)
Figure 5.7: A profile of a PMMA sample exposed to a 80:20 deuterated 
methanol/deuterated acetone vapour mixture for 166 hours. The direction of 
solvent ingress is from the right. The discrete points referred to the right hand 
scale show the polymer chain relaxation time calculated at each location.
The resulting relaxation data is shown overlaid on the profile (black dots) 
with the appropriate values in microseconds shown on the alternate ij axis. 
In contrast to the profile shown in figure 5.5 for deuterated methanol the 
solvent mixture has advanced into the polymer by an additional 0.95mm 
with an additional 0.35mm in surface swelling. As a result, increased surface
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rounding is evident at the exposed surface end. In addition, the relaxation 
across the swollen region is not constant and a gradient in polymer relaxation 
is observed across the swollen region. The greater mobility (relaxation time 
=  122(± 1.5)/zs) was measured at the exposed polymer surface and the lower 
mobility near the rigid polymer/solvent interface (relaxation time =  115(± 
2)/js).
5.5 .2  P o lym er m ob ility
Similar gradients in polymer mobility to that shown in figure 5.7 were ob­
served with the range of solvent mixtures studied. To quantify the mobility 
gradients observed in swollen polymer as a function of time and acetone 
fraction, a relaxation enhancement (RE) factor was defined as the ratio of 
the spin-spin relaxation time of swollen polymer divided by the relaxation 
time of rigid polymer. In order to estimate the RE ratio, the relaxation 
times were averaged over 2 slices in the rigid and swollen polymer regions. 
This ratio is relatively insensitive to systematic errors in the relaxation time 
measurement, caused for example by inaccuracy in the setting of the pulse 
flip angle. In addition, at the exposed surface, the ratio is insensitive to 
side ingress and surface rounding. Figure 5.8 shows how the relaxation en­
hancement increases with time at the surface of a sample (squares) exposed 
to a 70:30 deuterated methanol/deuterated acetone mixture. At a position 
close to the solvent front (circles) the ratio remains approximately constant. 
Figure 5.9 shows the relaxation enhancement after 72 hours at the exposed 
surface and at the solvent front for samples exposed to different methanol- 
acetone vapour mixtures. The surface relaxation enhancement increases with 
acetone fraction.
At this time, no adequate models exist to relate quantitatively the polymer 
relaxation time and the degree of polymer swelling or polymer mobility. A 
proposed model by Mareci et al [112] is appropriate for polymers with a 
much higher degree of swelling than observed in this study, in the presence 
of relatively large solvent concentrations in the polymer. The STRAFI data 
presented in figure 5.8 suggests that the evolution of polymer dynamics fol­
lowing exposure to solvent is a time dependent process occurring long after 
the solvent front has passed. In addition to time and solvent composition, the 
dynamics of swelling glassy polymers is further complicated by the presence 
of high internal mechanical stresses in the polymer across the swollen/rigid 
polymer interface. The presence of these stresses is sufficient to lead to
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Figure 5.8: The PMMA chain spin-spin relaxation time enhancement (as de­
fined in the text) measured at the surface (squares) and solvent front (circles) 
of a sample exposed to a 70:30 deuterated methanol/deuterated acetone as 
a function of exposure time
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Figure 5.9: The PMMA chain spin-spin relaxation time enhancement (as de­
fined in the text) measured at the surface (squares) and solvent front (circles) 
of a sample exposed to a series of samples exposed to different deuterated 
methanohacetone, mixtures for 72±3 hours
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micro-cracking (crazing) in the polymer. The effects of crazing have been in­
vestigated for Case II diffusion of methanol and other alcohols in PMMA by 
mechanical fatigue tests and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) by Kawa- 
goe et al [175] [176] [177]. In order to model the mobility gradients observed 
here, the variation in mechanical stress across the rigid polymer /swollen 
polymer interface as a function of distance from the interface would have to 
be taken into account. This is discussed further in Chapter 7 .
5.6 Diffusion M easurements in STRAFI
In the case of the CPMG multiple {n) spin echo sequence, 90% - T - (-180% - 
T - echo - r)n, the echo intensity decay in the presence of spin diffusion in a 
magnetic field gradient (g) is as follows;
M{2nr) = M{0)exp -  2 k j ‘^ g^nr^D'^ =  M{0)exp ^ (5.1)
where 7  is the gyromagnetic ratio and r  the pulse gap. ^ is a constant, equal 
to 1/3 in the case of the CPMG sequence. The observed spin-spin relaxation 
time, termed here T f^ ,  is related to the true spin-spin relaxation time, T2, 
as follows;
Tobs  ^2
T can be made arbitrarily small, so that the 1 /T f^  in equation 5.2 so that T2 
can be measured even in the presence of a gradient. However, by increasing 
the value of r  so that the diffusion term {k^ y'^g’^ r'^D) dominates in equation
5.2, a value for D can be estimated from the slope of plotted as a
function of r^, which is equal to k i^ g '^ D .  The constant k  is not yet known 
for the STRAFI quadrature sequence and would require a detailed analysis 
of echo amplitude modulations in STRAFI in the presence of diffusion, sim­
ilar to that already described for echo intensity corrections in the absence of 
diffusion discussed in Chapter 4. In consequence, k  has been measured em­
pirically by calculation from the rate of decay of echoes obtained from bulk 
water, for which the self-diffusion coefficient at 21°C is 2.3 x 10"^ cm^s“ ^
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[178]. For the quadrature echo sequence and parameters used in this work, 
k equals 0.55.
5.6 .1  Solven t self-d iffusion  m easu rem ents
Figure 5 .1 0  shows the solvent ingress profile obtained from a sample exposed 
to 9 4 %  methanol and 6 %  acetone for 1 6 9  hours using two different pulse 
gaps, r ,  of a) 20/zs and b) 3 5 0 /z s  respectively. Figure 5 .1 1  a) and b) shows 
typical examples of the echo decay observed at each pulse gap respectively. 
In the 2 0 /z s  pulse gap data (figure 5 .1 1  a)) the echo train can be fitted to a 
bi-exponential decay (plus a constant offset). The faster decaying exponen­
tial represents the short T2 component due to the polymer and the slower 
decaying exponential is due to the solvent. In the 3 5 0 //S  pulse gap data the 
polymer signal contribution is small and the echo train decay represents pri­
marily solvent signal since the pulse gap is now longer than the relaxation 
time of the polymer.
A spatial gradient in solvent T2 is seen across the swollen region in the short 
pulse gap data shown in figure 5.10 a). The solvent relaxation time is longer 
at the exposed surface than at the solvent front. This correlates with the 
spatial gradients in polymer relaxation observed in this region. A series of 
studies were performed for a range of pulse gaps ranging from 100 to 400/zs. 
In each case the solvent T2 was estimated by fitting a bi-exponential decay to 
the data using values obtained from the 20/zs data for the relative amplitudes 
of polymer and solvent signal and polymer T2 .
At longer pulse gaps a spatial gradient in solvent 7^ is observed with longer
relaxation values recorded at the solvent front and: shorter values at the ex­
posed surface end. This appears to contradict the mobility gradient direction 
at short r  values and those observed in other NMRMnraging experiments by 
Weisenberger and Koenig [146]. However, it is further observed in these vari­
able pulse gap experiments that the solvent spin-spin relaxation time is found 
to be a function of pulse gap as l/r^ . This strongly suggests that diffusion in 
the high STRAFI magnetic field gradient is limiting the observed relaxation 
rate. A plot of 1/7^^^, calculated at 200/im intervals across the sample, as 
a function of for a sample exposed to a 94% methanol and 6% acetone
mixture for 73 hours is shown in figure 5.12 a).
The slope of these plots is proportional to the local self-diffusion coefficient, 
Oseif' Figure 5.12 b) shows similar plots for a PMMA sample exposed to a
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Figure 5.10: STRAFI profiles of a PMMA sample exposed to a mixture of 
94% methanol and 6% acetone for 169 hours a) using a pulse gap of 20fis 
and b) 350/zs.
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Figure 5.11: A typical echo train decay corresponding to the 2mm location in 
figure 5.10 for the a) 20/zs and b) 350/zs pulse gaps. A bi-exponential decay 
curve plus a constant offset (dotted line on a)) is fitted to each echo train 
acquired using the 20/zs pulse gap. A single exponential decay curve (dotted 
line on b)) is fitted to each echo train acquired using the 350/zs pulse gap.
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Figure 5.12: The observed spin-spin relaxation rate as function of pulse gap 
for PMMA samples exposed to a) a 94% methanol and 6% acetone mixture 
for 73hr, shown at 200/im intervals and b) a 70% methanol and 30% acetone 
mixture for 76hr, shown at 300/im intervals across the swollen region.
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70% methanol and 30% acetone mixture for 76 hours. In this case 1/7^^^ 
is calculated for 300/im intervals across the sample. The vertical intercept 
of the XjT^^ as a function of plots provides a measure of I /T 2, the true 
relaxation rate in the absence of diffusion. In figure 5.12 b) it can be seen 
that the region of the sample with the steepest gradient (near the exposed 
surface) also corresponds to the region with the longest T2 (i.e. smallest 1/7^) 
and the 7^ appears to decrease nearer to the solvent front. This gradient in 
T2 from long values at the exposed surface to shorter values at the front 
correlates with the gradient observed by Weisenberger and Koenig [146]. A 
similar trend in visible in figure 5.12 a), though the quality of the data here 
does not allow any firm conclusions to be drawn in this case.
The spatial variation in D^eij across the swollen region was estimated for 
the full range of methanohacetone mixtures and is shown in figure 5.13. The 
solvent self-diffusion coefficient is observed to vary spatially across the swollen 
polymer region over the complete range of solvent mixtures studied including 
the ingress of pure methanol. The largest D^ei^ values corresponding to the 
most mobile solvent are seen at the exposed surface end and decrease to lower 
values at the solvent front. It can also be observed that solvent self-diffusion 
coefficients and the diffusion gradient across the swollen region increases with 
acetone fraction in the mixture. The range of measured solvent self-diffusion 
coefficients, 0.15 to 7x10“® cm^ s“  ^ compares well with literature values 
[146].
This is the first time that a comprehensive spatially resolved study of solvent 
self-diffusion in glassy polymers has been performed and the first time that 
STRAFI has been used for spatial D^^i^ measurements in any system. Blum 
et al [179] to [180] have investigated the self-diffusion coefficients of solvent 
molecules in relation to polymer chain mobility in polymer solutions. These 
authors have observed that restricted motion of polymer chains can decrease 
solvent mobility. Petit et al [181], using PGSE NMR diffusion measurements 
(Chapter 1), have shown that the self-diffusion coefficient of methanol and 
other solvents decreases with increasing polymer concentration in poly(vinyl 
alcohol) (PVA) solutions. Both of these studies tie in with the results pre­
sented here where high solvent mobility is associated with regions of highest 
polymer mobility (i.e. near the exposed surface) and lowest polymer con­
centrations. Conversely, more restricted mobility of polymer chains near 
the solvent front/rigid polymer interface is associated with increased poly­
mer concentration and decreased solvent mobility. Weisenberger and Koenig 
have adapted the ideas of Blum to the case of solvents ingressing glassy 
polymers and proposed that evidence for gradients in solvent self-diffusion
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Figure 5.13: Spatially resolved solvent self-diffusion coefficients evaluated as 
described in the text Çot- 
m t
observed in their work points to corresponding gradients in polymer mobility. 
The STRAFI data presented here, by observing both solvent and polymer 
mobility gradients provides clear evidence in support of this proposal.
5.7 Solvent and Polymer Concentration
The short (20/zs) pulse gap data shown in figure 5.10 a) can be used to 
estimate the relative polymer and solvent concentration across the swollen 
region. To first approximation the back-extrapolated initial magnetisation 
(at zero time) can be taken as a measure of the combined polymer and sol­
vent proton density and the latter echoes reflect the solvent proton density 
only. No correction has been made for the relative proton density in the poly­
mer compared to the solvent since the proton densities of PMMA, acetone 
and methanol are the same to within 2%, e.g. the relative polymer to sol­
vent proton density in the case of a 94:6 methanol/acetone mixture is 0.996. 
Relative polymer and solvent proton concentrations at different locations in 
the swollen polymer have been estimated for a series of samples exposed to 
methanohacetone mixtures containing 0-40weight% acetone. Figure 5.14 a) 
shows the variation in polymer and solvent concentrations estimated in this
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way for a sample exposed to a 94:6 methanol/acetone mixture for 73 hours.
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Figure 5.14: The relative polymer (squares) and solvent (circles) concentration 
estimated from r  =  20//s profile data for PMMA exposed to a) 94% methanol 
and 6% acetone for 73 hours and b) 78% methanol and 22% acetone for 76 
hours. The concentration intensities have been normalised to unit polymer 
signal behind the solvent front.
A small gradient in the polymer concentration is observed together with a 
corresponding reverse gradient in the solvent concentration. This can be 
compared to a sample exposed to a 78:22 methanol/acetone mixture for 76 
hours shown in figure 5.14 b). In this case, with a higher acetone fraction in 
the mixture, the relative solvent to polymer concentration in the swollen re­
gion is increased and the solvent concentration gradient in the swollen region 
is enhanced. Again a relatively smaller gradient in the polymer concentra­
tion in the swollen region is observed. It should be noted th a t the non-zero 
solvent concentration ahead of the solvent front in these profiles is due to
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side ingress of solvent into the PMMA sample.
Polymer and solvent concentration gradients behind the solvent front im­
ply that the increased polymer and solvent mobility observed in the swollen 
region can be attributed to an increase in free volume available in the poly­
mer matrix as the polymer swells. In the deuterated studies this is sup­
ported by the decrease in polymer density observed in the swollen region. 
Weisenberger and Koenig in previous liquid state NMR imaging experiments 
observed gradients in solvent spin-spin (Tg) and spin-lattice (Ti) relaxation 
rates across the swollen region in PMMA exposed to pure methanol and 
pure acetone liquid separately. Although we did not observe gradients in the 
swollen region after 169 hours following exposure to pure methanol vapour, 
we have observed gradients on the same timescale following exposure to ace­
tone/methanol vapour mixtures. It should be noted however that the samples 
used by Weisenberger and Koenig were exposed to pure methanol liquid at 
a higher temperature (30°) and for a considerably longer time (480 hours) 
than in this study. Some evidence has been presented in models of Case 
II diffusion in glassy polymers presented in chapter 7, for spatial gradients 
in solvent concentration behind the solvent front at longer exposure times. 
The solvent concentration behind the front at shorter times is assumed to be 
uniform.
5.8 Conclusion
The results presented in this chapter indicate that STRAFI can be success­
fully used to observe both polymer and solvent dynamics in the study of sol­
vent vapour ingress into glassy polymers. For first time in broadline MRI of 
polymers, spatially resolved polymer proton density, relative solvent/polymer 
concentrations and solvent self-diffusion coefficients can be measured in a 
single experiment. This represents an important development in the poten­
tial of MRI to investigate solvent transport processes in polymer materials. 
Moreover, the ability to spatially resolve polymer signal and derive poly­
mer dynamics information in rigid polymers has important implications for 
a much wider range of polymer materials research applications.
Chapter 6 
Liquid Solvent Ingress in 
PM M A
6.1 Experimental Aims
In the previous section of this work described in Chapter 5, mixed vapour 
ingress of methanol and acetone were studied using the sample cell shown 
in figure 5.2. There is difficulty in avoiding side ingress of solvent vapour 
into the sample with this method of sample mounting. The stray field fre­
quency sweep surface coil methodology was designed with this problem in 
mind in addition to thin film application work as described in Chapter 4. 
In the following section the surface coil was used for the first time to study 
liquid methanol ingress into thin sheets of PMMA as a function of temper­
ature. The influence of the ’’good” solvent (acetone) on the ingress rate of 
the ’’poor” solvent (methanol) was further investigated by preparing PMMA 
with residual amounts of acetone in the polymer matrix and monitoring the 
subsequent ingress of methanol in these pre-exposed (pre-swollen) samples.
134
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6.2 Sample Preparation
6.2 .1  P ressed  P M M A  sam ples
In order to press thin PMMA films, a smaller cylindrical polymer press was 
designed to replace the one described in Chapter 5. The press shown in figure
6.1 consists of an aluminium cylindrical block wrapped in insulated heating 
wires. The time required to heat the press to 200°C and subsequently cool 
it down by letting it stand in ambient temperature is shown in figure 6.2. 
In order to produce a solid PMMA circular disk of 5cm in diameter with a 
thickness of up to 1 cm, PMMA powder, in the press, was raised to 165°C 
at a pressure of 5000 Ncm“ .^
B
I
PMMA
Powder
Figure 6.1: The powder is pressed between the upper and lower cylindrical 
blocks marked A, which are housed in an outer cylinder, B. This housing and. 
the polymer sample are heated to a required temperature using insulated 
heating wires wrapped around cylinder B.
The pressure was then raised to 10000 Ncm'^ and maintained at this temper­
ature and pressure for 1.5 to 2 hours. After this time the pressure was released 
and the pressed polymer allowed to cool to room temperature. Melanex film 
was again used to protect the powder and pressed sample from the press 
metal. The powder used is the same as that described in Chapter 5. Sam­
ples of area 22mm by 22mm were cut from the pressed disks with an average 
thickness of 0.5mm. These were lightly glued to similarly sized glass micro­
scope slides of 160/^m thickness. A cylindrical PTFE well 20mm outer di­
ameter, 16mm inner diameter and 25mm high was then glued to the PMMA
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Figure 6.2: Heating and cooling times for the Surrey polymer press. During 
the cooling period, the press is left standing in ambient temperature. No 
added insulation or cooling is used.
sample to act as a solvent well. In this way the upper PMMA surface can be 
exposed to liquid solvent. This sample cell is then mounted on the surface 
coil as shown in figure 6.3
l6o micron 
glass coverslip
Glass Dome Stopper
PTFE Ring
•PMMA Sample 
• RF Surface Coil
Tuning Capacitors 
and Cable
Figure 6.3: PMMA sample cell mounted on the frequency sweep STRAFI 
surface coil.
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6.2 .2  P re-sw ollen  P M M A  sam ples
A fixed mass (3.78 g) of PMMA powder was dissolved in acetone in the 
base of a petra dish (9cm diameter,2cm high) as shown in figure 6.4. The 
dish was sealed with Nesco film and the acetone allowed to evaporate slowly 
through pierced vents in the film over a period of weeks. A thin sheet of 
solid transparent PMMA was produced of average thickness 0.45-0.65 mm. 
Evaporation was allowed to proceed until the desired acetone weight fraction 
ranging from 1% to 8% was achieved. Lower acetone fractions (< 5%) were 
achieved by standing the dish in a warm oven (65°C) until the excess acetone 
was released from the polymer. The samples were then sealed and left to 
spatially equilibrate for a further period of weeks, before using for STRAFI 
studies. Again samples with area 22mm by 22mm were cut and mounted on 
glass microscope slides as described in the previous section.
^  Nesco Film (Perforated)
 ^ Petra Dish
PMMA powder + Acetone
Pre-swollen PMMA film 
I (approx. 0.5 mm thick)
Figure 6.4: PMMA powder is dissolved in acetone in the base of the petra 
dish shown and allowed to evaporate slowly to leave a thin (0.45-0.65 mm) 
sheet of solid PMMA with a residual acetone weight fraction
6.3 Signal Acquisition
The STRAFI surface coil was used for all the data acquisitions presented in 
this chapter. The quadrature echo sequence was used to collect multiple echo 
train (typically 8 echoes) data for each slice across % 500 fim of thin PMMA 
sample using the interleave mode of data acquisition. The total acquisition 
window was % 800/zm, so that signal was collected from both the PMMA 
sample and the solvent well (see figure 6.3). A uniform rubber sample was 
used for calibration of the signal attenuation as a function of distance from 
the surface of the coil, as described in Chapter 4. The frequency step used 
was typically 60kHz, which corresponds to a spatial slice width of % 24/im
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in the 58T/m field gradient. The pulse width used was 20/zs, with a pulse 
gap of 40/iS. The receiver bandwidth was 130kHz.
6.4 M ethanol and Acetone Liquid Ingress
As a preliminary study to validate the results obtained and presented in 
the previous chapter a series of mixed methanol-acetone liquid studies were 
performed using thinly pressed PMMA and the frequency sweep surface coil 
methodology. Profiles were obtained with an 80:20 methanokacetone liquid 
mixture at 25°C, first with the acetone deuterated and then with methanol 
deuterated. High resolution NMR spectroscopy of mixtures of acetone and 
methanol with each component deuterated were also performed [174]. No 
exchange of the deuterated/ protonated components was observed. Data was 
acquired for pulse gaps of 20/zs and 75//s. At the shorter pulse gap, signal 
from rigid polymer, protonated solvent in the polymer and solvent in the 
well are seen. The solvent concentration profiles acquired using the 75/zs 
pulse gap are shown in figure 6.5. The zero spatial position on each plot 
represents the initial exposed polymer surface. The solvent front moves from 
left to right with time from zero into the PMMA sample in each profile set. 
The solvent fraction in the sample along the front profile is normalised to 
its equilibrium solvent fraction value {(pe) at the exposed surface. Each data 
point along the profile represents the sum of 8 echoes/from- aji acquirc3 at 
each slice (24/zm) across the sample. The signal from rigid polymer (far 
right) and signal from free solvent in the well (far left) is much reduced, 
in the former case, due to the short polymer spin-spin relaxation and in 
the latter case due to diffusive attenuation. The signal to noise is poor, 
especially in the case of the 80:20 deuterated methanol:protonated acetone 
liquid mixture (figure 6.5 b). A swelling front is observed to the left of the 
initial exposed polymer surface in these pressed samples. The velocity of 
the solvent front and swelling front is similar in both profile sets. In both 
cases, the front advance is linear in accordance with Case II dynamics as 
shown in 6.6. The velocity of the ingressing front (uncorrected for swelling) 
of the protonated acetone component in the mixture is 11/xm/hr compared 
to 13/xm/hr for protonated methanol indicating that the rate of ingress of 
the two components is the same within the spatial resolution of the system 
(% 24/zm).
The swelling in evidence here with the 80:20 methanol :acetone liquid mix­
ture in pressed PMMA was not seen with the vapour solvent studies into
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Figure 6.5: Solvent concentration profiles plotted in hourly intervals for the 
ingress of an 80:20 a) protonated methanohdeuterated acetone and b) deuter­
ated methanohprotonated acetone liquid mixture.in PMMA.
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Figure 6.6: Solvent front position as a function of time for a 80:20 methanol 
: acetone liquid mixture into PMMA showing the acetone (circles) ingress 
(11/im/hr) and methanol (squares) ingress (13/im/hr). In each case, the 
alternate component was deuterated. The solid lines are least squares fits to 
the data.
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pressed PMMA presented in Chapter 5. Much smaller degrees of swelling 
were observed in pressed and pre-swollen PMMA exposed to pure methanol 
liquid presented in the following sections. It should be noted that current 
STRAFI coils and sample mounting methods discussed in this thesis have 
not been optimised to perform long-term studies of swelling dynamics or to 
accurately measure rapid swelling. This presents an important area of future 
investigation of STRAFI imaging in the study of solvent ingress in polymer 
systems.
6.5 Variable Temperature Study of M ethanol 
Ingress
A series of liquid methanol ingress studies were carried out at various temper­
atures ranging from 25°C to 65°C. Figure 6.7 shows typical profiles obtained 
at a) 25, b) 35, c) 45, d) 50, e) 60 and d) 65°C. As the temperature is in­
creased, the profile acquisition time has to be decreased to collect similar 
numbers of front profiles across the sample distance at the expense of sol­
vent signal-to-noise. The solvent front moves from left to right with time 
into the PMMA sample in each profile set. The profiles presented here have 
been corrected for the smnll amount of surface swelling observed (typically 
1-3 slice widths over a lO^eriod). The solvent fraction in the sample along 
the front profile is normalised to its equilibrium solvent fraction value (<^ e) at 
the exposed surface (far left on each plot). Each data point along the profile 
represents the sum of the last 3 echoes from an acquired train of 8 echoes at 
each slice (24/zm) across the sample. The sum of the later echoes was chosen 
to represent the solvent signal only, as the polymer signal has decayed before 
the acquisition of the latter echoes. This method of presenting the solvent 
concentration profiles is the same throughout the remainder of this chapter 
and Chapter 7. The contribution from polymer signal at lower temperatures 
is constant and equal to zero. At higher temperatures, howvever, there is in­
creased signal along the polymer baseline due to increased polymer mobility 
in the swollen region. Significant swelling of the sample at high temperatures 
is seen. The PMMA sample begins to bulge outward from the glass support 
into a dome shape, eventually cracking and allowing solvent to wash freely 
through the entire sample. Useful STRAFI profiling is limited to the short 
time before this swelling occurs to a large extent, approximately 30 minutes 
at 65°C.
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Figure 6.7: Solvent concentration profiles for methanol ingress in PMMA at 
temperatures a) 25, b) 35, c) 45, d) 50, e) 60 and f) 65°C shown at intervals 
of a) 60, b) 60, c) 11, d) 11, e) 4 and f) 4 minutes respectively.
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The displacement of the solvent front with time is observed to be linear (ocP) 
displaying classical Case II diffusion characteristics in this temperature range 
as shown in figure 6.7 a). The front velocity increases dramatically from 
28/im/hr at 25°C to 755//m/hr at 65°C. Previous studies by Ercken et al and 
Weisenberger and Koenig [146] have observed a Case II to Fickian transition 
in solvent diffusion dynamics in PMMA rods at temperatures equal or greater 
than 60°C. Lee et al, [158] using optical methods has also studied the diffusion 
dynamics of methanol in PMMA beads as a function of temperature. In this 
case, the diffusion dynamics remained Case II up to 50°C and no further 
data was recorded.
The variation in front velocity {v) with increasing temperature from the 
STRAFI data is observed to follow an Arrhenius functional dependence (ln(u) 
oc 10^/T(K~^)) as shown in figure 6.8 b). The Arrhenius thermal activation 
energy for front velocity is estimated to be 16.4kcaRmol“ .^ This is lower 
than the values obtained by Ercken et al [147] (29.2 kcalmol"^) using con­
ventional NMR imaging and by Lee et al, [158] (26.4 kcalmol” ^). In the 
case of the Ercken data, the activation energy is derived from only 4 data 
points spanning the temperature range 26 to 32 °C. In both the Ercken and 
Lee studies, the Case II solvent front velocity at 25°C is much slower than 
that observed here, 7.2 and 8.7 /xm/hr respectively. In addition, a Case II 
induction period of 8.5 hours was observed by Lee at the same temperature. 
No such induction period was mentioned by Ercken et al. In this study, no 
Case II induction period was observed at any of the temperatures studied. 
The variation in observed activation energies and front velocities in different 
studies, may be due to the different PMMA material used. The method of 
preparation and thermal history of a material is vital to the properties of the 
resultant material. Lee used PMMA beads which were polymerized directly 
from methyl methacrylate monomer. In order to avoid any residual solvent 
in the final material, the PMMA beads were dried to a constant weight in a 
vacuum oven at typically 70-80°C, for 3-5 days. This process was followed 
by further annealing at 130°C for 3 hours. Ercken et al used high molecular 
weight (1.5 xlO^g mol~^) commercial PMMA rods.
6.6 M ethanol Ingress in Pre-swollen PM M A
The ingress of 100% liquid methanol was studied in the acetone pre-swollen 
PMMA samples. Figure 6.9 shows exemplar methanol ingress profiles into 
PMMA pre-swollen with a) 8, b) 5.8, c) 3.3, and d) 1.8 weight % acetone
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Figure 6.8: a) Solvent front displacement:, of liquid-methanol into PMMA 
in the temperature range 25°C to 65°C. The solid lines are least squares 
fits to the data, b) Front velocity plotted as a Arrhenius dependence on 
temperature. The solid line is again a least squares fit to the data giving an 
activation energy of 16.4 kcal mol“ .^
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recorded at 25°C and at intervals of typically 4-15 minutes. It is clear that 
the rate of methanol ingress increases with the degree of acetone pre-swelling.
Studies using deuterated methanol in the 5.8% pre-swollen sample showed 
that the polymer signal remains constant during the timescale of the ex­
periment as shown in figure 6.10. The profiles as presented in figure 6.9, 
therefore, do not need to be corrected for gradients in polymer mobility sim­
ilar to those seen with high acetone content samples presented in Chapter 5.
The solvent front advance for a range of acetone pre-swollen PMMA samples 
is plotted in figure 6.11 a) as a function of time and varies from a P depen­
dence for a pre-swelling of 1.8% to a dependence for a pre-swelling of 
8%. The variation in the time exponent (n) with % acetone pre-swelling is 
shown in figure 6.11 b) indicating a transition from Case II to Fickian dif­
fusion dynamics with increasing acetone pre-swelling. Figure 6.11 b) shows 
a transition or anomalous diffusion region centred at approximately 5% pre­
swelling. Samples with less than 5.2% pre-swelling begin to show a return to 
Case II diffusion characteristics.
A Case II induction period appears at and below a 5% pre-swelling which 
increases from 3.7 hours in the case of the 4.5% pre-swelling to 26.8 hours 
in the case of 1.8% pre-swelling. The observed variation in the length of 
Case II induction period and corresponding Case II front velocity with ace­
tone pre-swelling is shown in table 6.1. The Case II front velocity in the 
lower acetone pre-swollen samples is significantly lower than that observed 
for the pressed PMMA sample at the same temperature (25°C). This again 
emphasises the importance of the thermal history in determining the me­
chanical properties of the polymer material. The method of preparation of 
the acetone pre-swollen samples by removing the excess acetone by heating is 
similar to the drying and annealing techniques used by Lee to remove excess 
solvent following the polymerisation of PMMA beads directly from methyl 
methacrylate monomer described in the previous section. As such the Case 
II front velocities observed are also comparable.
The dramatic variation between Fickian and Case II diffusion dynamics is ev­
ident in figure 6.12 which compares liquid methanol ingress profiles recorded 
for unswollen pressed PMMA at 25°C with liquid methanol ingress in an 8% 
pre-swollen sample at the same temperature. The relative front advancement 
after 2 hours is highlighted in each case. Figure 6.13 shows the corresponding 
dependence of solvent front displacement on P (Case II) and on (Fickian) 
respectively.
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Figure 6.9: Solvent front displacement of methanol into pre-swollen PMMA 
containing a) 8, b) 5.8, c) 3.3, d) 1.8 % acetone plotted in intervals as shown.
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Figure 6.10: a) 100% methanol liquid ingress into PMMA pre-swollen with 
5.8 % acetone plotted in 34 minute intervals, b) A similar sample as in a) 
exposed to deuterated methanol liquid. There is no significant signal con­
tribution from the polymer during the ingress time shown in a) (2.8 hours). 
The signal intensity due to the acetone in the pre-exposed polymer prior 
to methanol exposure is shown in both plots in black solid line (normalised 
to unit magnetisation intensity for easy visualization) and is approximately 
uniform across the sample.
Acetone pre-swelling 
(wt. %)
Case II Induction 
(hours)
Case II velocity 
(/im/hr)
1.83 26.8 7.3
3.3 4.9 28.1
4.5 3.7 -
Table 6.1: Variation in Case II induction period and velocity of solvent ingress 
with acetone pre-swelling
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ingress into pre-swollen PMMA. b) Variation in time exponent n with acetone 
content in pre-swollen PMMA.
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Figure 6.13: Solvent front displacement for methanol ingress into-a) pressed 
PMMA and b) 8% acetone pre-swollen PMMA with 8% acetone. The solid 
lines are least squares fits to the data.
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6.6 .1  T em perature d ep en d en ce
To determine the temperature dependence of diffusion dynamics in the pre­
swollen PMMA samples, the ingress of methanol into an 8% pre-swollen 
sample was studied at various temperatures ranging from 25°C to -20°C. 
Figure 6.14 shows the solvent front profiles obtained at a) 15, b) 0, c) -4 and 
d) -20°C and recorded at intervals of typically 4-30 minutes.
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Figure 6.14: Solvent front profiles for methanol ingress into pre-swollen 
PMMA with 8 weight % acetone at a) 15, b) 0, c) -4, and -20°C.
The solvent front advance as a function of time is shown in figure 6.15 a). It 
is clear that the effect of lowering the temperature of the pre-swollen sample
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is to reverse the diffusion dynamics from Fickian to Case II. The correspond­
ing variation in the time exponent n, with temperature can be seen in figure 
6.15 b).
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Figure 6.15: a) Solvent front displacement as a function of time for methanol 
ingress into 8% acetone pre-swollen PMMA in the temperature range 25°C 
to -4°C b) Variation in time exponent n with temperature.
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Acetone pre-swelling 
(wt.%) (DSC)
Tç
(DMTA) (DMTA)
0 109.9f 99.71 104.1 35.4
1.8/2.0 89.4 92.4 29.9
4.3/- 75.9 - -
5.8/5.5 73.9 85.0 23.6
6.5/6.2 72.1 79.5 21.5
8.S/8.7 70.6 75.3 21.4
Table 6.2; DSC and DMTA data for acetone pre-swollen PMMA 
(DMTA/DSC samples). Symbol key f - Pre-annealing,J - Post-annealing.
6.7 Mechanical and Thermal M easurements
6.7 .1  D ifferentia l scann ing  ca lorim etry
The glass transition temperature of the polymer matrix with acetone pre­
swelling in the range 2 weight% to 8.7weight% was measured using both 
the thermal (DSC) and mechanical analysis (DMTA) methods described in 
Chapter 3. The samples used for DSC ranged from % 11 to 15mg by weight 
and were sealed in DSC pans (40/zl capacity, 0.15mm thick) throughout the 
experiment. The sample environment was heated from 20 to 150 °C by 
10°Cm in"\ The heat flow (mW) required to keep the polymer sample at the 
same temperature as the reference sample is plotted against temperature as 
shown in figure 6.16 for a PMMA sample pre-swollen with 8 weight % acetone. 
A glass transition is observed by a 0.2 J/g°C rise in the specific heat capacity 
of the polymer sample over the temperature range 64 to 79°C, centred at % 
70.6°C, which is taken as the glass transition temperature.
Results for other PMMA samples with varying degrees of pre-swelling are 
given in table 6.2. The DSC technique is sensitive to the thermal history 
of the sample. In the case of the pressed PMMA sample with 0% acetone 
content, the samples were annealed for 23 hours at 155°C under vacuum. A 
10°C rise in Tg is observed after annealing. In order to compare the Tg of the 
different samples, the DSC measurement was repeated twice and the second 
estimate of Tg taken.
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Figure 6.16; DSC data tor 8.7 weiglit% acetone pre-swollen sample. The 
glass transition tem perature is estimated to be 70.6°C
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Width
(mm)
Thickness
(mm)
Length
(mm)
Heating Rate 
(°C/min)
Frequency
(Hz)
10 0.8 20 2 10
Table 6.3: Dynamical mechanical thermal analyser operating parameters and 
average sample dimensions.
6.7 .2  D yn am ica l m echanical therm al analysis
As described in Chapter 3, DMTA measures the elastic response or deforma­
tion of a thin solid polymer sample as a function of temperature by applying 
a sinusoidally varying vibrational force. The following measurements were 
performed on a Polymer Laboratories DMTA system using a single cantilever 
bend rig and a flat face clamp. The DMTA acquisition parameters and av­
erage sample dimensions are shown in table 6.3
DMTA measurements were performed on PMMA samples with varying ace­
tone content of 0% (pressed PMMA) to 8.5% over the temperature range 
-60°C to 140°C. An example of the variation in log E' (w) (storage modu­
lus) and log E” (lü) (loss modulus) with temperature for a PMMA sample 
pre-swollen with 6% acetone is shown in flgure 6.17.
The measured Tg and T^ for the different PMMA samples are listed in table 
6 .2. As with the DSC data, a decrease in both Tg and Tp is observed with 
increasing acetone fraction in the pre-swollen PMMA. Both of these results 
reveal an increase in polymer mobility as a function of acetone pre-swelling. 
The DSC and DMTA data are plotted in flgure 6.18.
6.7 .3  V ariation  in Tg w ith  aceton e pre-sw elling
The Kelley-Bueche dependence of the glass transition temperature (T^) on 
the fraction of solvent contained in the polymer deflned in Chapter 3 is used 
to fit the DSC and DMTA data (tables 6.2 and 6.3).
T  =  +  {^Tgs — Tgp)(f)eq
 ^ 1 -b (AT — l)^eq
(6.1)
where Tgp and Tgs are the glass transition temperatures of the pure poly-
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Figure 6.17: DMTA data for a 6 weight% acetone pre-swollen sanijjhî. The 
glass transition tem perature and beta transition tem perature is estimated to 
be 79.5°C and 21.5°C respectively.
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mer and solvent respectively and (peg is the equilibrium solvent fraction in 
the polymer. K  is a, constant dependent on the thermal expansivities of the 
polymer and solvent materials. The value of K  for the acetone pre-swollen 
PMMA system =  3.8. Figure 6.18 shows the variation in measured Tg with 
acetone fraction in PMMA using both DSC and DMTA compared to that 
predicted by the Kelley-Bueche equation. In both cases the predicted depres­
sion in Tg with acetone fraction is lower than the measured data. In both 
the DSC and DMTA techniques, however, the solvent in the sample may be 
released on heating. In the DMTA case, the solvent vapour is lost to the 
environment. In the DSC case, any solvent boiled off in heating is confined 
to the small volume of the DSC pan. Loss of solvent in the measuring process 
will lead to discrepancies with Equation 6.1. In addition, the choice of glass 
transition temperature is difficult to define in the case of organic solvents. 
Here, a value of -163°C is used for the Tgs of methanol [182].
OTp-DMTA 
□ Tj - DMTA 
OT. - DSC
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10
Acetone Fraction in Pre-swollen PMMA
Figure 6.18: Variation in Tg as a function of acetone pre-swelling measured 
by DSC and DMTA. The solid lines show the predicted variation in Tg using 
the Kelley-Bueche equation 6 .1.
6.8 Conclusion
Observing the ingress of methanol into PMMA pre-swollen with acetone al­
lows the experimenter to move smoothly between Case II and Fickian dif­
fusion regimes in much the same way as, for example, can be achieved by 
varying temperature [132],[147]. This provides a means of testing the applica­
bility of analytic models in this key regime where the diffusion is controlled by
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the mechanical properties of the system. Importantly, the change is achieved 
at constant temperature, thus removing one variable from the analysis, with 
minimum disruption to the polymer sample. In the following chapter, a thor­
ough investigation of the applicability of various current analytic models is 
presented.
Chapter 7 
M odelling Solvent Ingress
7.1 Introduction
The STRAFI data presented in Chapter 6 contains information on both 
methanol ingress dynamics as a function of temperature and acetone pre­
swelling in PMMA. DSC, DMTA data and earlier STRAFI data (Chapter 
5) have indicated that the observed changes in diffusion dynamics are asso­
ciated with changing polymer and solvent mobilities. In this chapter, the 
functional dependence of polymer mobility (viscosity) and solvent diffusivity 
on temperature and acetone pre-swelling are explored using current models 
of solvent diffusion in glassy polymers and results derived from free volume 
theories presented in Chapter 3. The number of models for Case II transport 
is steadily increasing in the literature. They are broadly divided into phe­
nomenological models such as the Thomas and Windle model described in 
detail in this chapter and models based on first-principles of non-equilibrium 
thermodynamics [183]. More recently, models based on chemical reaction 
dynamics have also been proposed [184]. Various models have been designed 
for areas of specific interest such as transport in thin polymer films [185] 
and solvent front motion and swelling [187], [188]. Few models to date how­
ever, have been tested rigourously with experimental data. Some modelling 
analysis has been applied to solvent front profiles obtained using Rutherford 
back-scattering spectrometry to study the effects of solvent molecule size 
[123], low solvent activities [121] and temperature [122].
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7.2 Thomas and W indle (TW ) M odel
A model to describe Case II diffusion processes in glassy polymers was pro­
posed by Thomas and Windle in 1982 [131]. As described in Chapter 2 , Case 
II diffusion is characterised by the linear advance of a sharp solvent front 
into the polymer matrix. Any model of this mechanism must attem pt to 
explain the physical interaction of the solvent and polymer which results in 
this constant step-like solvent advance. Thomas and Windle approach the 
modelling of this process by examining two basic mechanisms which occur 
during the ingress of the solvent, firstly the thermodynamic interaction of the 
polymer and solvent molecules which leads to polymer swelling and secondly 
the diffusion mechanism of the solvent in the polymer.
7.2 .1  T h erm od yn am ic d escrip tion  o f p o lym er and so l­
ven t in teraction s
Polymer and solvent systems can be described in terms of their basic ther­
modynamic molar free energies or so-called chemical potentials (//). The 
absorption of one mole of solvent by a solid glassy polymer causes a change 
in the chemical potential of the solvent due to thermodynamic interactions 
between polymer and solvent molecules and and additional pressure (P) im­
posed on the solvent due to an inherent mobility resistance of the polymer 
molecules in the solid glassy state. The change in chemical potential of the 
solvent ifJ-i), with reference to its chemical potential in some standard state 
(/X?) is given by [131];
- P R T  ^  ( 1  — — ( f  — (Pi) +  liT'{(pi) +  ( 1  — (pi )  +  % (1  — ( p i Ÿ ^
where Vi is the molecular volume of solvent, Vi is the volume of unswollen 
polymer, (pi is the volume fraction of solvent in the swollen polymer, % is 
the polymer/solvent interaction parameter and G represents the number of 
network elements in the polymer network.
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In the case of a solvent-solute system, the change in chemical potential is 
often described in terms of the ratio of the vapour pressure of the pure 
solvent to that of the solvent-solute (polymer) mixture. This ratio is termed 
the solvent activity ai and is related to the chemical potential by Raoult’s 
Law [189];
-  Ml =  RTln{ai) (7.2)
The solvent activity at equilibrium in a swollen polymer immersed in a pure 
solvent liquid with unit activity is defined as ai =  1. Using activity instead 
of chemical potential, equation 7.2 can be rewritten as follows;
/«(ai) =  +  (7.3)
( - ^  {1 — — (1 — <t>i) +  + (\ — (j>i) +  X (i — (t>iŸ^
Thomas and Windle have plotted the relationship between pressure, solvent 
volume fraction and solvent activity for methanol in PMMA [131] use typical 
values of Üi =  6.72 x 10“ ®^ m^ and % =  1.0 for the methanol-PMMA system 
at 24°C. From this plot the volume fraction of solvent corresponding to equi­
librium swelling (with ai =  1, P  =  0) for PMMA immersed in pure methanol 
equals 0.275. This compares well with that estimated from STRAFI sol­
vent concentration data (% 0.3) for equilibrium swelling of PMMA by pure 
methanol vapour presented in Chapter 5.
Thomas and Windle define a solvent volume fraction ratio (ÿ), which is the 
ratio of the solvent volume fraction in swollen polymer to the equilibrium 
solvent volume fraction under the conditions of zero additional pressure P  
and unit solvent activity (ui =  1);
4> — (ui)p=o (7.4)
Using this definition of ÿ in equation 7.4, it can be deduced that;
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ln{ai) -  ln(4>) = (7.5)
and the additional osmotic pressure (P) imposed by the polymer matrix is 
therefore defined as:
In many implementations of the TW model, the definition of solvent concen­
tration in polymer is a confusing issue. Thomas and Windle use the solvent 
volume fraction ratio, ÿ, defined earlier to denote solvent fraction in polymer 
to the equilibrium solvent fraction in swollen polymer. The model essentially 
produces profiles of the change in this parameter as a function of distance 
(a;) and time (t), It should be noted however that the original TW
model notation uses P  instead of ÿ. The implementation of the model used 
here is essentially that used by Thomas and Windle, using some definitions 
and the (f) notation from an implementation devised by Hui et al [187], [188]. 
For simplicity, therefore, in the remainder of this section ^ will be referred 
to as the fractional solvent concentration, and denoted (f).
7.2 .2  Sw elling in g lassy  polym ers
The ingress of solvent molecules into a glassy polymer requires a reorganisa­
tion in space of the polymer chain molecules to accommodate the incoming 
solvent. The rate at which this volume increase or swelling proceeds de­
pends both on the fractional concentration of solvent and the polymer vis­
cosity which is a measure of the resistance of the glassy polymer network 
to expansion. Thomas and Windle first consider the swelling dynamics of a 
thin surface element of exposed polymer where the penetrating solvent activ­
ity attains unity instantaneously following exposure and remains constant. 
Unidirectional swelling of the element will occur if the thin section is con­
strained by a background substrate of rigid polymer. The volume increase 
due to swelling (or swelling strain e) is then assumed to be proportional to 
the volume of absorbed solvent. The polymer viscosity (77) is assumed to be 
an exponentially decreasing function of fractional solvent concentration (f) as 
follows;
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^(0) =  r]oexp [-M(j)\ (7.7)
where M is a constant and % is the viscosity of the unswollen polymer. 
The response of the polymer element to the internal osmotic pressure of the 
solvent (P) is expressed as a strain rate {ôe/ôt) which is proportional to the 
rate of change in fractional solvent concentration {5(f)/5t) as follows;
where k is defined as the constant of proportionality between e and (f). Com­
bining equation 7.7 and equation 7.8 gives an expression for the rate of change 
in fractional solvent concentration ôcf) due to equilibrium polymer swelling 
where the solvent activity in the polymer equals unity (oi =  1) as;
6(f) R T  / 1  I [Mcf)] (7.9)
5t ViNATjok
Polymer swelling, however, is not restricted to the simple case where the 
solvent activity is unity and in a bulk polymer sample, many parallel elements 
will experience swelling in the presence of varying solvent activities. To 
account for this and thus expand equation 7.9 to model bulk samples, an 
element solvent activity is defined as a local fractional solvent concentration 
(f)a: which approaches unity with time. The change in the fractional solvent 
concentration in each element is driven by the rate of change of the local 
solvent activity. Denoting the prefactor RT/ViN^Pok in equation 7.9 as B  
after Hui et al, equation 7.9 can be rewritten as follows;
^  =  Bln [M(j)] (7.10)
7 .2 .3  Solvent d iffusion
In addition to the effect of polymer swelling, the change in solvent con­
centration in a thin polymer element is also governed by the concentration
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dependent flux of solvent across the polymer element as governed by Picks 
first law [115] as follows;
where J  is the flux of solvent per unit cross-sectional area. The solvent flow is 
assumed to be unidirectional along the axis perpendicular to the face of the 
thin polymer cross-sectional element. The extent of the thin sample element 
{dx) in the plane perpendicular to the direction of solvent flow is assumed to 
be infinite. The flux J  is defined as;
where D{(f)) is the solvent-polymer mutual diffusion coefficient which is depen­
dent on the solvent concentration. Hui et al [188] have combined equations 
7.11 and 7.12 to derive an expression for the rate of change in solvent volume 
fraction with time as follows;
Equations 7.13 and 7.10 are coupled differential equations which need to 
be solved for (j)[t). They represent two parallel processes occurring during 
solvent ingress in glassy polymers, namely the increase in solvent concentra­
tion due to concentration dependent diffusion processes and polymer swelling 
respectively.
Hui et al have derived a single nonlinear differential equation which combines 
equations 7.13 and 7.10 as follows;
6t ÔX \ 6x J Btw dx (7.14)
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The use of this single differential equation to calculate the rate of change in 
solvent fraction was attempted (using Mathematica) but proved to be highly 
unstable. As a result, in the profile computation presented here, the two step 
process of concentration dependent diffusion (equations 7.13) and polymer 
swelling (7.10) are treated separately (as originally implemented by Thomas 
and Windle).
7.3 Implementation of the TW  M odel
The C program source code used to implement the TW method is included 
in Appendix C.
V,Na K ) Viscosity (%)(Nsm M
40.5x10-® 2x 10“ 13-15
Table 7.1; Thomas and Windle parameters for methanol in PMMA at 24°C
The prefactor R T is termed the Thomas and Windle prefactor or 
Btw (tw in the program code). Using typical values for the methanol-PMMA 
system at 24°C shown in table 7.1, this prefactor has been estimated by 
Thomas and Windle to be 1.35 xlO“^m^s ,. A value for M  = 15 was 
suggested by Thomas and Windle and has been used to calculate the profiles 
presented in this chapter. The solvent-polymer mutual diffusion D coefficient 
is defined as an exponentially increasing function of solvent concentration as 
follows;
D((f)) =  Doexp{-^) (7.15)
where Do is the solvent-polymer mutual diffusion coefficient at a near-zero 
minimum solvent concentration in the glassy polymer. The equilibrium sol­
vent concentration {(/) =  1) is taken as the concentration of solvent required 
to change the glassy polymer into all but a rubber [131]. Values of D(0) and 
D{1) equal to and 5xl0~^^m^s“  ^ were chosen by Thomas and
Windle from typical literature values for glassy polymer-solvent systems. In 
the work presented here, the mutual diffusion coefficient Dq and initial sol­
vent concentration (j)o are input as fitting parameters. Figure 7.1 shows the
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variation in mutual diffusion coefficient as a function of solvent concentra­
tion, (f), for different values of D(0) and (po- The diffusion function is sensitive 
to small changes in the initial fractional solvent concentration, cpo, especially 
at low fractional solvent concentrations.
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Solvent Concentration cj)
Figure 7.1: Mutual diffusion coefficient as a function of solvent concentration, 
(f). For constant D{1), the solid line represents (pQ — 0.2358 and the dotted 
line, 2*00 =  0.4716.
The TW model proposes that the diffusion of solvent into a polymer element 
causes the local fractional solvent concentration (activity) (pa to change with 
time. A new local solvent activity then dictates the amount of swelling by 
the polymer to re-establish a local polymer-solvent equilibrium. In turn, the 
swelling process allows further diffusion of solvent and the process repeats 
itself with a solvent diffusion front moving further into the polymer matrix 
with time. Based on equation 7.6, 0a can be expressed in terms of 5(p/5t and 
0 as follows;
1 5(p 
0 6t
1 àcpa
(pa àt
(7.16)
Substituting for (pa in equation 7.13 the value of S(pa is calculated for each 
successive element as follows;
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i i )  (7.17)
The spatial and time units, A x  and A t  are removed from the integration in 
order to simplify the computation and are included in the multiplier A t  * 
Do/Ax'^ in equation 7.17. This multiplier is referred to in the program code 
as ” corrfactor” or the reduced units correction factor. A new profile of local 
equilibrium solvent concentration is then calculated as follows;
== 4&0 -b (7T8)
Using the new values of (pa {4>T^) the rate of change in solvent concentration 
due to polymer swelling is calculated using equation 7.9 as follows;
/  ( k n e w \
5(p =  Btwàtln ( (7.19)
A new profile of the fractional solvent concentration in polymer is then cal­
culated as follows;
4 ,":" == 0 -p 646 (7\2I0)
The above sequence is repeated for each element {Ax) in the sample, through 
a number of time loops determined by the time interval At. Both A x  and 
A t  are program input parameters.
7.3 .1  B ou n d ary  con d itions
The initial solvent concentration profile defined by Thomas and Windle was a 
step function shape with an equilibrium value of unity for solvent concentra­
tion outside the sample and an essentially zero solvent concentration inside 
the sample (as shown in figure 7.2). A value of 10“  ^ was chosen as the zero
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solvent concentration value to avoid possible divisions by zero in the com­
puting process. The initial solvent-polymer interface defined the zero spatial 
position with all positive values denoting spatial step increments across the 
sample and negative values the solvent well outside the sample, which was as­
sumed to be an infinite reservoir of solvent. Initial concentration profiles were 
defined for 0 and 0@,for the spatial range -5 to 0 (step numbers) inclusive;
^;0O — 1 (7.21)
and for the spatial range 1 to 30 (step numbers) inclusive;
(f), 4>a = lO'S (7.22)
The solvent front profiles were calculated for 25 sample steps of length Ax.
The sample endpoints (25-30) are maintained at 10“ ,^ so that only a one
dimensional diffusion profile through one exposed face is modelled.
7.3 .2  G aussian  broadening
In order to account for profile rounding due to the NMR profile resolution, the 
generated profiles were convolved with a Gaussian spread function defined 
as;
where /i is the mean and a the standard deviation of the Gaussian resolution 
function, a is set equal to one slice step in this program. This corresponds 
to a broadening of ±  1 slice width equal to 24//m in the STRAFI profiles 
presented in Ghapter 6. In order to apply the Gaussian spread function to 
the steep profile fronts, the number of profile points was increased by a factor 
of 10 by defining new profile points linearly interpolated between the existing 
profile point intervals. Figure 7.2 shows the effect of the Gaussian broadening 
function on the profiles.
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Figure 7.2: The initial solvent concentration profile (solid line) showing equi­
librium solvent concentration 0 =  1, outside the sample and essentially zero 
(0 =  10“ )^ solvent concentration inside the sample. The , -dashed line 
shows the same profile after the Gaussian broadening function has been ap­
plied.
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7.4 Case II and Fickian Solvent Dynamics
The TW model describes the coupling of solvent diffusion and polymer 
swelling. This coupling determines whether the solvent diffusion dynamics 
are dominated by viscoelastic relaxation of the polymer or solvent concentra­
tion gradients. Case II diffusion is associated with the former, and Fickian 
diffusion dynamics with the latter. The transition from Case II to Fickian 
diffusion dynamics can be studied using the TW model by varying the mutual 
diffusion coefficient (B) relative to the polymer viscosity term in the model. 
As the model parameters have been defined, viscosity is inversely propor­
tional to the Btw prefactor. For a given D, an increase in the Btw prefactor 
implies a decrease in polymer viscosity, and a transition from the Case II to 
the Fickian diffusion limit. This is illustrated in figure 7.3. Alternatively, by 
increasing the value of D for a given polymer viscosity, will cause a transition 
from Fickian to the Case II limit.
From figure 7.3, it is evident that the interplay of diffusivity and viscosity 
has a large effect on solvent front shape and velocity.
7.5 Limitations of the TW  M odel
Various problems have been encountered in the implementation of the TW 
model presented here. Firstly, the exponential factor exp[-M0], in the equa­
tion describing viscoelastic polymer swelling (equation 7.19) is a source of 
instability in the computation, since the value of the exponent M=15 is large. 
If the value of 0 exceeds 1, the exponential term quickly diverges and pro­
duces meaningless values for the increase in solvent concentration and the 
calculation quickly becomes unstable. To avoid this problem and improve 
che stability, the value of 0 is restricted to maximum and minimum values. 
If 0 exceeds 0q, it is reset to the value of 0a and if 0^ exceeds a value of 1, 
it is reset to 1. Similarly, the lower limit value of 0 is maintained at a value 
of 10-5.
A second problem arises in the Case II limit, where it was found that the 
solvent front progression scales with the spatial step size used in the model. 
This is illustrated in figure 7.4. For a doubling of the spatial step, the solvent 
front velocity scales by a factor of approximately l / \ /2 .
This instability in the TW model problem is due to difficulties in the numer-
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Figure 7.3: The variation in solvent concentration front velocity and shape 
as a function of mutual diffusion coefficient ( D q) and Btw prefactor (labelled 
tw on the plots) calculated as described in the text. In this case, Dq equals
2.4 X  10“ ^^  s”  ^ and Btw equals 0.7 x 10“  ^ s“ .^ Polymer viscosity is
inversely proportional to the Btw prefactor.
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Figure 7.4: Changing the spatial step size in the Thomas and Windle model 
has a corresponding effect on the solvent front diffusion coefficient.
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ical differentiation of a steep function. It is therefore only a serious problem 
in the strict Case II limit where the front profiles are steep. Drawbacks of 
the TW model in terms of stability, convergence and accuracy have been 
extensively investigated by Fu and Burning [190]. These authors discuss in 
general the stability of numerical methods to solve initial value problems 
(IVP) which involve a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE) such 
as the TW model used here. The problem associated with the integration of 
the steep step function in the Case II limit is identified as a case of so-called 
’’stiffness” generally associated with ODE systems where the solutions de­
pend on function which vary over several orders of magnitude. In this case, 
this applys to both D{<p) and 7]{(j)). They advocate the use of finite element 
methods and a specialized ODE integrator which has been optimised to han­
dle ’’stiff” IVP’s and have re-defined a one dimensional version of the TW 
model. In addition, they use an non-equilibrium thermodynamical deriva­
tion for solvent flux. However, this relatively sophisticated mathematical 
treatment also experiences divergence and stability problems for values of 
tw, M  and (f>Q outside a limited range. The values suggested by Thomas and 
Windle for the methanol/PMMA case studied here fall outside this range. 
In particular, the value of the viscosity exponent M  in the Fu and Burning 
implementation had to be kept lower than 5 [190].
Numerical instabilities encountered in the relatively simple finite difference 
algorithm proposed by TW have also been noted by Wu and Peppas [191], 
[192] who propose the use of more rigourous finite difference methods than 
those used by Thomas and Windle. A version of the Wu and Peppas fi­
nite difference method has been implemented in this work to test its relative 
stability to that of the TW algorithm. The C source code for this implemen­
tation is given in Appendix D. Again, as with Hui et al, these authors derive 
a single non-linear differential equation which combines the viscoelastic and 
diffusive processes. In the original implementation by Wu and Peppas, asym­
metric finite differences were used. These, however, produce solutions which 
are also asymmetric with respect to the direction of solvent ingress. A sym­
metric finite difference version of this model was tested here, but was found 
to be highly unstable.
Although the TW model is far from ideal, it still presents a reasonably sim­
ple approach to testing the basic principles underlying Case II diffusion, 
namely the strong inter-dependency of solvent concentration, mutual solvent- 
polymer diffusivity and polymer viscosity in solvent transport in glassy poly­
mers. The work of Burning and co-workers has shown that the essence of 
the TW model is consistent with more general theories of solvent trans­
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port based on rigorous thermodynamical descriptions [193]. For this reason, 
coupled with the difficulty in obtaining a model with significantly improved 
stability, it was decided here to test if the simpler Thomas and Windle model 
could be used to model STRAFI data.
7.6 STRAFI Data Modelling
The amplitude of the solvent signal in polymer relative to the signal observed 
from 100% solvent in the well was estimated as 0.65 for liquid methanol 
ingress in PMMA at 25°C. This value was taken as the equilibrium solvent 
concentration for liquid methanol in PMMA in the data modelling presented 
here. The STRAFI data for 100% methanol vapour ingress in PMMA showed 
a range of solvent concentrations in swollen which varied from 0.41 to 0.49 
of the equilibrium value for liquid methanol. The solvent self-diffusion coeffi­
cients have been measured and described in Chapter 5 (Figure 5.13) for this 
range of fractional solvent concentrations. Combining the STRAFI data with 
the self-diffusion coefficient for pure methanol liquid, it was possible to deter­
mine a minimum self diffusion coefficient D q^ ^^  and by fitting equation 
7.15 to a plot of solvent self-diffusion coefficients as a function of fractional 
solvent concentration, where 100% methanol corresponds to approximately
1.5 times the equilibrium value of solvent in the swollen polymer. The self­
diffusion coefficient of pure methanol was measured in the homogeneous field 
of a 0.47T (20MHz for ^H) benchtop NMR system (MARAN, Resonance In­
struments, U.K.) to be 2.5 xlO“^cm^5~^ at 25°C using the pulsed field gra­
dient spin echo sequence described in Chapter 1. Assuming the self-diffusion 
coefficient of solvent in swollen polymer is a good estimate for the mutual 
diffusion coefficient of the solvent polymer system in the case of methanol 
ingress in PMMA, the value of (f)o in equation 7.15 was estimated as 0.24 
for liquid methanol ingress in PMMA. This value was used as a constant 
throughout the modelling, in order to reduce the number of model input pa­
rameters. In order to overcome the difficulties inherent in the model, all the 
simulated profiles have been calculated using the same space step (Ax) in 
view of the dependence of D{^) on space step in the Case II limit as discussed 
earlier.
The following are model fits to STRAFI profiles presented in Chapter 6. 
Figure 7.5 shows the model profiles generated for liquid methanol ingress 
into PMMA samples exposed to 0% (pressed PMMA), 3.3% and 8% acetone 
pre-exposure. Figure 7.6 shows the TW model fits for methanol transport
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in PMMA as a function of temperature at 30 and 65 °C. Figure 7.7 shows 
the TW model fits for the 8% acetone pre-exposed PMMA sample at 5 and
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Figure 7.5: Methanol ingress profiles into PMMA containing a) 0% (pressed 
PMMA), b) 3.3% and c) 8% acetone (pre-swollen PMMA) shown at 60, 80, 
and 17 minute intervals respectively, starting at Z == 0. The dotted lines are 
profiles calculated according to the Thomas and Windle model for solvent 
diffusion in glassy polymers as described in the text.
In general, the front velocity is well fitted by the TW model for these samples, 
although the profile shape is less well reproduced. This is especially obvious 
in the case of the higher temperature liquid methanol ingress data (figure 7.6) 
and the lower temperature ingress data for the 8 weight% acetone pre-swollen 
data (figure 7.7). The STRAFI profile shape is influenced by polymer and 
solvent T2 and concentration gradients across the swollen region. The TW 
model does not account for variations in NMR parameters such as T2. Data 
presented in Chapter 5 showed that the formation of gradients across the 
swollen polymer region is dependent on the time following initial exposure to 
solvent. This may explain why the profile shape of the acetone pre-swollen 
samples at lower temperatures is poorly fit by the model. The time taken for
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Figure 7.6: Methanol ingress profiles into pressed PMMA at a) 35°C and b) 
45°C and c) 65°C shown at 60, 21 and 8 minute intervals respectively, starting 
at t = 0. The dotted lines are profiles calculated according to the Thomas 
and Windle model for solvent diflfusion in glassy polymers as described in the 
text.
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Figure 7.7: Methanol ingress profiles into pre-swollen PMMA with 8 weight% 
acetone at a) 5°C and b) -4°C shown at 26 and 78 minute intervals, starting 
at t = 0. The dotted lines are profiles calculated according to the Thomas 
and Windle model for solvent diffusion in glassy polymers as described in the 
text.
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the ingress of methanol into these samples is longer (approximately 8 hours 
to travel 250//m at -4°C (figure 7.7 b)) than that at higher temperatures 
(approximately 1 hour to travel 250//m at 25°C (figure 7.5 c))). Modelling the 
profile shape in the case of the high temperature (65°C) methanol ingress in 
pressed PMMA is hampered by the evident variation in the polymer baseline 
signal and the low signal to noise in the profiles. The latter is a result of the 
short acquisition times required to follow the rapid ingress of solvent into the 
sample at this temperature (approximately 4 minutes per profile).
An interesting feature of the Durning version of the model using a more 
rigorous thermodynamical derivation [193] is that evidence is suggested for 
the development of a solvent concentration gradient at longer exposure times 
behind the solvent front. Moreover, recent perturbation analysis of the TW 
model for Case II transport indicates that polymer relaxation in an inter­
mediate boundary region between swollen and unexposed polymer has a sig­
nificant effect on transport in the unexposed region [194]. It is clear that 
aspects of Case II transport such as spatial mobility gradients and polymer 
chain relaxation at the unexposed polymer interface await a more detailed 
theoretical analysis than that described here. However, it is evident from 
the evaluation of the basic Thomas and Windle model with solvent concen­
tration profile data available with STRAFI, that functional relationships can 
be derived for polymer and solvent parameters such as viscosity and diffu­
sivity over a broad range of diffusion dynamics. In the following section, the 
values for mutual diffusion coefficient and polymer viscosity obtained from 
data fits are analysed as a function of acetone pre-swelling and temperature 
in pre-swollen and pressed PMMA.
7.7 Polymer Viscosity
The variation in viscosity with temperature corresponding to equilibrium 
methanol swelling of the polymer, 77(1), is shown in figure 7.8 for both pure 
and 8% acetone pre-swollen PMMA.
As presented in Chapter 3, the temperature dependence of viscosity of poly­
mer melts and solutions is often well described by the Williams-Landel-Ferry 
(WLF) equation [91],
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Figure 7.8: The variation in viscosity with temperature for equilibrium 
methanol swelling of pressed PMMA (circles) and PMMA pre-swollen with 
8 weight% acetone (squares). The solid lines are fits to the data using the 
WLF equation as described in the text.
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= log{rtr,,(4')) -  (7.24)
C2 +  i  — iR
where T r  is a reference temperature and C\ and C2 are constants. For a variety 
of polymers Ci =  17.4 and C2 =  51.6°C. Using Tg as the reference tempera­
ture it is possible to fit the viscosity versus temperature data with the WLF 
equation, using and Tg as fitting parameters. The solid lines in figure 7.8 
correspond to fits to the WLF equation 7.24. The Tg of the methanol swollen 
PMMA at equilibrium concentration is -57°C and the methanol swollen, ace­
tone pre-swollen polymer is -130°C. The corresponding viscosities are of the 
order of 10^  ^ and 10^  ^ Nm“^s respectively. It should be noted that the cal­
culated Tg values are independent of the scaling errors in the TW fitting 
procedure. This type of WLF analysis has been applied elsewhere [95] to 
extract Tg values for PMMA swollen with up to 50 vol.% diethyl phthalate. 
In that case, good agreement was found between values of Tg determined 
from WLF analysis and values determined from conventional measurements. 
A low temperature DSC study of methanol equilibrated, acetone pre-swollen 
PMMA samples was attempted to confirm the predicted Tg value of -57°C. 
However, this temperature is at the extreme lower end of the operating tem­
perature range for the DSC system described in Chapter 6 and the study 
was not possible.
An estimated Tg for the methanol swollen PMMA can be derived from the 
Kelley-Bueche equation [95] described in Chapter 6 (equation 6 .1). An 
equilibrium methanol fraction in PMMA was estimated at 0.3 from earlier 
STRAFI experiments (relative polymer/solvent concentration data as shown 
in Figure 5.15). Using a value of-163°C as the glass transition temperature 
of methanol, a value of -60°C was obtained for the glass transition of the 
methanol swollen PMMA system. This is in good agreement with the value 
of -57°C obtained through WLF analysis of the stray field profile fit data.
An alternative approach to the analysis of viscosity data followed by Lasky et 
al [195] is to view viscosity as a thermally activated process, applicable when 
working outside the WLF region, i.e. T > Tg + 100°C. On this basis, 77(1) 
is plotted against 10^/T(K“^). Thermal activation energies for the same 
pre-swollen and pure PMMA of 41kJ/mol and 83kJ/mol respectively are 
obtained.
Figure 7.9 shows the dependence of viscosity 77(1) on acetone fraction, corre­
sponding to equilibrium methanol swelling of the acetone pre-swollen PMMA.
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The equilibrium solvent (methanol and acetone) fraction in the pre-swollen 
samples is not known exactly and could not be estimated from the ratio of 
solvent signal in polymer to solvent signal in the well from data profiles. This 
was due to poor signal-to-noise and incomplete profiling of solvent well signal 
in some cases. However, previous STRAFI data on deuterated acetone and 
methanol vapour mixtures (containing 0 to 30% acetone) presented in Chap­
ter 5 (section 5.5) contains information on the equilibrium solvent content in 
these samples. Assuming the loss in signal intensity in the swollen polymer 
region corresponds to the uptake of solvent, the equilibrium solvent frac­
tion can be estimated from 1 - Mos/Mor, where M qs and Mor are the initial 
magnetisation (back-extrapolated to zero time) of swollen and rigid polymer 
respectively. It is possible to plot from this data the equilibrium solvent 
fraction (varying from .17 to .33) as a function of acetone fraction (varying 
from 0 to .12) in swollen polymer. This plot is linear over the range 0 to 30% 
acetone used in the solvent mixture. An estimate of the equilibrium solvent 
fraction in the pre-swollen samples for the range 0 to 0.08 acetone in swollen 
polymer is taken from this plot and used in figure 7.9. It should be noted 
that the equilibrium solvent fractions in the pre-swollen samples estimated 
in this way ranging from 0.19 to 0.3 are lower than that estimated by taking 
the ratio of solvent signal to well signal in the case of methanol ingress in 
pressed PMMA (0.65) described earlier. A more exact determination of the 
equilibrium solvent fractions in the liquid, vapour and pre-swollen studies is 
needed to determine the exact values in each case. The functional variation 
in viscosity and diffusivity (presented in the next section) with equilibrium 
solvent fraction, however, should remain valid, even if the exact values of 
equilibrium solvent fraction need subsequent correcting.
The viscosity of the system is seen to decrease with increased acetone frac­
tion in the pre-swollen PMMA. In agreement with DSC and DMTA data, 
the presence of acetone appears to increase the mobility of the polymer with 
a corresponding decrease in polymer viscosity. As predicted from figure 7.3 
moving from left to right across the parameter space, this results in a transi­
tion from Case II to Fickian diffusion dynamics at higher acetone fractions.
7.8 Solvent Diffusivity
Figure 7.10 shows an Arrhenius dependence on temperature for the methanol- 
PMMA mutual diffusion coefficient in both pure PMMA and pre-swollen 
PMMA. Both sets of data appear to lie on the same line with a common
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Figure 7.9: Variation in viscosity (77(1)) as a function of solvent (methanol 
and acetone) fraction following exposure to methanol in the acetone pre­
swollen PMMA.
activation energy of approximately 55 kJ/mol. Again this is comparable to 
that obtained by Ercken et al [147], 57kJ/m ol for the diffusion of methanol 
into pure PMMA in the Fickian diffusion limit.
Thomas and Windle originally predicted from their own experimental data 
that the activation energy for viscosity controlled processes was approxi­
mately twice that for diffusion controlled processes. In the analysis here, 
this trend is also shown, the thermal activation energy for viscosity being 
approximately 1.5 times that for diffusion in the case of methanol ingress in 
pure PMMA. Lasky et al [195] have observed from dimensional analysis of 
the TW numerical equations that the Case II front velocity, V, should scale 
according to:
V  OC { — ) l / 2  
rj
(7.25)
where T  is absolute temperature, D is the mutual diffusion coefficient and 77 
is the viscosity. Using the parameters derived from the fits to the stray-held 
imaging data, it is possible to verify this relationship. Figure 7.11 shows that
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Figure 7.10: The variation in solvent mutual diffusion coefficient with temper­
ature at equilibrium methanol swelling in pure PMMA (circles) and PMMA 
pre-swollen with 8 weight% acetone (squares). The solid line is a least squares 
fit to the data.
the linear behaviour holds well in the temperature ranges examined here for 
the Case II diffusion of methanol into pure PMMA.
Figure 7.12 shows the dependence of mutual diffusion coefficient on equi­
librium solvent fraction in the acetone pre-swollen PMMA (calculated as 
described in the previous section). The mutual diffusivity of the polymer 
and solvent system is seen to increase with increased acetone fraction in the 
pre-swollen PMMA. Figure 7.3 predicts that an increase in diffusivity (mov­
ing bottom to top) results in an increase in the solvent front velocity for a 
particular type of diffusion dynamics. In the pre-swollen PMMA samples, 
a decrease in polymer viscosity (figure 7.9) coupled with an increase in the 
polymer and solvent mutual diffusivity with increasing fractional acetone 
pre-swelling corresponds to moving from the bottom left to the top right in 
the parameter space map shown in figure 7.3. This results in the observed 
transition from Case II to Fickian diffusion dynamics with increasing acetone 
fraction as presented in Chapter 6.
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Figure 7.11: The relationship between Case II front velocity and the square 
root of (Diffusion x Temperature/Viscosity) as described in the text. The 
solid line is a least squares fit to the data.
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Figure 7.12: Variation in mutual diffusion coefficient (D (l)) as a function 
of equilibrium solvent (methanol and acetone) fraction following exposure to 
methanol in the acetone pre-swollen PMMA.
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7.9 Conclusion
The analysis in this chapter presents for the first time, a substantial test of 
the Thomas and Windle model with experimental NMR data. The predicted 
transition from Case II to Fickian diffusion dynamics is observed via analy­
sis of the STRAFI data to correspond to the predicted changes in polymer 
viscosity and polymer/solvent mutual diffusivity parameters. This provides 
further evidence to suggest that the basic principles of the model to describe 
solvent transport in glassy polymers are correct. It is clear that the avail­
ability of spatially resolved solvent concentration profiles with the STRAFI 
technique has enormous potential for the testing of future analytical models. 
In this respect, the one dimensional STRAFI experiment is ideal to study 
both polymer and solvent dynamics in glassy polymer systems, since data can 
be acquired rapidly to match fast solvent diffusion timescales. In the case of 
longterm serial studies of slowly diffusing solvents, the exact repositioning of 
the sample between profiles is crucial and may require more effective sample 
alignment than currently available.
Chapter 8 
The Future of the STRAFI 
Technique
8.1 Commercial Polymer Systems
In the preceding chapters the use of STRAFI as a technique to study sol­
vent ingress in a model polymer material has been established. However, in 
many commercial polymer systems, the affect of chemical cross-linking and 
the addition of filler materials to provide strength and packing, leads to very 
different material properties than those observed in simple linear model poly­
mer systems. In order to become established as a technique for industrial or 
medical materials research, STRAFI has to compete with established meth­
ods of materials characterization and preferably provide relevant information 
which other met hods fail to provide. The following presents some prelimi­
nary results ii urn a STRAFI study of commercial methacrylate based dental 
polymer materials. The following is a brief description of these materials.
8.1 .1  D en ta l restorative m ateria ls
In order to produce alternatives to traditional metal alloy amalgam dental 
restoratives, various synthetic materials have been designed in recent years. 
These materials come in the form of moldable pastes which can be used to fill 
the dental cavity and are either chemically or light cured. The following work 
concentrates on visible-light-cured (VLC) materials, which are cured using
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a hand-held dental light source emitting visible light in the UV part of the 
spectrum (approx. 470nm). VLC materials fall into two broad categories as 
follows [196]; polymer/ceramic composites and glass ionomer cements (GIG).
Polym er/ceramic composites
Although there are a large number of composite restorative materials on the 
market, they share a common set of ingredients as follows: a monomer sys­
tem commonly an aromatic dimethacrylate such as 2,2-bis[4-(2-hydroxy- 3 - 
methacroyloxypropoxy)-phenyl] propane (BisGMA); a light activated initia­
tor to promote polymerisation; a diluent monomer to allow incorporation of 
the filler material; a filler phase which acts to reinforce the polymer matrix 
(e.g. glass, amorphous silica); interfacing agents to enhance the coupling of 
the polymer and filler phases and finally stabilising agents to prevent chem­
ical instability in either the stored paste or the set material [197].
Glass ionomer cements
Glass ionomer cements (GIG) [198] are composed of ion-leachable aluminosil- 
icate glass powders and a poly-acrylic acid. The polyacrylic monomers are 
commonly hydroxymethacrylate (HEMA) and polyethylene glycol dimethacry­
late (PEGMA) which undergo polymerisation via light activated initiators. 
The setting mechanism is brought about by the degradation of the exterior 
of the glass particles by the polyacid, followed by a release of calcium (Ga), 
aluminium (Al), and fluorine (F) ions. These ions then enhance cross-linking 
of polyacid polymer chains to form a rigid material embedded with glass re­
inforcement. As with the polymer composites, various filling materials are 
included in the glass in order to improve the mechanical strength of the set 
cement. A comprehensive description of polymer composites, glass ionomer 
cements as well as amalgam alloy restorative materials is given bv W atts 
[196].
8.1 .2  V LC  m ateria ls characterization  tech n iq u es
Accurate characterisation of uncured and cured material is important in 
the study of polymer dissolution and in isolating possible bio-incompatible 
by-products resulting from either curing or dissolution processes. Various
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chromatographic and spectroscopic analysis methods (including NMR spec­
troscopy) have been extensively reviewed by Ruyter and 0ysaed [197]. NMR 
spectroscopy has been used to study the structure and composition of natu­
rally occurring dental materials such as dental enamel and dentine [199],[200] 
as well as the structure and bio compatibility of dental restorative materials 
[201], [202]. Durability tests on VLC materials concentrate on determining 
the amount of material which is polymerised in the light curing process (the 
degree of conversion), the physical extent of light transmission in the ma­
terial (the depth of cure) and the ability of the set product to withstand 
attack from various chemical solvents which can be found in an oral environ­
ment (i.e. water, alcohols, acids). Many of the current techniques to study 
these properties are mechanical and of necessity destructive. These include 
hardness, wear and scraping tests. Previous conventional NMR microimag­
ing studies [203], [204] have suggested that NMR may be a useful tool for 
studying processes of curing and degradation in these materials.
8.2 Light Activated Curing
Attenuation of light by the VLC materials means that there is an effective 
depth of cure associated with each material depending on the optical proper­
ties (including colour shade) of the material. Factors affecting this so-called 
’’depth of cure” are an important consideration in the design of these materi­
als. Various direct measurement techniques have been employed to examine 
some of these processes. A comparison of both mechanical (hardness and 
scraping) tests and optical (infrared spectroscopy and optical microscopy) 
have been presented by DeWald and Ferracane [205]. Previous NMR mi­
croimaging of depth of cure in occlusin composite showed reasonable corre­
lation with microhardness derived estimations [203]. These studies however 
were hampered by low signal-to-noise due to the inability to resolve the short 
relaxation components in uncured monomer signal. Magnetic resonance mi­
croimaging has also been used to study chemically activated polymerization 
of methyl-methacrylate using benzoyl peroxide [206]. In previous NMR stud­
ies signal from the less mobile cured polymer was not visualized.
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8.2 .1  Sam ple preparation
Open-ended PTFE cylinders were designed of length 5mm and internal di­
ameter 5mm to hold samples of Occlusin composite (shade:LY ICI Dental, 
U.K.). The samples were then light cured at one end using a Luxor (ICI 
Dental, U.K.) light source emitting light in the blue spectrum. Samples were 
exposed continuously for 20 or 60 seconds. A series of colour shades were 
used as follows; DY - dark yellow, G - grey, S - standard, LG - light grey, LY 
- light yellow, XL - extra light. In the study presented here, the results ob­
tained from STRAFI profiling were compared to those obtained by scraping 
tests on similarly cured samples [207] using the same mold material (PTFE), 
since the molding material used can have a significant effect on the measured 
depth of cure and the shape of the cure front [208]. The solid STRAFI coil 
and acquisition parameters described in section 5.3 were used for the depth 
of cure and fluorine release measurements described in the following sections. 
Typically, 8 echoes were recorded at 100//m intervals across the sample. The 
solvent ingress studies were performed using the STRAFI surface coil using 
the acquisition parameters described in section 6.3.
8.2 .2  D ep th  o f cure m easurem ents
The solid STRAFI coil and acquisition parameters described in section 5.3 
were used for the depth of cure measurements described in this section. The 
sample cylinders were lightly glued onto a glass rod mounted onto the sample 
platform (See chapter 4, figure 4.9). Each sample was profiled in the verti­
cal direction perpendicular to the light exposed surface over the full sample 
length (typically 5mm) in lOO/zm intervals. The pulse length used was typi­
cally 10//S corresponding to an excited slice thickness of approximately 50//m 
in the 58T/m gradient. The number of echoes acquired was typically 8, using 
a pulse gap, r  of 30/is. Figure 8.1 shows a typical cure profile obtained from 
the Occlusin sample after 20 and 60 seconds exposure for the colour shades 
a) S - standard and b) LY - light yellow respectively. Each profile point 
represents the sum of echoes acquired at each slice.
An approximate estimate of depth of cure can be obtained by measuring 
the depth from the sample surface to the midpoint on the profile between 
the maximum monomer signal and the maximum polymer signal. Figure 8.2 
shows the variation in the estimated depth of cure with colour.
Figure 8.3 shows a typical echo train decay in both cured and uncured regions
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Figure 8.1: STRAFI cure profile for Occlusin shade a) S - standard and b) 
LY - light yellow. Each sample was exposed to light from the top surface 
marked at approximately 1mm on the x axis of both a) and b). The greater 
signal intensities at the lower sample end (right profile end) correspond to 
more mobile uncured material. There is also high intensity signal at the far 
right of each profile which corresponds to signal from the glue used to set the 
sample holder onto the glass rod.
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Figure 8.2: Depth of cure versus colour for various shades of Occlusin fol­
lowing 20 seconds (black) 4 n d  60 seconds (white) exposure time. DY - dark 
yellow, G—grey, S - standard, LG - light grey; LY - light yellow-, XL - extra 
light
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of the sample. The data acquired in this study at one pulse gap ( 3 0 / i s )  and 
acquiring only 8 echoes is insufficient to perform a quantitative study of the 
relaxation profile across the cure front. However, since both the polymer and 
monomer signal can be easily visualised a full STRAFI relaxation study of 
these materials has the potential to reveal relative concentrations of polymer 
and monomer across the cure front using similar analysis to that presented 
in Chapter 5.
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Figure 8.3: An example of the echo train decay observed in a cured (circles) 
and uncured (squares) region of an Occlusin sample.
8.3 Solvent Ingress
An area of increasing concern in the held of dental restorative materials is 
the useful lifetime of these materials in vivo. The mechanisms of solvent 
absorption by these materials in the mouth is not well understood and hence 
there is a little knowledge of the processes of material deterioration. The 
ingress of mixtures of acetone and water have been studied in dental ’’self­
cure” PMMA by Lloyd et al [204] using NMR microimaging. Only the solvent 
component could be visualised in these studies. Here it was decided to look 
at solvent ingress of a basic component in all composite products, namely 
the resin material. The ingress of various mixtures of ethanol and water into
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a common dimethacrylate resin (VUR) was studied using STRAFI.
8.3 .1  Sam ple preparation
The pre-cured VUR resin is a thick viscous liquid. It was found that curing 
the resin under glass is rapid compared to curing in the open air. This may 
be due to air induced inhibition of polymerisation. Samples were sandwiched 
between two glass slides and exposed to light, using the Luxor (ICI Dental, 
U.K.) light source. Exposure was maintained continuously for approximately 
2 minutes before and 2 minutes after removal of the glass slides to ensure full 
curing of the samples. Thin solid flexible resin sheets varying in thickness 
from 300-500/im were obtained using this method of preparation. The sheets 
were easily cut into the required sample dimensions using a scalpel blade. 
Samples of area 22mm by 22mm were cut and lightly glued to similarly sized 
glass microscope slides of 160/im thickness for mounting on the STRAFI 
surface coil described in Chapter 6.
8.3 .2  Solven t ingress m easurem ents
The ingress of liquid water and ethanol mixtures with varying ethanol frac­
tions of 0% to 100% was studied at 25°C it  2°C. The solvent ingress studies 
were performed using the STRAFI surface coil with the same acquisition pa­
rameters as those described in section 6.3 for the frequency sweep STRAFI 
method. Typical solvent ingress profiles are shown for a 35% ethanol:65% 
water mixture at 22°C is shown in figure 8.4.
The solvent front displacement for ethanol:water mixtures ranging from 25 
to 55% ethanol are plotted as a function of time in figure 8.5. The front 
position was chosen as 50% of the maximum solvent signal in the resin. The 
time exponent (n) with % ethanol in the mixture approaches a Fickian 
dependency.
The rate of ingress is seen to increase with higher percentages of ethanol in 
the mixture. VUR is the base resin in the light-cured composites (Occlusin, 
ICI Dental) used in the depth of cure study (section 1.2). The ingress of 
100% water, 100% ethanol and a 50:50 mixture of both was monitored in 
the cured composite material for up to 9 months. No evidence of ingress was 
seen during this time. This is surprising in view of mechanical tests carried
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Figure 8.4: Typical solvent front ingress profiles for a 35:65 ethanohwater 
mixture shown in intervals of approximately 34 minutes.
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Figure 8.5: Front displacement as a function of time for ethanol:water mix­
tures containing 25% (circles), 35% (squares), 45% (diamonds) and 55% 
(triangles) ethanol with a time exponent (n) of 0.40, 0.46, 0.41 and 0.44 
respectively.
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out by McKinney and Wu [209], [210]. These authors have studied surface 
wear and hardness in a variety of dental composite materials including a 
light-cured composite following exposure to 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% ethanol 
in ethanohwater mixtures for 1 week at 37°C. Both a decrease in hardness 
and wear resistance was seen after 1 week for all the composites studied, 
although the change was smallest in the case of the light-cured composite. 
The authors comment on the hard surfaces and high resistance to solvents in 
these systems. The results of this study showed that the maximum change 
in wear and hardness was seen with a 75% ethanol: 25% water mixture. 
Similarly the 75% ethanol: 25% water mixture was seen to cause maximum 
softening in hardness studies with unfilled BisGMA. This seems to contradict 
the studies here with VUR resin (BisGMA) which show increased uptake 
with increasing ethanol fraction. Wear measurements are however difficult 
to obtain and suffer from an introduction of mechanical wear on the sample 
during the measurement process. NMR microimaging studies of water ingress 
in glass ionomer cements have been studied by Jevnikar et al [211], where 
100% water was seen to ingress to the centre of a 4mm diameter rod of 
light-cured glass ionomer (Fuji II LG, GC) in 192 hours.
8.4 Fluorine Release in GIC
The application of fluoride to tooth surfaces is the cornerstone of dental 
caries prevention policy. In this respect, the potential release of fluorine in 
GIC restorative materials would be considered a major advantage of these 
materials. HatibovicKofman et al have seen evidence to suggest that fluo­
rine leached from GIC can enhance the remineralization of carious lesions 
12121. Stray field NMR provides a unique way to measure the release and 
concentration of fluorine in these materials.
8.4 .1  Sam ple preparation
Four commercial glass ionomer cements were studied, three of which are 
known to contain fluorine in the glass, (Vitremer, Fuji IX, Dyract) and one 
with no known fiuorine content (ZlOO) composed of a silica/zirconia glass as 
shown in table 8.1. Dyract and ZlOO are set by light activated polymerisation. 
Fuji IX sets by chemical reaction, and Vitremer uses a combination of both 
light activated and chemical polymerisation.
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Name Type Manufacture Fluorine release
Fuji IX Glass Polyalkenoate GC Corp., 
Tokyo
Yes
Vitremer VLC Glass Polyalkenoate 3M Healthcare, 
St. Paul
Yes
Dyract Compomer Dentsply GmbH, 
Konstanz
Yes
ZlOO Compomer 3M Healthcare, 
St. Paul
Yes
Table 8.1: Glass ionomer cements used in the STRAFI study described in 
the text.
The samples were molded and fully cured in open ended cylinders (10mm 
long, 5mm internal diameter). The cylinders were made in glass instead of 
PTFE used previously in order to eliminate any background fluorine signal.
8.4 .2  F lu orin e m easurem ents
Relaxation analysis was performed on the echo train decay data (figure 8.6) 
obtained from fiuorine and proton signal acquired from each GIC sample.
The echo train decays for the proton are fitted to a single exponential de­
cay and the echo train decays for the fluorine to a bi-exponential decay. A 
summary of the estimated proton and fluorine relaxation times and relative 
proton and fluorine concentrations in each sample material are given in ta­
ble 8.2. The latter concentration data was derived from the relative fluorine 
and proton densities obtained by back-extrapolating the echo decay data as 
described previously in Chapter 5.
The STRAFI relaxation data acquired for the Fuji IX sample in this study has 
been compared to results obtained from magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR 
performed on the same sample material. The MAS data [213] was acquired 
using a Pencil rotor spinning at 4kHz in a 7.05T, 89mm bore Chemagnetics 
CMX300 lite spectrometer at the University of Dundee.
The STRAFI fluorine relaxation data indicates the existence of a low and 
a high mobility fiuorine phase in the glass ionomer cements represented by 
a short and long T2 respectively. The MAS data for the pre-cured Fuji
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Figure 8.6: Typical echo train decays for fluorine (circles) and proton 
(squares) signal measured using a 20/is pulse gap in the Fuji IX glass ionomer 
cement.
IX powder shows the same distribution of low and high mobility Fluorine 
components as the cured material. However, there is a significant increase 
in the T2 relaxation time associated with the more mobile component. This 
suggests that the Fluorine exists in the glass matrix in two distinct phases 
and that the higher mobility phase is affected by the curing mechanism. 
This is consistent with the idea that the mobility and potential release of 
fluorine is altered in the curing process. Further work is required to confirm 
how much, if any of the fiuorine contained in the cement is released into the 
tooth. The use of three dimensional STRAFI imaging discussed in the next 
section provides a potential method to investigate this.
8.4 .3  C onclusion
This study has illustrated the potential of stray-field NMR in the charac­
terization of dental restorative materials [214]. In particular, it provides a 
method of providing high resolution, non-invasive imaging of solvent ingress 
and dissolution processes in these materials. This is not currently possible 
with conventional methods used in dental materials research. The possibility
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Name ^HTs
/ iS
Short ‘“F T2
/US
Long " F  T ; 
ixs
F:H concentration 
(%)
Fuji IX 183.2 (±  10.9) 55.7 (± 11.5) 824.3 (±  220.4) 22.9
Vitremer 114.5 (±  11.5) 49.9 (±  2.7) 740.3 (±  96.3) 2T0
Dyract 62.8 (± 2.8) 53.7 (±  3.8) 851.9 (±  108.6) 20^
ZlOO 76.5 (±  6.2) no signal no signal -
Table 8.2: Relaxation times and relative proton and fluorine concentrations 
derived from STRAFI data as described in the text.
Name Short ^"F Tg/zs Long ^^F Tg/ts
Fuji IX powder 
(MAS)
33 325
Fuji IX cement 
(MAS)
41 664
Fuji IX cement 
(STRAFI)
56 824
Table 8.3: A comparison of the ®^F T2 relaxation data measured by magic 
angle spinning (MAS) NMR and STRAFI for the Fuji IX glass ionomer 
cement.
of measuring fluorine content and release is of great interest to the dental 
community as there is currently no method available to allow the distribution 
of fluorine in dental restorative materials or fluorine applied directly to the 
tooth to be visualised. In addition to dental materials, there is a growing 
interest in the use of NMR to study deterioration of biomedical materials 
used in medical prosthetics.
8.5 Current STRAFI Applications
A wide range of related applications have been identified and are being in­
vestigated using the STRAFI method. These can be broadly classified as 
follows:
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8.5 .1  D ry in g /cu r in g  o f  po lym er th in  film s
The ’Teal-time” changes to the polymer system in drying and curing pro­
cesses is very often poorly understood in a range of materials from paints to 
adhesives. STRAFI, for the first time offers a technique to study the complete 
drying process with high resolution and the study of the changing polymer 
mobilities. Many of these substances change phase on exposure to air or the 
addition of chemical polymerising agents from viscous liquids to glassy solids. 
Hughes et al have used broad line NMR techniques to study the temperature 
dependence of the drying of sodium silicates solutions [215] used as adhesives 
in the paper industry. STRAFI, optimised for thin film applications offers 
the potential to follow the drying process over the full range of mobilities 
from liquid to solid. A study of the drying of a water based latex paint film 
(thickness wet equal to 250//m) on glass substrate was observed by Glover 
et al using frequency swept stray field imaging. The STRAFI profiles show 
that there is a rapid transition from long to short Tg values during the drying 
process [58]. STRAFI has also been used to study the separation processes 
(creaming) of oil and water components in an emulsion system by Newling 
et al [216]. This work forms a preliminary study to the use of STRAFI to 
investigate emulsions systems used in the paint industry.
8.5 .2  Solvent ingress in  polym ers
To date, various other polymer systems have been investigated using STRAFI. 
Absorption of water is a basic process related to many areas of food process­
ing science. Hopkinson et al have studied the ingress of water vapour and 
liquid water into carbohydrate polymers such as amylose [125]. The study of 
liquid water ingress has also been studied in synthetic and natural polysac­
charide (e.g. xanthan) based polymers which are important components of 
the root tip system in plants [217]. These polymers are believed to play 
an active role in water absorption into the plant vascular system from the 
soil. The large gradients available with STRAFI provide contrast and spatial 
resolution over a wide range of NMR relaxation rates observed in these sys­
tems, from rigid biopolymers and bound water to the more mobile swollen 
polymers and free water components.
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8.5.3 Porous media
An increasingly important area of imaging applications for STRAFI has been 
the study of water transport into porous building materials (cements) [218], 
[219], [220]. The presence of water during the curing process is a vital factor 
in the formation of the final pore structure of the dried cement. This area of 
materials imaging is difficult using conventional MRI due to the presence of 
large magnetic susceptibility effects (Chapter 2) across pore interfaces and 
the rapid exchange between mobile and strongly absorbed water molecules 
on pore surfaces. STRAFI can provide contrast between bound and free 
water in the pore structure and allows the determination of the hydraulic 
diffusion coefficient as a function of water concentration using the Boltzmann 
transform method outlined in Chapter 2. A major factor in the degradation 
of buildings materials is due to the transport of water into the material both 
as an agent of destruction in its own right and as a carrier of other damaging 
compounds (e.g. sulphates). STRAFI has also been used to investigate the 
effectiveness of hydrophobic polymer coatings applied to cements in order to 
reduce the uptake of water (Appendix B) [221], [218].
8.6 Future STRAFI Developments
8.6 .1  M u lti-d im en sion a l S T R A F I
Although a large amount of information can be achieved about the inter­
action of solids and liquids by investigating the problem in a 1 dimensional 
exposure experiment, there are some potential STRAFI imaging applications 
which are essentially 3 dimensional in nature. These include the imaging of 
bone and teeth,the investigation of voids and defects in solid components 
e.g. electric capacitors. Using a 3D STRAFI probe designed by Bruker 
Analytische Messtechnik (Germany), Baumann et a/have demonstrated the 
potential of three dimensional STRAFI to image the internal structure of the 
tooth [222],[223]. Image contrast between different tooth component mate­
rials (rigid enamel, dentin, cementum) was possible as well as high spatial 
resolution of the root canal system. Using the same 3D probe, Samoilenko et 
al demonstrated 3D STRAFI imaging in a wide range of materials including 
wood, polyethylene (PE), PMMA, PTFE, coaxial cable and mica capacitors. 
In addition to sample translation, the sample must be rotated through two 
axes of rotation in order for all slices in the sample to be placed in position
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orthogonal to the field gradient in the sensitive STRAFI resonance plane. 
This has to be achieved while keeping the RF coil stationery and the B i  
field orthogonal to the B q field direction. An immediate result of the extra 
sample movement required is a significant increase in image acquisition time 
for 3d STRAFI imaging. For example, a 3 dimensional 128 x 128 x 128 
STRAFI image of a plant stem (% Imm^ cross-sectional area, 7mm long) 
with a slice thickness of 50/zm and an in-plane resolution of 150 x 150/zm 
acquired by Kinchesh et al [60] took 12 hours. A 3d probe based on the 
Id model shown in Chapter 3, has now been produced at the University of 
Surrey. This 3D STRAFI probe is currently undergoing initial testing. A 
major problem to be overcome is the interference generated by the proximity 
of the moving parts to the RF coil. The sample is rotated under stepper 
motor control by two independent rotating shaft systems. Materials with 
negligible magnetic susceptibility and proton content are being tested. Two 
dimensional STRAFI imaging has been investigated by Iwamiya and Sinton 
[225] for imaging materials of interest to the aerospace industry. Wang et 
al have used 3 dimensional STRAFI imaging to study the distribution of 
polymeric surfactants in the pre-processing of ceramic powders [226].
8.6 .2  C om bined  N M R  m icroscopy and S T R A F I
A conventional NMR microscope has been installed in the homogenous field 
region of the superconducting magnet used for STRAFI in this work. The 
microscope probe was designed by the Fraunhofer Biomedical Institut (Ger­
many). The RF coil is tuned to 400MHz for protons and is positioned in the 
centre of the magnet at a field of 9.4T. It is planned to use this system in 
conjunction with the STRAFI facility allowing the complete transition from 
mobile liquid to rigid solid in drying and curing experiments to .be studied 
over the full range of observable NMR mobilities. Studies on drying processes 
in alkyd resins in the liquid phase are being performed as a preliminary to 
the combined use of STRAFI and microscopy to study the full drying pro­
cess [227]. The idea of combining STRAFI with conventional NMR imaging 
in the central homogenous region of the magnet has been demonstrated in 
previous experiments by Wu et al. These authors have used a shuttle system 
to move the sample from the stray-field region to the central homogenous 
field region to do combined STRAFI diffusion measurements and 2D NMR 
spectroscopy [79].
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8 .6 .3  P u rp o se  built h igh  field gradient m agn ets
The basic idea of using high field gradients has been used to design a perma­
nent bench-top magnet system with a uniform high field gradient orthogonal 
to the Bo  field direction [228]. In conventional STRAFI used for profiling 
thin PMMA films in this work, the B i  field is orthogonal to the gradient di­
rection, giving rise to low sensitivity. The proposed new design used shaped 
magnet pole pieces to give a linear gradient orthogonal to the B q field direc­
tion. The proposed field strength of the magnet will be 0.75T, corresponding 
to a proton resonance frequency of 32MHz, with a gradient field strength of 
17T/m. The main applications areas for this new magnet will be in high 
resolution imaging of thin film samples, in combination with Fourier imaging 
techniques. In addition to this work, higher stray field gradient strengths of 
up to 72T/m are being explored by Randall et al using higher field magnets 
of 14.1T and 19.6T [229].
8.7 Conclusion
The position of STRAFI in materials NMR investigation is firmly established 
on the basis of experimental results presented here and elsewhere. This tech­
nique allows the observation of multi-component relaxation rates covering 
the entire range from rigid solids to free liquids. To date, STRAFI NMR of 
even the most broad lines has been successful where other broad line imaging 
techniques have failed. Although, the methodology is sometimes considered 
simplistic, theoretical work to date on echo modulations, the evolution of 
spin relaxation and diffusion mechanisms in high field gradients have re­
vealed a complicated spin dynamics, which in terms of theoretical analysis 
is by no means exhausted. A more precise interpretation of the evolution of 
echo trains in STRAFI may indeed lead to enhanced information on broad 
line NMR previously uninvestigated by conventional MRI. NMR uniquely 
provides non-invasive information on a whole range of processes from molec­
ular level dynamics and chemical environment to macroscopic dynamics (e.g. 
flow, diffusion) and the affects of macroscopic environment (e.g. solvent 
exposure, stress appliance). The clear benefit of using high field gradients 
has prompted the design of a custom-built magnet system with a specified 
uniform high field gradient. Further developments in this area may reduce 
the current limitations of STRAFI in terms of sample size and acquisition 
times, in particular in 3D applications, where the acquisition time required
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for sample rotation is considerable. It is likely that in future the use of such 
optimised STRAFI methods in combination with broad line NMR microscopy 
will result in a distinct role for NMR in industrial and materials research. At 
the same time there is increasing interest in broad line imaging techniques 
in medicine to image heterogeneous low mobility biological materials such as 
cartilage, bone and teeth.
Appendix A
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Appendix C
/ **********************************************************************/ 
/*** C code to implement the Thomas and Windle Model of ***/
/*** diffusion dynamics in glassy polymers ***/
/*** d.m.lane 19/5/97 ***/
/*** References: N.L. Thomas, A.H. Windle, Polymer, 23 529 (1982). ***/
/*** C.-Y. Hui, K.-C. Wu, R.C. Lasky, E.J. Kramer, ***/
/*** J. Appl. Physics, 61, 5137 (1987). ***/
/**********************************************************************/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>
#define M 15 /* viscoelastic constant */
#define PI 3.14159
#define SIGMA 10.0 /* standard deviation of Gaussian resolution function */ 
main ()
/** Variable definitions **/
int c,j,nt,np,p,point,t,npro,i,a,x[40]; 
char outfile[20], phifile[20], phi_afile[20]; 
char gaussfile[20], amp[2];
FILE *fpl, *fp2, *fp3;
double phi_a[40], phi[40], newphi_a[30], newphi[30], temp[30]; 
double corrfactor, diff[30], dphi_a[30], dphi, delphi[30], delphi_a[30]; 
float b,delt, delx, tw, dO, cO, A, xaxis, test ;
float gphi[400], newmodel[400] , model[40], dummy[40], sum, gausscon;
/** User input of required program parameters **/
printf("\tEnter the output filename"); 
scanf("%s", outfile);
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printf("\tEnter the diffusion coefficient, (m''2/s)");
scanf("%f", &dO); 
printf("\tEnter the equilibrium concentration");
scanf("%f", &cO); 
printf("\tEnter the time interval");
scanf("%f", fedelt); 
printf("\tEnter the distance interval");
scanf("%f", fedelx); 
printf("\tEnter the Thomas and Windle prefactor");
scanf("%f", &tw); 
printf("\tEnter the time interval between profile output");
scanf("%d", &nt); 
printf("\tEnter the number of profiles printed to file"); 
scanf ("7,d", &np) ;
/** Print out the input parameters and calculated prefactors **/
printf("%s\t%f\n", "delt(s)", delt); 
printf("%s\t%f\n", "delx(microns)", delx); 
printf("%s\t%f\n", "tw", tw); 
printf ("%s\t%f\n", "d0(m''2/s) ", dO) ;
corrfactor = (delt*dO)/(delx*delx); 
b = (delt*tw);
printf("%s\t%f\n", "thomas and windle prefactor", b);
printf("/s\t/f\n", "reduced units correction factor", corrfactor);
/** Assign file-endings and open output files **/
strcpy(phifile, outfile); 
strcpy(phi_afile, outfile); 
strcpy(gaussfile, outfile);
s t r c a t  ( p h i f i l e ,  " p h i " ) ; 
s t r c a t  ( p h i _ a f i l e , " p h i _ a " ) ; 
s t r c a t  ( g a u s s f i l e , " g a u s s " ) ;
f p l  =  f o p e n ( p h i f i l e ,  " w " ) ; / *  s o l v e n t  f r o n t  d a t a  * /
f p 2  =  f o p e n ( p h i _ a f i l e , " w " ) ; / *  e q u i l i b r i u m  s o l v e n t  f r o n t  d a t a  * /
2 0 8
fp3 = fopen(gaussfile, "w"); /* solvent front data, after */
/* Gaussian function applied */
/** Initial fractional solvent concentration (phi) **/
for (c=-5;c<l;c++) /* Outside sample */
phi[c] = 1;
for (c=l; c<30; c++)
phi[c] = 0.00001;
/** Initial local fractional solvent concentration (phi_a) **/
for (c=-5;c<l; c++) /* Inside sample */
phi_a[c] = 1;
for (c=l; c<30; c++)
phi_a[c] = 0.00001;
for(p=-5;p<30;p++) {
fprintf(fpl,"%i\t%f\n", p, phi[p]); 
fprintf(fp2,"%i\t%f\n", p, phi_a[p]); }
fprintf(fpl,"%s\n", "&");
fprintf(fp2,"%s\n", "&");
/** Part I. Calculation of solvent front profiles **/
for(npro=0;npro<np;npro++) { /^counter for profile output */
for(t=0;t<nt;t++) { /*time counter*/
for(point=0;point<25;point++) {
/** Define the solvent-polymer mutual diffusion coefficient as **/ 
/** as a function of solvent entrât ion **/
diff[point] = exp(phi[point]/cO);
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/** Calculate
dphi_a[point] = (phi_a[point+l] - phi_a[point-1])/2;
}
for(point=0;point<25;point++) {
temp[point] = diff[point]* phi[point] * dphi_a[point]/ phi_eIpoint];
}
for(point=0;point<25;point++) {
delphi_a[point] = (phi_a[point]/phi[point])*((temp[point+1]
- temp[point-1])/2);
newphi.a[point] = phi.a[point] + (corrfactor*delphi_a[point]);
if(newphi_a[point] >1) {newphi.a[point] = 1 ; }
delphi[point] = exp(M*phi[point])*log(newphi_a[point]/phi [point] ) ;
newphi[point] = phi[point] + (b*delphi[point]);
if(newphi[point] > newphi_a[point]) {newphi[point] = newphi_a[point];}
}
/** Re-set boundary conditions **/
newphi[23] = 0.00001; newphi[24] = 0.00001; 
newphi_a[23] = 0.00001; newphi_a[24] = 0.00001;
newphi_a[0] =1; 
newphi[0] = 1;
/** Update old profile values **/
for(i=0; i< 25; i++) {
phi_a[i] = newphi_a[i]; 
phi[i] = newphi[i];
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if(phi [i] < le-6) {phi[i] = le-6;} 
}
}/*increment time counter */
for(p=-5;p<30;p++) {
fprintf(fpl,"%i\t%f\n", p, phiCp]); 
fprintf(fp2,"%i\t%f\n", p, phi_a[p]); }
fprintf (fpl, "7.s\n", ;
fprintf(fp2,"%s\n",
}
/* increment profile output counter*/
fclose(fpl); 
fclose(fp2);
/** Part II. Apply Gaussian spread function to model profiles **/
/** Read model profiles into an array**/
for(npro=0; npro<np+l; npro++) {
fpl = fopen(phifile, "rb");
if ((fpl=fopen(phifile, "rb")) == NULL) 
printf("%s\n", "cannot open file");
for (i=0;i<(npro);i++) {
for (c=0;c<35; c++)
fscanf(fpl,"%i\t%f\n",&x[0], fedummy[0]); 
fscanf(fpl,"%s%\n", &amp[0]);}
for (p=0;p<35;p++) {
fscanf(fpl,"%i\t%f\n", &x [p], femodel[p]);
'  . }
fclose(fpl);
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/** Add additional points to each profile **/
for (p=0;p<35;p++){ 
for (a=0;a<10;a++)
newmodel[p*10+a] = model[p] + (a/10.0)*(model[p+1]-model [p]);
}
/** Convolve each profile with a Gaussian spread function **/
gausscon = (1/sqrt(2*PI))*(1/SIGMA);
for (a=-20;a<300;a++) {
sum = 0.0; 
for (p=0;p<350;p++) 
sum = sum + (newmodel[p]*(gausscon)*(exp(-((p-50-a)*(p-50-a)) 
/(2*SIGMA*SIGMA))));
gphi[a] = sum;
}
/** Write Gaussian broadened profiles to file **/
for(p=-20;p<300;p++) {
xaxis = (p*delx*le6)/10.0;
fprintf(fp3,"%f\t%f\n", xaxis, gphi[p]);}
fprintf (fp3,"7,s\n", "&") ;
}
fclose(fp3);
} /* end of program */
Appendix D
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /  
/*** C code to implement the Wu and Peppas Model of ***/
/*** diffusion dynamics in glassy polymers ***/
/*** d.m.lane 19/5/97 ***/
/*** Reference: J.C. Wu, N.A. Peppas, J. Appl. Polym. Sc., 49, 1845 ***/ 
/*** (1993). ***/
/*** (Note: Equation numbers refer to this reference) ***/
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <math.h>
/**Define the fixed model parameters **/
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define
chi 0.9 
alO 1.0 
ad 20.0 
aeta 50.0 
DO 4.0e-14 
etaO 4.0el2 
Ebar 12.11 
E 3.0e8 
LO 5.9e-4 
T 297.0 
Vlbar 4.04e-5 
nmax 1000 
R 8.314
precision le-4
flory-huggins interaction parameter */ 
surface activity */
exponent in diffusion function eq. 13 */ 
NU-exponent in viscosity function eq. 8 */ 
Diffusion coefficient eq. 13 (mT2/s) */ 
Viscosity coefficient eq. 8 ( Ns/mT2) */ 
NU-dimensionless youngs modulus eq. 32 */ 
NU-youngs modulus (N/m~2)*/ 
length (m)*/ 
temperature (K)*/
molecular volume of penetrant m*3/mol */ 
max array value */ 
universal gas constant J/molK */
*precision for convergence cycle */
/** Note: NU - parameter not used in this version of model **/
main ()
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{
/** Variable definitions **/
int nlayers, nprofiles, ntimesteps, t, j, loop;
float stepsize, timestep, B, vleq, taudiff, taurelax, DX, DT, DX2, De; 
float profile, deltaDT, converged, conloop, output; 
char outfile[20], concfile[20];
FILE *fpl, *fp2;
float v[2000], vn[2000], vnk[2000], f ni [2000], gnl[2000], hnl[2000]; 
float rl[2000], r2[2000], temp, a [2000], b[2000], c [2000], r [2000]; 
void tridagCfloat a[] , float b[], float c[],
float r[], float u[] , unsigned long n) ;
/* tridagO
/** User input of required program parameters **/
printf("\tEnter the output filename "); 
scanf("%s", outfile);
/*printf("\tEnter the number of profiles printed "); 
scanf("%d", fenpro); */
/** append file-endings to output files **/
strcpy(concfile, outfile); 
strcat(concfile, "cone"); 
fpl = fopen(concfile, "w");
fp2 = fopenC'trimatrix", "w") ;
/** Define the sample dimensions **/
nlayers = 120; /* number of sample elements*/
nprofiles = 100; /* number of profiles calculated before plotting*/
ntimesteps = 20000; /* number of timesteps calculated */
stepsize = LO/nlayers; /* NU- dx element size */
timestep =7.2; /* dt time interval */
nlayers = nlayers + 1;
printf("%s\t%i\n","nlayers = ", nlayers );
printf("%s\t%f\n","profile interval(s) = ", nprofiles*timestep ); 
printf("%s\t%f\n","space interval(m) = ", stepsize );
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/** Calculation of parameters and functions required in model **/
vleq = 0.383; /^equilibrium solvent fraction */
/* penetrant volume fraction at the polymer/penetrant interface*/
B = (DO*exp(ad*vleq)*etaO*Vlbar)/(R*T*LO*LO);/* eq.45*/ 
taudiff = (LO*LO)/(DO*exp(ad*vleq)); /* eq.26 */ 
taurelax = etaO/E; /* NU -eq. 27 */
DX = (LO/nlayers)/LO; /* dimensionless length eq.29 Xbar */
DT = timestep/taudiff; /* dimensionless time step eq.30 theta*/
De = taurelax/taudiff; /* NU-deborah number */
DX2 = DX*DX; /* define square of dimensionless length for later */
/** Set initial conditions for penetrant volume fractions **/
for (j=2;j<nlayers;j++){ 
v[j] = 0.00005; 
vn[j] = v[j] ; }
v[nlayers/2] = vleq; 
vn[nlayers/2] = vleq;
profile =0;
output = 0; /* counter for profile output */
for (t=l;t<ntimesteps^l;t++)
{ /* time counter */
/** Initialise a convergence loop **/ 
conloop = 0.0;
for(loop=0; loop<=1000; loop++) { 
converged = 0.0;
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/** Derive functions, fnl, gnl, hnl, r2 and rl **/
/** in eq. 34, 35, 47, 54, 58 respectively **/
for(j=0;j< nlayers+1;j++) {
temp = vn[j];
fnlCj] = (1.0-temp)*exp(ad*(temp-vleq)) ;
/*reduced diffusion function eq.34*/ 
gnl[j] = ( temp*exp(ad*(temp-vleq)) )/ (1.0 -2.0*chi*temp) 
/* thermodynamic prefactor eq. 35 */ 
hnl[j] = (B * exp(-aeta*temp)) / ((1.0-temp)* (1.0-temp));
/* viscoelastic prefactor */ 
rl[j] = ( DT*( 1.0 -vn[j]) )/(4.0*DX2);
/* eq.54 - adjusted in our version*/ 
r2[j] = ( 1.0 -vn[j])/ (4.0*DX2);
/* eq. 58 - adjusted in our version*/
}
/* Derive functions a,b,c, & r where 
a = vn+l[j-l] 
b = vn+l[j]
c = vn+l[j+l] components in Equation 60 
r = right hand side of eq. 60*/
for(j=l;j< nlayers;j++) {
a[j] = rl[j]*(fnl[j+l]-fnl[j-l])
- 4.0*rl[j]*fnl[j]
+ r2[j]*(gnl[j+l]-gnl[j-l])*hnl[j]
+ 2.0*r2[j]*gnl[j]*(hnl[j+l]-hnl[j-l])
- 4.0*r2[j]*gnl[j]*hnl[j];
b[j] = 1.0+rl[j]*8.0*fnl[j]
- r2[j]*(gnl[j+l] - gnl[j-l])*(hnl[j+l]-hnl[j-l])
- r2[j]*4.0*gnlCj]*(hnl[j+l]+hnl[j-l] - 2.0*hnl[j])
+ r2[j]*8.0*gnl[j]*hnl[j] ;
c[j] = -rl[j]*(fnl[j+l]-fnl[j-l])
- 4.0*rl[j]*fnl[j] - r2[j]*(gnl[j+l]-gnl[j-l])*hnl[j]
- 2. 0*r2 [j] *gnl [j] * (hnl [j+1] -hnl [j-1] )
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- 4.0*r2[j]*gnl[j]*hnl[j] ;
r[j] = v[j]*(1.0-r2[j]*(gnl[j+l]-gnl[j-l])*(hnl[j+l]-hnl[j-l])
- 4.0*r2[j]*gnl[j]*(hnl[j+l]+hnl[j-l]-2.0*hnl[j])
+ 8.0*r2[j]*gnlCj]*hnl[j] )
+ v[j+l]*( -r2[j]*(gnl[j+l]-gnl[j-l])*hnl[j]
- 2. 0*r2 [j] *gnl [j] * (hnl [j+1] -hnl [j-1] )
- 4.0*r2[j]*gnl[j]*hnl[j] )
+ V [ j -1] * (r2 [ j] * (gnl [j+1] -gnl [j-1]) *hnl [j]
+ 2 . 0*r2 [j ] *gnl [j]* (hnl [j+1] -hnl [ j -1] )
- 4.0*r2[j]*gnl[j]*hnl[j] ) ;
/** Call the tridiagonal function **/
tridag(a,b,c,r,vnk,nlayers-l);
/** Reset first (1) and last element (nlayers) **/
/** to enforce boundary conditions **/
vnk[l] = 0.5*(vnk[l]+vnk[nlayers-l]);
/*vnk[nlayers] = 0.00005; vnk[nlayers-1] = 0.00005; 
vnk[l] = vleq; 
vnk[0] = vleq; */
vnk [nlayers-1] = vnk[l]; 
vnk[nlayers/2] = vleq;
/** Test for convergence **/
for (j=l;j<nlayers;j++) {
if(abs(vnk[j]-vn[j]) < precision) 
converged = 1.0;
}
/* If cycle not converged ... */
if(converged ==0.0) {
for(j=l;j<nlayers;j++) 
vn[j] = vnk[j];
printf("%s\n", "not converging !");
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conloop = conloop +1; }
/* .... repeat */
/* If cycle has converged .... */
if(converged == 1.0) { 
for(j=l;j<nlayers;j++) { 
vn[j] = vnkEj]; 
v[j] = vn[j]; }
loop = 1000;
}
}
/*.... close convergence loop */
/** Output profiles **/
for (j=l;j<nlayers;j++) {
vn[j] = vnk[j]; 
v[j] = vn[j] ; }
profile = profile + 1; 
output = output +1;
if(output==nprofiles) {
for(j=l;j<nlayers;j++) {
fprintf(fpl,"%i\t%f\n", j, v[j]);
output =0.0; }
fprintf(fpl,"%s\n", "&"); }
} /* increment time counter */
fclose(fpl);
} /* end of program */
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/* Solution to Tridiagonal Matrix */
/* Reference: Numerical Recipes in C (2nd Ed.), */
/* Cambridge University Press, (1988) Page 51 */
#include "nrutil.h"
void tridag(float a[], float b[], float c[],
float r[], float u[], unsigned long n)
{
unsigned long j ; 
float bet, *gam;
gam = vector(l,n);
if (b[l] == 0.0) nrerror("Error 1 in tridag"); 
u[l] = r[l]/(bet=b[l]) ; 
for(j=2;j<=n;j++) {
gam[j] = c [j-1]/bet; 
bet=b[j]- a[j]*gam[j];
if(bet == 0.0) nrerror("Error 2 in tridag"); 
u[j] = (r[j] - a[j]*u[j-l])/bet;
}
for(j = (n-l); j>=l; j— )
u [ j ]  -= gam[j+l]*u[j+l] ; 
free_vector(gam,l,n);
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